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ABSTRACT

The Aztec Siltstone (l,ate Devonian) crops out for 150 km

along the Transantarctic Mountains, between the Mawson and^

Mulock Glaciers of southern Victoria Land, Antarctica. It is
the uppermost formation of the Taylor Group, the lower of the
two subdivisions of the Beacon Supergroup of southern Victoria
Land. The formation consists largely of fine to medium-
grained sandstone, and greyish red (lOR 4/2), grey (N5) r and.

greenish grey (5G 6/L) siltstone and claystone. Other
lithologies include carbonaceous siltstone and claystone,
Iimestone ancl intraformational conglomerate. Conchostracans,
fish fossils, plant fragments, and gypsum lenses are present
also.

Cross-stratification, horizontal stratification, channelling,
and "fining-upwards" cycles indicate depclsition from shalIow,
high sinuosity (tortuous), meand.ering streams that migrated
laterally across a broad alluvia1 plain. The sandstone beds
a.re laterally accreted channel deposits, 'arhereas the siltstone
and claystone beds represent overbank deposition by vertical
accretion in the interchannel areas of the flooclbasin. Other
flood.basin deposits includ.e lacustrinal sediments from pluvial
ponds and ox-bow lakes, and palustrinal sediments from the
backswamps. overbank deposition of bed load material formed
levees, and stream avulsion and crevassing during flood stage
produced crevasse-splay deposits.

The sandstone beds are quartzarenites, with detri'tal grains
consisting largely of plutonic quarLz; other grains include
ctrertr feldspar, metamorphic quartz and a trace of heavy minerals.
Sandstone textures average fine-grained and well sorted, althouEh
sandstone with textural inversion is conrmon. Compositional and.

textural characteristics indicate that the sandstone is a
product of the reworking of older quartzarenite in the source
area.

Subaerial exposure was a feature of the fj-ne-grained
floodbasin sediments; the evidence includes the abundance of
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mudcracks, and a variety of soil features. The latter include
extensive kankar (rcalichet) horizons, pseudo- or wavey bedding
structures, a compositional and textural similarity to modern

soils, vein networks (considered to be a product. of deep

cracking in Lhe unconsolidated. substratum), burrowing, and

root hbrizons with in some cases associated plant fragments.
The kankar (fcalichet) suggests that there was a period of
prolonged subaerial exposure and soil development which
followed the deposition of fine-grained., fine member lithologies
of the "fining upwards" cycles. This period was probably in the
range 51000 to 50r000 years.

The Aztec Siltstone is a typical I'variegatedil red-bed
sequence, containing interbedded red and drab fine-grained
lithologies. The fine-grained drab lithologies consist of
quartz grains set in a matrix of green illitic and chloritic
c1ay. The colour in the interbedded red and grey siltstone and

claystone results from a haematite pigment, which in the red
sarnples is present in a concentration sufficient to completely
mask the green colour of the clay matrix. The reddening is
believed to have been a penecontemporaneous process that took
place in the floodbasin sediments during their prolonged
subaerial exposure under a hot and seasonally wet and dry
(savanna) climate. The haematitic pigment was d.erived from
the rn sjtu and progressive dehydration of detrital amorphous

and poorly crystalline brown hydrated ferric oxj-de in those
sedirnents which maintained an oxidizing en'rironment and were
above the ground-water table during the dehydration process.
Sediments which remained in a water-logged state, below the
water table, and in association with organic matter, were

invariably reduced. and lost their iron oxide in solution.
Later post-depositional reduction of some red lithologies
produced reduction spheres and channels, reduced burrows and

vein networks, and the reduced layers immediately underlying
the scoured surface at the base of the channel sandstones.
Some chemical redistributi-on of iron contributed to the
variegated and mottled horizons of the formation,
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The mi,nerial eomposition of adjacent red and. drab
IlthoJ-ogies is essentialll' ttre s,alrtr€ exeept for the haematite
eonstituent.. The red aver:age 5.86 (s = 1.09) percent total
Ete (as F'esOs), of, whieh 3.01 (o = 0.53) percent is as haematite
ptgurent I L.57 pere-ent Fe2Og is in a eoiubi.ned form (probably
as feriic sl!.icates), and J. I4 (o = 0.57) percent is as EeO.

Bhe green a\rerage 3.65 (o = 1,81) Fercent totatr. I'e (as FeaOa)

of which approxlmately 0.27 percent is as haematite pignrent,
approximately 1.4 pereent Fee0l is in a cottbined f,orm, and

L.77 (o = I.37) percent is as FeO. In the ruajority of the
green lithologies the free ferric oxi.de (as haenatite or
hydrated f,erric oxide) rila,s r,ernoved in soLution during reduction,
and at the sane time minor anounts of clay matrix were aJ.so

leached out.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Regional Setting

Although the total area of the Antarctic Continent above
present day sea level is l3r000r000 k*2, only I percent of this
is exposed rock, the rest being permanently covered by ice to an

average depth of 4r000 metres. A large portion of exposed
bed-rock lies within a high (exceeding 51000 m) narrow mountain
range, the Transantarctic Mountains. This 3r000 km-long
range stretches from the Weddell Sea to northern Victoria Land.
In south Victoria Land, all exposed rock except for the Cenozoic
voLcanic islands is part of the range. The hig'h peaks slope
to the west beneath the ice of the South Polar Plateau, and

end on the eastern margin with the Ross Sea (Fig. 1.1).
The rocks of the Transantarctic Mountains are similar

throughout their length. A Precambrian and Lower Palaeozoic
basement is overlain by a thick (up to 31500 n) flat-lying
non-rnarine clastic sequencer the Beacon Supergroup (Barrett,
1972') , from Devonian or old.er to Jurassic in age. These

strata are intruded and overlain by Jurassic Ferrar Group

clolerj-tes and volcaniclastics (fig. 1.2) .

The Beacon Supergroup (Ferrar, L907 i Barrett, 1972)
in south Vicioria Land, the area of this studyrconsists of up
to 21300 m of flat-lying non-marine clastics of from Devonian
or older to Jurassic in age. It has been subdivided into the
Taylor and Victoria Groups (Harrington, 1965), the division
being at the d.isconformity produced by the Permo-Carboniferous
glaciation (Maya Erosion Surface), (Fig. 1.2). The Taylor
Group sediments rest unconformably on the Kukri peneplain
(Gunn & Warren, 1962) developed on the Basement Complex of
metavolcanic, metasedimentary, and plutonic rocks. They are
composed of up to lrI00 m of quartzose sandstone with thin
red beds near the base, middle, and top (Fig. 1.2).

VeTOer^ | 'rrn'encrrv ,^F rrrtrr t txlcTofri
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Fig. L.1. !4ap of southern Victoria Land, Antarctica,
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The Taylor Group sediments are largr-:Iy unfossiliferous
except for the two uppermost formations, the Beacon Hej-ghts

Orthoquartzite, which contains rare HapTostigma impressj"ons'
and the Aztec Siltstone, which cont,ains abundant fish remains,
plant leaf and stem irnpressionsrand conchostracans. Hence the
age of the basal formations is speculirtive. The sequence is
considered to be largely non-marine, at least above the
Heimdall Erosion Surface, and numerous mudcrack horizons
and red beds record subaerial exposure from time to time'
The clastics are thought to have been derived from continenta.l
areas of low relj-ef on both sides of the present Transantarctic
Mountains, and deposited on broad low-lying alluvial plains
(Barrett, L'v72i Barrett and. Kohn, L975) .

The Victoria Group is a heterogeneous assemblage of rocks
including glacial beds, alluvial plain sediments, and

volcaniclastics, ranging in age of from Early Permian to
Late Triassic (Kyle, L975) and reaching a maximum thj-ckness
in south r,'ictoria Land of L,200 m (Fig. 1.2) . The formations
contain an abund.ant micro- and rnacrofossil flora, and include
coal seams at a number of horizons. The sediments are more

feldspathic, not as well sorted and hence sedimentoloEically
less mature than those of the underlying Taylor Group. They

are considered to have been eroded from a less mature cratonic
highland to the east in the vicinity of the presenL Ross Ice
She1f (Barrett and Kohn, L975) .

The purpose of this study was to determine the palaeogeo-
graphy and environment of deposition of a single formationr the
Aztec Siltstone, within the Beacon Supergroup in south Victoria
Land., The Aztec Siltstone is a flat lying, interbedded sequence
of sandstone, siltstone and claystone, and is a typical red-bed,
formation in that the fine-grained sediments are red and green.
It was the aim of the author to interpret from the stratigraPhYr
the sedimentation pattern, and the petrography, the types of
processes which were involved in the deposition of the formation,
and the processes and conditions which affected the sediments
after deposition. The origin of the red sediments was of
particular interest 'in the study.
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Field Activities

During the austral summers of 1968-69, L970-7I, L97L-72,
and L973-74, the l3th, 15th, l6th, and ISth expeditions from
Victoria Uni-versity investigated the geology of the Beacon
Supergroup, including the Aztec Siltstone, in south Victoria
Land, Antarctica. DeEailed accounts of the expedition were
published in the fmmediate Report after each field season
(Webb, L969; Barrett and. Kohn, l-97I; Askin et aJ-.L972i
Allis et a7. L973; Crump et at. L974J.

Areas visited. by the expeditions ranged from the Darwin
Mountains in the south, to Allan Nunatak in the north (Fig. I.1).
Air support vras provided by the United States Navy, using
C-l30 Hercules transport aircraft and helicoptersi ground
travel was by motor toboggan, man-hauling, and walking.

A11 but the t8th exped.ition were involved in a geological
reconnaissance and regional mapping program in south Victoria
Land. Sections of Aztec Siltstone were measured, described,
and sampled in considerable detail at the localities shown

in Figure 1.1. A 1.5 m long staff and abney level were used
for measuring most sections . The informat'i on gathered has
been published as an Antarctic Data Series (Askin er a.1,. 1971;
Barrett and Webb, L973) and it is from here that aLI information
regard,ing the sections used in this thesis, is taken. The d.ata
on each section includes the names of those who carried out,
the measurement and d.escription of the section.

Some sections $rere re-examined during the 18th exped.ition
(Crump et al,. L974) and include Shapeless Mountain (S9) r the
Lashly Mountains (Ll and L2), Aztec Mountain (AZ-L7, 18, 19),
Mount Metschel (MI and M2) , ana attigator Peak (At, A2, and A3).
The author spent a total of 5 months in the field as a member

of the l5th and 18th expeditions.
Fossil fish remains were collected from many localities in

the areas visited during the 15th expedition, by two Australian
vertebrate palaeontologists Dr A. Ritchie (Curator of Fossils,
Australian lluseum, Sydney), and I'lr G. C. Young (Curator of
Fossil-s, Bureau of Mineral Resources, Canberra).
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Field study in Antarctica is carried out only dui:i'ng the

austral summer months (Novernber to FebruarY) , and has the

advantages of 24 hours of daylight and a lack of weathering

on outcrops. However, this is somewhat compensated by the

low temperatures (OoC to -20oC), the widely spaced outcrops,

and the remoteness of the area. only a limited number of the

sections lvere able to be re-visited by the aulho::.

Previous fnvestigations

The Aztec Sittstone was collected and studied. early in Lhe

history of geological investigation of Antarctica. This early

interest was not petrological, but palaeontological, for the

formation contained a rich Devonian fish fossil fauna'

Debenham (LgzL) writes of fossil fish remains from a moraine

on the MacKay Glacier, "these occur in pieces of shale and

shaly sandstorre which are identical in outward appearance with
the bands of shale that are found in the lower layers of the

Beacon Sandstone. In one case the fish scales are in a finely
Iaminated shale, but generally they are in irregular pieces of
rock which has no d.efinite cleavage and contains a good deal

of rather coarse sandt'.
The first report of the format'ion jn sjtu was by McKe1vey

andWebb(1959)(Tabler.r).Theyrecordedls.5mofmixed
siltstone (red and green) and sandstone (white and green) 1

approximately 470 m above the base of the Beacon Sandstone

at Aztec Mountain in the Beacon valley. Ttre unit vras assigned

ivlember B of the Beacon sediments, and later termed' a "red-
green siltstone facies" (McKelvey and Webbt 1961). Gunn and

Warren (Lg6Z) mad.e the first collection of in situ fossil fish
remains, and extend.ed the known outcrops to the Boomerang Ranget

the Lashly Mountains, and Mount Feather. A fresh-water
environment of deposition was invoked' by them on the basis of

the fossil fish, after comParison with similar species thought

to be fresh water from the Old Red Sandstone of Great Britain.
webb (1953) proposed the nane Aztec siltstone for the sequence
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and gave a tyE)e LocaLity at Aztec Mountain. IIe compared the
formation to other red bed deposits of the Rocky $rountaing
ne, ion of lltrorth Americar flDd conc].ud,ed tra shaLlov lacustrine
or paludal bas,in within a large piedmont valley f1atl to be the
envirionrnehL of deposition. The $andstones he inberpreted as
coarse ch,anrre,I detritus from a flood channel withtn the basin.

'The investigations of the formatloR in the years after l-953

extended the k-no-wn outcrop Local-itie,s (latz and llay'es, 1966t
McElroy. L969; McKe1vey et aJ,. 1970a) , supported an Upper
Devonian age (IIeIby and McElroyr L969i Ritehie' 1969) ' and

defi.ned the dlsconformity whLch truncates the Aztec SiLtstone
as ttre El.acial May'a Erosion Surfarce (Hagrington, 1965;
McKelvey et aI. 1970a1 . McElroy (1969) :suggested a dominantly
shalLow $a€er, fl.uviatiLe and delteic rsystem as Lhe depositional
envi.ronrne,nt for the fo,f,Iflation, and gave lrake Eyre in Central
Australia as a pos,sible modern analogry.
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CHAPTER 2

STRATIGRAPHY

Definition

The Aztec Siltstone was defined by $iebb (1963) as the red
and green siltstone sequence overlying the Beacon He-i-ghts

Orthoquartzite and underlying the Weller Sandstone. The type
section gi-ven was Aztec Mountain if-7o 47 1 S : 1600 28t E)

on the west wall of Beacon Valley in the upper Taylor Glacier
region. Subsequent work by McKeIVey, rdebb, Kohn, and Gorton
in the 1968-69 season showed the formation to be 56 m thick at
the type section on Aztec }iountain Q7o Agt S. : 1600 4Ot E),
conformably overlying the Beacon Heights Orthoguartzite, and
disconformably (Maya Erosion Surface) underlying the Metschel
Tillite (ttcKelvey et a7. 1970a) .

The formation is a flat lying, interbedded sequence, in
places cyclic, of lenticular channel and sheet sardstone, ard

greyish red (10R 4/2) , grey (N5), and greenish grey (5G 5/Ll
siltstone and claystone (McPherson, 1973). Thickness of beds
is from 10 cm to 15 m. Locally it contains beds of carbclnaceous
siltstone and claystone, thin limestone, and intraformatiorral
conglomerates, Conchostracans, fish fossils, plant fragments,
and gypsum lenses are present also. Burrows, desiccation
cracks, kankar (rcalicher) deposits, and ripple marks are
cofirmon f eatures in the formation.

Distribution and Thickness

The Aztec Siltstone can be traced from the southern part
of the Boomerang Rangef 150 km north as far as Shapeless Mountain,
and possibly further to Mount Bastion. The most wesierly extent
of the formation is in the vicinity of llount Ritchier on the edge
of the Polar Plateau, and the most easterly is at Beacon Heights.
To the north of Mount Bastion the Aztec Sittstone appears to be
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completely absent, and the Beacon Heights Orthoquartzite
(Razorback Formation, Mirsky et aI. 1965; Fortress Sandstone,
Allen, L962) is overlain disconformably by Permian coal measures.
Nevertheless, sandstone fragments containing fish fossil remains
were recorded in moraine at lviount suess, in the rovrer Mackay
G1acj.er, by Debenham (L92Ir, Gunn and Viarren (L962), and the
author. rt is probable therefore, that these fragments were
eroded from presently unknown outcrops at the head of the Mackay
Glacier in the vicinity of the North Willett Range.

The formation has not been recognized. south of the lvlulock
Glacier, although the nearest and most probable locarities,
the cook Mountains and conway Range, have not yet been exp'ored.
Further'south, in the Danvin Mountains, the Darwin Tillite, a
correlative of the ltletschel, is in some places, a grey, greyish-
red and, greenish-grey siltstone, very similar to the Aztec
Siltstone (Barrett and KyIe I L975). They suggested that the
red colour is inherited, and results from Permj-an glacial erosion
of Aztec Siltstone north of the Darwin Mountains.

Recent erosion has removed the Aztec siltstone east of
Beacon Heights, where the uppermost formation is the Beacon
Heights orthoquartzite. The removal of younger beds has neen
aided by the gentle westerry dip of the Beacon supergroup along
the east coast of south Victoria Land.

Stratigraphic columns have been draughted to give a
diagrammatic representation of the strata of the formation
(Fig. 2.1). The sections are keyed, where possible, to a singre
datun plane, the contact between the Beacon Heights Orthoquartzite
and the Aztec Siltstone. Correlation between sections or beds on
the basis of single persistent units is rare, due to their
lensing and interdigitating character. palaeontorogical
correlation, on the basis of the fish fossils, is not possible
because the fish show insufficient evolutionary variation
(G. c. Young pers. comm.). some correrations have been made
and are shown on the corurnns (Fig. z.L) and exprained in
Chapter 3, p. 15.

Thicknesses for complete sections vary consid.erably from
2L7 m, a maximum at lviount Ritchie, to 42 m, a minimum at Maya
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Mountain, A. projection sf tJee geographic positions of the
seetions onto an approximate north-,south line was carried out
so as to be abLe to compare reLatlve thickaess with relative
geographic position (Fig . 2.21. The figrure shows an apparent
linear thinning trend. fon the Aztec Si.ltstone, frorn south to north.
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it may be a product of bevelling by the Permo-Carboniferous
continental ice sheet, rvhich produced the upper erosional
surface of the Aztec Siltstone. If the thinning is a depositional
feature then it would be expected, that the proportion of fine-
grainecl sediments would increase to the north. However, the
trend is the reverse (F'ig. 3.12). It is considered most probable

that the northeast thinning of the Aztec resulted from bevelling
by the Permo-Carboniferous continental ice sheet.

The three sections near Beacon Valley (Aztec ltiountain,
AZi Maya Mountain' MAi Kennar Valley, KV) (Fig. 2,L) do not
conform to the thinning relationship (Fig. 2.2). They ali. lie
within an 8 km radius and have approximately 70 m of Aztec

Siltstone less than expected for a linear thinning 'Erend. This
local thinning is attributed to glacial erosion of a local valley
within the Aztec Siltstone of the region.

Known outcrops of Aztec Siltstone not j-ncluded here as

measured sections, are at the N.E. lnlarren Range (Barrett and

Webb t L9731 , I"iorrr1l Weller (Ivebb' 1953) ' and l4ount Feather
(Gunn and Warren, L962). Aztec Siltstone has been reported
at Mount Bastion by Barrett and Webb (L9731, but this is
tentative. The characteristic siltstone units are absent from

the sectionr ds are features such as desiccation cracks, burrows,
ripple marks, and calcareous nodules.

Nature of UpPer and Lower Contacts

The Aztec Siltstone has a conformable lorver contact with
the Beacon Heights Orthoquartzite, a thick, mature, orthoquartzitic
sandstone, readily recognized by its massive bluff or cliff and

ledge forming structure, The transition to the Aztec Siltstone
is gradational, normally over 5 to 20 m. Thin siltstone and

claystone beds and lenses aPpear (Figs 2.I and 3.13), becoming

thicker and more comnon upwards, giving rise to slope forming
units, There is also an accomPanying change in the character
of the sandstones. Those of the Beacon Heights Orthoquartzite
are generally wholly quartz cemented, whereas those in the Aztec
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siltstone commonly have some clay or calcite mat::ix or cement

(Chapters 5 and 6).
The Metschel Tillite disconformably overlies the -qztec

siltstone where it has not been eroded by the subsequent Pyra'mid

Erosion surface at the base of the weller coal Measures (rrlcl(elvey

et a7. 1970a). In many areas €.9. Aztec Mountain, lrlount Fleming'

and lIaya Mountain, the tillite is preserved only.in the hollows

of the glacial Maya Erosion Surface. In areas where tillite is

absent, i.e. tvhere weller coal Measures 1ie directly on the Aztec

siltstone e.g. at PI, L1 , and. L2, it is cOmmon to fincl clast's of

tiltite in recent rnoraines' It is evident therefore that the

pyramid erosion cycle has removed much or atl of the Metschel

Tillite, but, due to the low relief of the Maya Eros'ion surface

(3.7 m, McKelvey et a7. ]-97Oai L-2 m, Barre|t et a7. 1971)

has nowhere g:r.eatly eroded the Aztec siltstone.
At the localities of Mount lr{etschel, Shapeless lrtountaj-nt

and the Lashly Mountains, the basal part of the Metschel Tillite

is lithologically similar to the undertying Aztec siltstone and

the contact betrveen the two appears gradational (Fig' 2'31 '

At Mount Metschel (M1), and the Lashly Mountains (section

adjoining L2), the tillite contains beds of greyish red siltstone

showing greenish grey reduction zones (Barrett and Kyle t L975)

(rig. 2.4) very similar to those of the Aztec siltstone. on close

examination of the contact zone between the two formationst the

tillite can only be distinguished by the presence of scattered

clasts. It is thought that in these cases, the basal units of

the Metschel Tillite are eroded products of underlying red Aztec

Siltstone lithologies which have undergone a patchy, in sjtur

postdepositional reduction.
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Frg. 2.3. The glada"-ional contact (at
between the Aztec Srltstone
l,tetschel ?i1liEe at section

Ie..'sl of base of staff)
a-nd the overlying
I{1. Staff in dm.

Fig. 2.4- Basal units of the Metschel Tillite nade up of red,
haematitic rnatrix eroded from the underlying Aztec
Siltstcne. Local green red.uction spots and lenses
are present also. Granitic clasts are incorporatedin the tillite; a 6 crn clast lies to right 6f scale,
which is in cm.
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CiIAPTER 3

LITHOLOGY

The Aztec Siltstone consists predomj-nantly of fine to
medium grained sandstone (509), and siltstone and claystone
(5016), but also includes rare conglorrrerate and thin limestone
beds.

SiLtstones and Claystones

The textural classification of Picard (197f) (Fig, 5.9)
has been employed in this thesis. It was found, from thin sectlon
analysis that the field named siltstones are more cLay rich than
was at f irst suspected, and therefore fall into d.omains

interned.iate between true siltstones and claystones; that is,
clayey sil-tstones, silty claystones or even claystones. True
siLtstones are uncommonr ds are mudstones, Because of the
similar petrolcgy of all these lithologies they are geuerally
discussed. together and referred to as "siltstones and ciayston€s",
rrfine-grained beds", or ilfine member units".

The massive and unbedd.ed fine-grained beds of the formation
which constitute roughly one third of the fine-grainerl beds
(Fig. 4.1), cormnonly weather to form bluffs, with nrinor b]ocky
or flaky partings. The more abundant thin bedded or laminated
siltstones weather by slabbing and form platy low angle slopes.
The siltstones and claystones in general do not shol a weathering
coating on the surface and. are very fresh and highly indurated,

Siltstone and claystone beds are extremely variable in
thickness, from less than l0 cm to 15 IIt. Individual beds are
commonly lense-shaped, and may wedge out over distances of
from 3 m to 500 m depending on the bed thickness. Howevert
most have a lateral extent greater than the outcrop width.
the only fine-grained bed that could be positively correlated
between two sectionsr rdBS an 8 to 9 rn thick, massiver nodulart
red and green siltstone ln the sections at Aztec Mountain
(AZ-17f AZ-18) and Maya Mountain (MA) (Fig. 2.L1 . This unit
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could be traced visibly for the 2 krn between these two sections,
as a resistant bluff amcng predominant.Iy slope forming
lithologies. At Alligator Peak, unit 22 of section A1 is
probably equivalent to unit 6 of A3, 1000 m away (l.ig. 2.L),
for they have a similar lithol-ogy' colour, and bed form, more

particularly a distinct wavy or pseuclobedding character
described in Chapter 4 under Stratification. Sections PI, Ll,
and L2, which are as much as 20 km apart (Fig. 2.L), have a

similar lacustrinal bed, approximately 5 m thick, containing
gypsum lenses, conchostracans, and fish remains.

The colour of the fine-grained lithologies of the forrnationt
is the nost distinctive property. The predominant colours as

determined from the Geological Society of America Rock-Color
Chart (Goddard et al,. f963) are light greenish-grey (5Cv 7/I
or 8/Ll or greenish-grey (sGY 6/L or 5G 6/L) and greyish-red
(lOn 4/2). The light greenish-grey and greenish-grey beds

wiLl simply be referred to as green, and the greyish-red. as

red, for fhe purpose of this thesis. Drab is used as a
collective term for the green and grey lithologies.

Rernarkable consistency in colour was a feature of all
measured, sections. A colour chart was not used by McKel',/elt et aJ..,

when measuring sections of AzLec Siltstone during the I 958-69
exped.ition (Barrett, and Webb, ]-973) but the colours of beds

described by them are assumed to be comparable with those
measured by the author. This was checked by the author at
sorne of their sections during the L973-74 expedition,

Red beds constitute 30 percent of the fine-grained
sediments of the formation, or 15 percent of the entire formation
as determ:ined from complete sections (Table 3.1), and the
colours are found to be almost identical to those in most
other red bed sequences throughout the worldr e.g. the
Catskill facies (Devonian) of the Appalachians (Friend, 19 66) r

the Chugwater (Triassic) Formation of Wyoming (Picard, 1965)

and the Juniata and BaId Eagle Formations (Upper Ordovician)
of Pennsylvania (Thompson, 1970).

Another colour of importance in the fine-grained lithologies
was medium grey (N5). Although it applies to only a small volume
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of sediment it is a colour generally present as a transitional
zone at red-green boundaries, where it has a thicl<ness roughly
proportional to the thickness of the adjoining coloured beds,
from a few millimetres in width (F'ig. 3.5) up to 0.5 m. Tt is
always present in this red-green association.

Some si-ltstones and claystones have a light. olive-grey
(5v 5/2 or 6/L) or olive-grey (5Y 4/l) colour, but these
constitute only a minor percentage of the total green beds
of the formation,

Greyish-purple (5P 4/2) or greyish-red-purple (5np 4/2)
fine-grained beds are conrmon in the Mount Metschel (I{1 and Iv12)

sections. An explanation for their colour is given in Chapter
5, p. along with an explanation for the origin cf the::ed
and green lithologies.

Dark grey (ll:1 and black (Nl) carbonaceous siltstones and
claystones are present in the sections at the Lashly lvlountains
(f,t and L2), Ir{ount Fleming (fl and H6) and Shapeless l,lountain
(S9) (fig. 2.1). At LI units 8 and 10, and L2 unit 3, these
black bed.s contained veins and lenses of gypsum (Chapter 5l
Tab1e 5,7) up to 3 mm thick. The beds hosting gypsum were
J-aminated, and contained symmetrical ripFles, conchostracans,
and thin interbeds of fine-grained sandstone. They are
considered to be shallow lake sediments. There are two
possible sources for the gypsum:
(1) It could be an early precipitate from evaporating saline
lake waters. Laboratory experiments by Usiglio (1849t in Clark,
L924) showed that evaporating saline waters will first precipitate
small amounts of CaCO, and. when evaporated to about one fifth
original volume, gypsum is precipitated. Later stages of
evaporation produce halite, sulphates and chlorides of magnesium,
and halides of sodium and potassium. The gypsiferous Aztec
Siltstone beds also contain calcite as a matrix but no halite,
and this suggests that, if this process took place, then
precipitation stopped at gypsum.
(2', The gypsum may be a product of the oxidation of sulphides
which were formed in a euxinic lake environment.
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2FeS, + L5/2o2 + 4HZO -+ Fero, + 4So*= + 8H+

The reaction is catalyzed by bacteria vrhich make ttse of the
energy released. (Krauskopf, L967 p.275), in arid regions
where calcium concentrations in surface and subsurface waters
is high, the sulphate generated by the reaction nay combine to
form gypsum"

A study of the variability of colour in the formation
(Fig. 3.1) shows that there is litt,le ordered variability
in a section, with the geographic location of that section.
A weak trend is shorrn by sections in the middle of tire_ outcrop
area (Fig. 1,1) which tend to have the highest percentages of
red siltstones and claystones.

A plot of the percentage of red fine-grain sediment
against the total percentage of fine-grained lithology i.n the
section (!.ig'. 3.2) shows no ordered. trend.

Red.-green variations within individual sectiotls were
plotted by graphing the percentage red siltstone and claystone
for L0 m intervals up the section (Fig. 3.3). The figure
shows little consistent trend. in red-green variation either
within a section or between sections. However, there is a

weak trend toward.s increasing percentages of green siltstone
and claystone in the uppermost metres of these lithologies in
many of the sections. suggesting that non-oxidising conditions
became more cornmon for the youngest fine-grained deposits of
the Aztec Siltstone.

The colour of the fine-grained sediments in the maint
conforms to bedding, but local differences in colour, either
red in a green host or green in a red hostr are very conmon.

Zones of greenr ds irregular patches, mottles, spheres, veinst
and stringersf are very common in massive red beds (Figs. 3.4,
3.5, 3.6 and the frontispiece). In most, cases e.€t. the spherest
they had been produced from the redr but in some others they
may be reLics of a former green unit as seen in Figure 4.5.
A substantial number of massive green units were found on
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Fi9.3.4. Green reduction
unit at A1, unit

2L.

spheres within
22. Scale in

a massive red
crn and mm.

claystone

fig. 3,5. Green reduction channels within a
unit at A1, unit 22, The channeL
margln. Scal-e in cm'and rnm.

massive red claystone
has a grey (N5)
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Mottled and streaked green reduction pattern developed
in a red unit at Al, units L6 lo 22. This is caused .
by a fluctuating ground-water tabl-e and reducing
solutions ndgrating through more permeable horizons.
Section heights approx. 3 m (see also Fig. 7.91 , .

Fig. 3.6.
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very close inspection, in some cases microscoPic' to con'bain

smal1 relic zones of red, indicating that the unit was most
probably a former red uniL.

Almost invariably, red silLstone or claystone in association
with coarser-grained beds, showed green contacts (Figs 4.13,
4,26 and 4.30). Red fine-member siltstone and claystone beds

underlying coarse-member channel sandstones, had a green or
grey zone at the upper contact in almost every case. fn many

cases the zone was gradational from green at the contact, down

through grey to red. The width of these zones was proportional
to the thickness of the coarse-member sandstone.

Some fine-grained units consis't,ed of alternati*g, thin
(Iess than I O cITl) r red and green bed.s. It was observed. in a

number of exampLes that this colour change, in large part'
corresponded to smaLl grain-size variations in the lithologies;
the green beds were the coarser grained sediments.

Close inspection of green beds which ran through the
middle of red units (Frontispiece) revealed that they rqere

cored by sandstone or coarse siltstone in almost. every case,
Colour variations closely correspond to early post-

depositional features such as mudcracks, vein netvrorks, root
structures, burrows, nodules, and concretj-onsrand details of
these are discussed in Chapter 4.

The general d.istribution of red and green fine-grained
lithologies is analysed and discussed in this chapter under
Bulk Variability p.29, and in Chapter 7.

Sandstones

Fine to medium-grained sandstones constitute 50 percent
by volume of the Aztec Siltstone (Tab1e 3.I), and. are fairly
evenly distributed generally in a cyclic form throughcut the
entire formation. The detailed distribution is discussed in
this chapter under Bulk Variability p. 29 , Individ.ual beds
are from 0.1 to 15 m thick, and are connonly tabular or
lenticular in shape. Beds commonly extend laterally for
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distances greater than the outcrop widths and are assumed to
persist for distances in the order of 100rs of metres. This
is particularly true of thick tabular bodies vrhich arc composed

of more than one cycle of channel sand deposition, and probably
extend for distances in the order of kilometres as was observed
in the Aztec Ivlountain sections, particularly AZ-18.

Contacts with siltstones and claystones were either
gradational (regular or irregular), interfingering, sharp,
or erosional. The former occurred on the upper contacts of
sandstone bodies when part of a "fining-upwards" cycle, and

the latter case when there had been scouring of the underlying
unit imnediately prior to d.eposition of the sandstone.

The present day weathering of outcrops prod.uces bluffs,
platforms, and ledges of sandstone as a result of their massive
splitting character (Tab1e 4.41. The sandstone varies in
induration depending largely on the proportion of clay matrix,
and this is reflected in the form of the outcrop. Sandstone
in the Aztec Siltstone is normally less indurated than sandstone
of the underlying Beacon Heights Orthoquartzite. Present day
surface weathering in sandstone conmonly prod.uces an iron stain
coating up to 10 cm j.n thickness,

The colour of sandstone beds is most commonly white (t{9)

light, greenish-grey (5ev 8/Ll, yellowish-grey (5Y 8/L) t or
shad.es of grey. No red sandstones were observed in the
formation, although there are some greyish-orange-pink
(fOR 8/2) beds in A1. Even thin lenses of sandstone present
in the middle of thick, red, fine-grained units are green,
greyr oE white.

Unlts of gritty (quartzose) sandstone are rare in the
formation. Where present they are normally accompanied by
quartz pebbles r Ers at A4 and H6.
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Conglomerates

Conglomerates in the Aztec Siltstone are intraformational
in character. They are niost comnion in the coarse-member units '
concentrated in sandstone in troughs ir'rniediateLy overlying the
erosion or scoured surface (Figs. 3.7 and 3.8; see also
Chapters 4 and 7 for a description of scoured surfaces and

facies relationships). These I'channel lag" deposits are
primarily composed of siltstone and claystone cl.asts and are
considered to have been derived frotn the underlying fine-
menrber lithologies by subaqueous stream erosi-on immediatel.y
prior to the deposi tional phase of the overlying and nore
coarse bed (AIIen, I96'2a, 1965b). The clasts range widely
in size from a few millimetres up to 4 cm (Fig. 3.8' 3.9)r
and are generally set. in a matrix of medium to coarse-grained
sand. Clasts are hi-ghly angular and of 1ow sphericity (Fig.
3.9). Their lack of rounding suggests that they can have

*. -i'.
.-f

if,'5'

Fig, 3.7. Intraformational conglomerate filLing a channel in a
a scoured surface cut into the upper part of a fine-
grained, fine member pcrtion of an alluvial cycle (Ll,
unit 29) by the erosive powers of the migrating stream.
Staff in drn.
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Ftg. 3.8. IntraformationaL conglomerate (a closer view of that in
in Fig. 3.7) consisting of clasts of red siltstone and
claystone eroded fron the underlying fine member. The
fact that the clasts ale red suggests that the red
haematite pigment or precursory rrineral must have been
Present in the fine-grained sediment prior to deposition
of the overLying cycle. Some of the red clasts have green
reduction rims. Scale in cm and ma.

Fig. 3.9. Intraformation conglomerate consisting of clasts of green
siLtsLone and claystone eroded from fine-grained, flne nedber
litttologles by channel cuttLng, and J.ncorporated lnto basal
channeL sandstone. Location L2, unlt 10. Scale ln cm and Ear.
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travelled not more than a few hundred metres from thei.r site
of origin (Smith, L9721.

Intraformational conglomerate was commonly present in thin
(less than 0.2 m) beds, lensesr or pockets, throughout "multi-
storey' sandstone bodies (Chapter 7, Fig. 7.I1) . This suggests
that there was continuous l-ocal corrasion of fine-member beds

during coarse-member deposition.
Imbrication of the clasts was noted at some localities

€.9. Ll, unit 22,
Conglomerate clasts may have resulted in part from the

erosion of mudcurls (Chapter 4, Itludcracks) as the incidence of
niud.cracking during the deposition of the Aztec S.iltstone tras

very high (f ig. 2.1), Air-dried mud.curls would be rapidly
destroyed during transportation however. Probably the bul.k of
the clasts were eroded and transported in a wet plastic s'tatet
as suggested by Smith (op.cjt,),

Red siltstone or claystone clasts are common in conglomerate
(e.g, Fig. 3,8) and establish that red fine-grained beds were
present loca}ly during deposition of the Aztec Siltstone. I^lhere

red, clasts had been incorporated into green units, reduction at
the clast margins has taken place (Fig, 3.8).

Intraformational conglomerates contain concentratj-ons cf
reivorked and, thus generally disarticulated., fish plate material
(Figs. 4.L4 and 7.7). In some cases this has resulted in a

breccia of bone plates (A4' unit 62i Pl, unit 20).

Limestones

Limestones are a very minor lithology of the Aztec Siltstone,
even although calcium carbonate is a very common matrix constit-
uent of fine-gralned units, and is present as a cement in many

sandstones. In some bed,s, calcite in the form of 'nodules was

present in a percentage which exceeded the non-calcite fraction,
and so by definition these beds formed true limestones. Their
morphology and genesis is however that of.noduLes andr ds sucht
they are described in Chapter 4.
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lhe only other true limestone $/as an oolitic limestone at
Portal Mountain (P1, unit L2), and this occurred as thi-n beds
and lenses in a 2.3 m-thick laminated to very thin bedded,
massive, green siltstone. In thin section (fig. 3.10) the
limestone consisted of spherical or subspherical ociids averaging
I mm in sizef composed largely of microcrystalline (0.01 to
0.2 mm) calcite and in some cases containing 20 micron grains
of largely authigenic quartz. the o6ids I'float'r in a matrix
of macrocrystalline (greater than 1 nm) calcite. The matrix
contains some very fine-grained (less than 1 micron) haematite
in lenses within the calcite, X-ray diffraction analysis of
the oolite (Table 5,71 confirmed the calcite and, quartz
composition,

Fig. 3.L0. Oolitic Linestone (23306). The ooids are I'floated" in
a matrix of nacrocrystalline caLcite which also contalns
haematite pigment. Plain light. Scale 5 cm = 4.7 nm.
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The oijids did not show the raciial grain orientation
commonly found in oijids and thought to be a pr:oduc.b of
diagenesis (Kahle, I974), This may be due to recrl'stallizatiou
of the calcite during diagenesis possibly aided by contact
metamorphism from neighbouring dol.erite sil]s and dykes.

The unit hosting the oolitic limestone, and the associated
units (units 10, 11, 13, and 14) are highly calcareous,
laminated and very thin bedded, siltstones and claystones.
considered to be of a lacustrinal origin (Chapter 7 | Fine-
member dominated sequences, fig. 7.L2'). It is suggested that
shallow, calcium carbonate saturated lake waters provided the
environment, for formation of the o6ids, which probably accreted
initially about detrital guartz grains in a t'free-rol1ing',
environment, probably in the higher energy $rave zone of the
Iake edge (Pettijohnr 1957). Calcium carbonate vras widespread
in the Aztec Siltstone alluvial plain sediments, especially in
the form of kankar (Chapter 4, Nod.ules) in Lhe floodbasin
deposits. rt is to be expected that the lake waters vrould be
high in carbonate, both because they have drained through
these sedirnents and because of the seasonally hot and dry
climate which would have concentrated it by evaporation. The
haematite in the calcite matrix between the o6ids -is probably
a detrital prod,uct derived. initiatly from erosion of the
red.dened overbank sediments by the rivers feeding the lake.
The very fine-grained (approximately I micron) haematite wourd
be carrj-ed in suspension into the lake and d.eposited with the
precipitating oiiids.

Pisolitic l-imestones are present in the formation, and
are discussed under the head.ing of Concretions in Chapter 4.

Bulk Variability

The Aztec siltstone is the only Taylor Group formation
with a large proportion of siltstone and claystone. The average
percentage of fin'e-grained beds for all complete sections
measured is 50 percent,, with a maximum of 72 pexcent at lvlount.
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Fig. 3.1r. Lithologlc proportLons of sectlons of Aztec siltstone.. frour Table 3.1. (+ indicates complete sections).
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Crean (Ll) and a minimum of 26 percent, at Mount Ritchie (A4) 
'

(Table 3.1, Figs 3.11 and 3.12). The very lorv value for ltlount
Ritchie is attributed to a loss of exposure at the larger scree
and snow slopes which are typj-cally developed on siltstone and

claystone unit,s. A maximum of 39 percent siltstone and clay-
stone is possible if all the urlseen units are siltstones and

claystones. Apart from the above mentioned two sections and

Portal lttountain PI) r there is less than 22 percent relative
deviation in siltstone and claystone from the average
(Table 3.1, Fig, 3.11).

"\
oc
o

=V'

A4 Al

Projected

Fig,3,12.

MI PI LI L2 AZB2MAKV FL H6 59

section locqtion on o shoight line through Al & 59

Variations in the siltstone content of complete sections
of Aztec SiLtstone lying on an approximate north-south
lLne.

Figure 3.I2 shows a northward trend of decreasing
siltstone and claystone percentage. The anomalous value of
Mount Ritchie (A4) is not completely due to the loss of
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Sirble 3.1 r,ithotrogi.e @ntent of sections of tbe AEt€c Siltstone.
Val.ues are in trlereentages,
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exposure, because even with the maximum value inserted it is
still very low. The trend of increasing sandstone with
decreasing latitude is lveak, and may not be a depositional
characteristic. If the portion of Aztec Siltstone eroded from
the top of each section by the Permo-Carboniferous glacial
bevelling (Chapter 2, Nature of Upper and Lower Contacts)
was not representative of the section as a whole, Lhen the
remaining portion is atypical of the deposited sequence.

Siltstone and claystone, to sandstone percentages were

calculated over L0 m intervals for all sections, to show

lithologic variation within sections of Aztec Siltstone.
The graphic representation is shown in Figure 3'13, and

has been plotted as overlapping bars to show the 20 m average

interval, and shaded over the 10 m central portion of each

bar, to show the variation more clearly. A minimum of 30 m

of Beacon Heights Orthoquartzite was included at the base of
the section, where it existed.

Figure 3.13 clearly denotes the incoming of the Aztec
Siltstone by the sudden increase in siltstone and claystone
units. There is a trend towards a bimodal distribution of
siltstone and claystone in the formation for six of the sections.
Those complete sections which do not have bimodal distribution'
all lie in the northern sector of the area studied. The erosion
of the Aztec Siltstone in the north may account for this. The

bimodal tendency may weII be due to an allocycli-c (Beerbower,

L964) phenomenon €.g. slope increase as the basin of deposition
subsided or the source area was uplifted. This would result in
a stream discharge increase, and d,uring these periods of higher
energy, the streams would have been more confined to the channelst
with less overbank deposition and stream migration, resultj-ng in
more conrmon sandstone deposition.

MARKOVIAN CHAIN ANATYSIS

From an examination of the sections in the fiel-d and the
stratigraphic coLumns of those sections (Fig. 2.L), it is
evident that there exists an order in the bedding sequence of
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sandstone and the finer lithologies. To quantitatively and

objectively test for the degree of randornness of the beoding
sequence of the whole formation, sections vlere evaluated using
the Markovian Chain Analysis (Gingerich, 1969; Krumbein and

Dacey, L969i Selley, L970i Lumsden t L97Li Miall, 1973) .

A Markov chain is "a stochastic process vrhich moves through
a finite number of states. and for which the probabiliLy of
entering a certain state depends only on the last state
occupied,r' (Keneny and Snellf 1960, p.207). Thus, in a Markov
process there is a "memory" of earlier events such that the
probabilitl' of event B following event A, while not a certainty,
is significanily greater or lesser than that predicted by pure
chance o

A data array (matrix) is used to facilitate Markovian
analysis. Thus, if ti j is the probabil';-ty of goj-ng from
state L, to state Li r these probabilities can conveniently
be arranged as in Table 3.2. If for example in a vertical
seguence of rocks, the component L. is designated as a fine

Table 3,2 Generalized data array

Lr

Lz

"3

"4

L,
I

"r "z "g 
Lq 

"j
ttt ft, ftg fta

c
'2]. fn frt f-24

fst tn fg: E

'34

tn, f 
+r,

fas €'44

f..
U

ft

fz

f:

fa

f.
I.

TotaL

to medium sandstone and L, a red fine-grained bed, then if L3

overlies Lr 10 tiries, the element fr, will be 10. A matrix of
this type is called a Transition Count Matrix tfij). It is a
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two-dj.mensional array which records the number of times that
all possible vertical lithologic transitions occur j-n a gj-ven

stratigraphic succession.
For the Aztec Siltstone analysis, transitions were

recorded only between different lithologies, and not within a

single lithology, This is termed "unit facies" (Lumsden, 197I)
or I'embedded Markov chain" (Krumbein and Dacey' 1969) analysis.
Hence, zeros will appear on the array diagonals. Where

transitions between units of the same lithology but differing
character are recorded, a "multistorey faciesr' (Lumsden, L97L)

analysis results. In this case the array diagonals will not be

zero. This approach was not employed for the Aztec Sj-ltstone
because of the CifficuLty in establishing critera for the
recognition of what constitutes a major change within a single
Iithology.

The lithotogies chosen for the analysis of the Aztec
Siltstone were fine to medium sandstone (1), very fine to fine
sandstone (2), red fine-grained beds (3) ' and green fine-
grained becls (4), The minor carbonaceolrs fine-grained lithologies
of the format,ion were included vrith the green fine-grained beds.
To have incorporated more'components was not possibl.e because

they were not recorded in some sectionsr even though they roay

be present.
The sections of Aztec luiountain (AZ), Alligator Peak (A3) t

Kennar Valley (KV) , Maya Mcuntain (!a,A) r Shapeless Mountain
(S9), and the south Boomerang Range (SB), could not, be evaluated
by the l.Iarkov analysis because the available section descriptions
were not sufficiently complete.

From the Transition Count Matrix (fij) r dn Independent
Trial l4atrix ("ij) can be calculated which shows the chance of
occurrence of an event if the gair transitions are a function
of rand.om processes. Thus, in Table 3.3r the number of
transitions from fine to nediurn sandstone to an overlying
component is 223t in other words, fine to medium sand^stone

occurs 223 separate times in a total of 815 units present.
Thus, there are tr92(8L5-223) possible units that could follow
a unit of fine to medium sandstone. Of these 592 units' there
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TabLe 3.3a Transition count matrix for all sections combined

Fine to Very fine Red Greenmediun to fine
sandstone sandstone siltstone siltstone

Fine to medium
sandstone I

Very fine to
fine sand- 2

stone

Recl siltstone 
3

Green siltstone 
n

223

67

T=815

aII secticns combined

= f..al
189

336

Tabl-e 3. 3b Independent

I

2

3

4

Table 3.3c

I

2

3

4

trial matrix

z

Transition probability natrix
conbined

for all sections

for

3

=o rl

= Pij

0 9 43 17r

I 0 18 4I

45 15 0 L29

.r73 37 L26 0
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for all sections cornbinedTable 3.3d Difference matrix

I

=d.Ll

are 67 of very fine to fine sandstone. lhus, if the vertical
lithologic transitions are functions of chance, there is a

probability of 0.I13 (67/592) that fine to rnedium sanclstone

will be followed by very file to fine sandstone; 0.319(189/592)
that it will be followed by red siltstone, and 0.568(336/592)
that it will be followed by green siltstone.

The Transition Probability lttatrix (eti ) ref lects the
observed probability of occurrence of each event,. This ntatrix
is obtained by taking the number of transitioris of one component

to another, and drviding by the total number of transitions
involving the first component. Thus for Table 3.3, fine to
medium sandstone occurs 223 times and is followed by red
siltstone a total of 43 timesi hence, the Transition Probability
is 0.193(43/2231. The e' values will reflect the presence of
any Markovian dependency relationship.

By applying a chi-square (Xt) test to the sequence, the
probability that the observed TransiLion Count Matrix tfij) is
the result of a random process operating within the observed
frequency of rock types (fi) is determined (Billingsley, L96Li
Gingerich, 1969) (Table 3,5).

vz = E t+ f.e.,lz/f,e..xv ij ,'ij -i-ij ' t - i* rl

f ..1l
f.

l-
tij
v

transition count matrix.
the frequency distribution of rock types.
independ.ent trials matrix.
degrees of freed.om = total number of positive
entries in eri minus the rank of eij.

where:
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The figure of less than 0.05 was taken as the significant
probability i.e. a 95 percent confidence leve1 (Table 3.5).
Lumsden (L97L, p.456) stated that "unit facies[ analysis may be

regarded, as evaluating the lower limit of probability of memory'

and that for probabilities in the range of 0.05 and 0.20
suggesting possible significance, there is most likely a

significant memory,

A Dlf f erence lvlatrix (dij ) is calculated by subtracting
the Independent Trial-s Matrix (eri) from the Transition Probability
Matrix (p.*),

IJ

dij=Pij-tij

Positive values indicate which transitions harre occurred
with greater than random frequency, The larger the value of
the entry, the greater the chance of occurrence. A fully
developed cycle in a sedimentary sequence is determined by

following the positive difference elements through the matrix.
An overlap zone exists in the Iow positive values (Lumsden,

197L, p.457).
Figures 3.I4 and '7.4 show a cyclic seguence obtained by

combining data for Lhe whole forntat.ion (Table 3.3). It is a

typical t'fining-upwards" sequence consisting of a basal coarse
member of fine to medium sandstone, overLain by green siltstone
ln turn overlain by a very fine to fine sandstone, followed.
by green siltstone overlain by red siltstone and a return to
green siltstone (Fig. 7.41 , Such a sequence has a probability
of randomness of less than 0.001. The complete and ideal cycle
is not very common, due to e.ither the premature occurrence of
the basal sandstone unit of the overlying sequencer or to the
abserrce of one or more med,ial units. The interpretation for
the ideal cycle is given in Chapter 7.
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Table 3.4 Upward transition probabiLity matrices for those strati-
graphic sections with a memory and therefore a cyclic
sequence.

Figure 3.L5 illustrates the sequences obtained from the
analysis (Tables 3.4 and 3.5). for stratigraphic sections from
throughout the formation. Sections in the central region of
the outcrop area e.g. Mount Metschel (Ut1, Portal Mountain (Pl),
the Lashly Mountains (t2) show a higher probability of cyclicity.
Section L2 contains the typical f'fining-upwards" cycles (Allen,
l-965c), initiated by a basal fine to medium sandstone grading
vertically into a very fine to fine sandstone overlain by fine
member units of green siltstone followed, by a red siLtstone and
a return to a green slltstone. The chi-square vaLue of L6.79
gives a probabllity (P) of 0.03, indicating there to be 97

M1

PI

L2

0.00 10.67

0.59 | 0,12

0.00 i 0.12
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Eable 3.5, Eest6 for the pr,obability' of, randomness of the deSnsited

:sequense of Aztec Sitrtstone Ln r,espective seetio:rs, basr'ecl

on ttre equatiorr of Billin9sley (1961).
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CHAPTER 4

SEDIMBNTARY STRUCTURES

The Aztec Sj-lt.stone has a great abundance and variety
of sedimentary structures compared with the other Taylor Group

formations. Grouped together they provide valuable data for
paleogeographic and paleoclimatological interpretation.

The structures are discussed under a modified listing
of Pettijohn (f957 p.158). They are classified as organic
and inorganic with the latter subdivided into mechanical aud

chemical. The chemi-cal structures are concretions ano nodules
(Pet.tijohn, L957, p.200), and they have been further cJ.assified
using the Tarr and Twenhofel classification (Twenhofel, f932)
into syngenetic and epigenetic varieties.

Inorganic Structures

MECHANICA], STRUCTURES

Stratification
Iiorizontally stratified sand,stones are conunon in the

formation (Table 4.I; Fig. 4.I), and are generalJ-y laminatedr
very thin beddedr ox unbedded (common in the very fine sand-
stones) (raUte 4.2'), Many of these sandstones have a massive
splitting character (Table 4.4). The horizontally laminated
sandstones (generally very fine to medium grained) are
commonly associated with scour surfaces, cut and fill
structures and intraformational conglomerate, and belong
to the I'flat-bedded" facies of 'Allen (1964b, 1965b, .L9701 ,

and Al-len and Friend (1968). Primary current lineation
(Allen, 1964b) is observable in some cases on tire parted
lamination planes (Fig. 4.2), and. denotes deposition by
unidirectional turbulent flow in the upper flow regime
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Table 4.1 Frequency of occurrence of the internal structure
of stratified units with respect to size cLasses.

Internal- prirnary
structure of
stratified unit

Percentage

Sandstone
Siltstone Claystone

fery fJ-ne .E'l-ne Medium Coarse

Horizontally
stratified 43 s0 45 33 45 62

Rlpple lamlnated 31 2L 16 0 I 0

Cross stratified 0 20 32 67 0 0

Unbeilded 26 9 7 0 47 38

No. of observ-
ations 42 200 62 3 178 8
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Table 4.2 Frequency of occurrence of the forms of stratification
with respect to size classes.

Table 4.3 Frequency of occurrence of the forms of cross-stratification
with respect to size classes.

Horizontal
stratiflcation

PercentagTe

Sandstone
Siltstone Claystone

Very fine Fine I'lediurn Coarge

Unbedded 38 I5 L2 0 52 38

{hick bedded 7 3 0 0 2 0

Thin bedded 7 I L2 0 7 L2

Very thin bedded 24 20 I6 0 11 0

Laminated 24 51 60 r00 2B 25

Thinly laminatec 0 ? 0 0 I 25

No. of observ-
ations 29 118 32 I L63 I

Cross-stratifi-
cation

Percentage

Sandstone
Siltstone Claystone

Very fine Fine Mediurn Coarse

Trough cross-beds 0 85 90 100 0 0

Planar cross-beds 0 10 IO 0 o 0

Sinple cross-beds o 5 0 0 0 0

No. of observ-
ations o 40 20 2 0 0
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Table 4.4 Frequency of splitting characteristics with respect
to size classes.

(Harms and Fahnestock, 1955; Allen, L964b)'
Ripple-laminated very fine and fine sandstones are common

(fig. 4.1, Table 4.1) but ripple-marked surfaces are not so coilImon,

Ripple-drift bedding (Kappa-cross-stratification of AIIen' 1963a)

is common (rig. 4.3), as are micro-cross-laminated (Nu-cross-

stratification of A}Ien. 1963a) units. Sets of cross-strata
are of the order of 2 Lo 3 crn in size, but are grouped into
cosets up to I m thick. Both are generated by the migration of
trains of asymmetrical ripples, the Nu variety resulting from
specif ical.Iy smaLl-scale J.inguoid ripple trains. They are a

product of currents (hydrauJ-ical-J-y smooth) of the lower flow
regime, just competent to move grains along.

Cross-stratified sandstones (Table 4.1 and Fig' 4.1) are
Iarge scale (greater than 5 cm) and in sets'of 0.1 m to 0.4 m

Splitting
property

Percentage

Sandstone
Silts Eone Claystone

Very fine .b'l-ne i'Iedium Coarse

Ivlassive 46 46 48 100 34 0

Blocky 3 8 4 0 I 0

Slabby 6 18 19 0 o 0

Flaggy 0 L2 IO L 0

Shaly-P1aty 33 L2 L7 0 25 38

Flaky ? 3 0 0 22 8

Papery 3 o 0 0 6 54

Knobbly 6 1 2 0 4 0

No. of observ-
ations 33 184 69 3 2L4 I3



Primary current
grained, coarse
Scale in cm.
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l-ineation in a
member, channel

flat-bedded, fine to medium
sandstone aE L2, unit 25.

Fig- 4.2.

Ripple-drift bediling
1963a) in a very fine
33. Scale in crn.

(Kappa-cross-stratification of AJ.len,
to fine grained sandstone at Ll, unit

Fig. 4, 3 ,
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thickness, with a maximum coset thickness in the order of metres.
They are largely the trough variety with minor planar cross-
beds (Tab1e 4.3) . Cosets of cross-strata made up of sets (5

to 10 cm) of tabular or Omikron-cross-stratificatiorr (Allen'
1963a, p. 109 ) (Fig . 4 ,4 ) are colTmon.

The large scale cross-stratj.fied sa.ndstones are generated.

by the migration of trains of large-scale ripples, and dunes,

which are products of a turbulent flow in the upper part of the
lower flow regime. They represent high florv intensities and

high sedimentation rates, and are thus generally products of
flood stage conditions on the flood plain.

The siltstones and claystones of the formation are mostly
either unbedded (i,e. beCding greater b.han 100 cm), or are
Iaminat,ed (Tables 4.1 and 4.2i Fig. 4.1) , Some thin bedding
is present in alternating very fine sanci.stone and sil'tstone
bed.s. Bedding is however often indistinct. The unbedded

units are massive or flaky in splitting character, whilst the
bedded units tend to be flaky or shaly (Table 4.4). Thus,

the well laminated units are typically siope-forming, while
the massive siltstones and sandstones develop a cliff and

Iedge topography.
Post-depositional colour changes in some siltstone and

claystone units have obscured and clearly destroyed the bedding.
This is shown by remnant patches of well-laninated. greenish
grey siltstone surrounded. by uniformly greyish red unbedded

siltstone in many units (Fig. 4.5). Here, irregular patches
of the laminated greenish grey siltstone units have changed

to a uniform greyish red leaving no trace of forniing bedding.
Many of the siltstones and claystones show extensive

bioturbation (see Chapter 4t Trace Fossils) which has been

responsible for the obliteration of former bedding in sone of
the now massive units (Fig. 4.49), Extensive and repeated
mudcracking, nodule growth, and other soil processes have also
contributed. to the destratification of the beds.

fn a number of units of the formation (e.g. Al, unit 22,

A2, unit 6), and in particular Lhose associated with kankar
(tcalicher) deposits (Chapter 4, Nodules), were recorded
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Fig. 4.4. Cosets of tabular or Onikron-cross-stratification (ALlen,
I963a, p.109) in fine to nedium grained sandstone at A1,
unit 30. Staff in dm.

4.5. Spattered
features
reddening
chemical

reddening which has partially obliterated bedding
in a former drab fine grained lithology, The
resulted from the localized post-depositionaL,

redistributlon of iron. Sca1e.in cm.

Fig.
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Fi.g. 4,5. Buckle cracks or pseudo-anticlines in a red, karrkar nodule-
bearing, fine-grained unit at A2, unit 6. Staff in drn.

Fig, 4.7. Sh:aped foresets in laminated sandstone-cl-aystone interbeds
at MI, unit 16. Scale in cm.
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pseudobedding structures, composed of horizontal, wav)'

"buckle cracksu (Fig. 4.6). Similar features in the Olo Red

Sandstone have been termed pseudo-anticlines by Allen (I974a,
L974c). They are considered to have been caused by the bowing
and buckling of beds or lenses of sediment due to water loss
(Reeves, L97Ot p.359, cf, plates 2A and 2F), and have been

widely recognized in mod,ern kankar deposits, particularly in
playa sediments. Allen lL974a, L974c) considers that Lhey

are possibly comparable with the glJgai of certain soils of
hot sub-humid to seni-arid regions. GiTgai is the name given
to the wavy or hummocky surface d.eveloped on these soj-ls and

is produced by seasonal rvetting and drying and consequent
expansion and contraction of deep clayey soils.

Mechanical or gravity deformation structures are uncomnon,

except for rare contemporaneous folding and thrusting at some

units displaying,, for example, convolu'te bedding and slumped
foresets in alternating sandstone-claystone units (Fig. 4.71 .

Ripple Marks
Asymmetric (includ.ing linguoid) and synrmetrical ripple

marks are present at most localities but are common aL only a

few. Asymmetric ripples are rare. Tab1e 4.5 characterises
the ripple marks of the Aztec Siltstone. They are considered
to have formed, in water, and are of both the wave and current
originr based upon the Ripple Index and, Ripple Symmetry Index
diagram of Tanner (L967, p.97, Fig. 1) (Fig, 4,8). The

symmetrical are all wave formed, prod,uced by oscillatory
currents generated most commonly by waves in shallow, standing
bodies of water. The linguoid ripples record a gentle uni-
directionaL hydrodynamicalJ.y smooth current in the lower flow
regime.

The symmetrical rippJ-es are commonly found in thin sand-
stone interbeds in laminated siltstone or claystone units
(Fig, 4.9), In many cases, a layer of clay covering the
ripples is extensively mudcracked (Figs. 4.10 and 4,11).
This suggests that conditions altered rapidly within the flood-
p1ain.
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F.ig. *.8.. Riplpne Inderr veisus Prlpptre Synmetry xnrtex for the riSrples
of the Aztec :SLltstone. Fields of rilrple ttrpe are after

. lfanner (1957) .

'fhe palaeoenvLronment for ttre creation of th€ synnretrlcal
ripples was inveetigated using equatJ.ons derived by Tanner (1971)

Tanner produced a series of eguations relating ripple-rnark
waveLength to graLn siae, water wave'l,ength and water depttrr
wlth predictl,ve abi.I:ities- higher than 80 pe:rcent. Xtris data
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Fig. 4.9. Synmetrical ripples fron Al, unit 26. Scale in cn and mm.

Flg. 4.10. Synmetrical ripples
clay that cracked on

at M2 which were ccvered with a veneer of
ilrylng. Scale Ln cm.
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Fig. 4.11. Symmetrical ripples at
in clay veneer covering

trfi:Csracks have formed
Scaie in cm,

L2, rmlt 12.
the rigples.
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was obtained from a study of modern examples in ponds, lakes
and seas, and an applieat^ion to an ancient environnent.

The equations used. are:

For Water ltave Height:

fl = 38.52 + L,89s 7.lI ln g

For Water Depth:

lnh=22.74 +0.97s 3.72 lng-0.41H

where H = water wave height (cm).
s = ripple mark wavelength (cm).
g = grain size of the ripple marks (um).

h = water depth (cm).

The results (Table 4.6) show that the symmetrical ripple
marks j-n the Aztec Siltstone tvere produced in a relatively
shallow bcCy of water, approximately 70 cm d.eep, by wind-induced
waves having a height. of approximately !5 cm,

Tabl-e 4.6, Palaeoenvironment for the creation of the ripples
of the Aztec Siltstone, based on the equations of

Tanner (197I)

Location of
Ripp1e Field

Wavelength
(cn1

Grain Size
(um)

Water Wave
Height (cm)

Water Depttr
(cm)

A1, Unit 26

Ll, Units 3
and l0

Ll, Unit 27

L2, UnLt 24

2.0

2,2

4.0

0.2

33

31

7,4

50

L7

18

t_5

11

92

100

7L

47

Average 2.1 47 I5 7L

Tanner also showed that syu''netrical ripples, which have an

averagre wavelength of less than about 5 crrlr are indicative, with
fairly good reliability, of a highty restricted fetch. Thus, the
smal1 average wavelength for the Aztec ripples (2.L cm) suggests
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that they were generated in a pond or small lake environment.
The symlietrj.cal ripple marks of the Aztec Siltstone are

considered to have been produced in silall shallow lakes, bY wind-
induced vraves approximately 15 cm high.

Rain Impressions
These were recorded on the crests of straight symmetrical

ripples from the Shapeless Mcluntain section (S9, unit 6)

(Fig. 4.L2), They are considered to have formed either rvhile

Fig, 4.12. Impressions of rain orops on the crests of straight,
syrmetrical ripples at 59, unit 6. Scale irr cm.

the troughs were fiLled with water and only the crests were
subaerially exposed, or when aII were exposed, but the rain
filling the troughs obliterated the impressions. Rain

57.
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impressions are \rery common in seasonally a::id or semi-arid
regions r ancl were observed b1' the author to be abundant
throughout central Australia in the sediments of pluvial ponds

and ephemeral streams.

Scoured Surfaces and Local Channelling
Sharp erosional surfaces between siltstone or claysione,

and, overlying sandstone units are conroon throughout the Aztec
Siltstone (Figs. 2.I and 4,13). These so called "scoured
surfacesf' (AIIen, 1962a, 1965b) can be traced laterally for
the extent of the outcropr norrnaliy tens of metres. They

are broad.ly concordant vlith beddi.nE, and have a mean local
relief in the order of centimetres, though a number reach
0.5 m. The surfaces locally truncate bedding and other
sedimentary structures (F.igs. 3.7 and 4.L4). The overlying
sediments are generally fine to medium grained sandstones,
often incorporating clasts of the eroded underlying unit
(fig. 3.8), The intraformational conglomerate "channel
Iag" (Chapter 3 p. 25) so producecl is usually concentraLed,
in local channels, troughs, and lows in the erosion surfacei

Scoured surfaces are generated by subaqueous
stream erosion immediately prior to the depositional. phase

of the overlying and more coarse bed (Allen, 1962a, I965b).
The lateral extent of the surface is due to the lateral
rnigratlon of the eroding force, i.e. the stream channel,
Such surfaces are a common prod,uct of cyclic, fluviatile
d.eposits, more especially those of high sinuosity stream
deposits, and have been best described for the Old Red Facies
of Great Britain (Allen, L962a, 1965b), Spitsbergen (Friend,
1965), and the Catskill Facies of the Appalachians (Allen
and Friend, 1968). The cyclic sequences of the Aztec
Siltstone containing repeated, scoured surfaces, are described
in Chapters 3 and 7.

Larger scale channeling is cften seen developed in
units of the Aztec Siltstone. In some of the more massive
sand.stone units, cut-off channels have been observed with
a d,epth ln the order of 0,5 to 3 m, and a maximum width in
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Fig. 4.I3. A sccured surface at the base of a coarse menilier, channel
sandstone, aL L2, unit 10. The erosional surface is cut
into a fine nernber, red, fine-grained unit. Note that the
fine-grained unit in contact with the overlying sandstone
has been reduced and is green. Staff in dn.

4.I4. A scoured, surface eroded into a thinty la:ninated green siltstorre
unlt at l,1I . The channel sandstone which imrneCiately overlies
the scoured surface contains an intraformatlonal ccnglomerate,
or channel lag incJ.udlng localJ.y reworked fish plate material.
Scale 5 c:n = 0.25 rn.

Fig.
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the ord.er of 10's of metres (Fig. 4'15).

E'ig. 4,15. A cut-off channel infilled trith fine to rnediurn grained
sandstone, lnbedded in'a multistorey sandstone body. Ihe
section appears to be normal to the channel flow direction.
Staff in dm.

Mudcracks
Pol.ygonaL mudcracks are abundant throughout the formation

(fig. 2.1), in the upper portions of cJ.aystone and siltstone units
overlain by coarser grained siltstoner or sandstone. They occur
mostly in al.ternating clal'stone an,i[ fine sandstone sequences
for example, the Beacon Heights section (82, unit 221, Aztec
Mountain (AZ, 42 m above the base) and Mount Fleming (FL, 45 m

fbove the base). They are preserved, as coarse grain infiLlings'
l.e. sand, casts (Flgs. 4,16 and 4.18) r or as tips of sand

fillings tracing out the shape of the polygonal cracks (Figs,
4,L7 and 4.I8) ,
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Fig. 4.16. Mudcracks which have
sandstone interbeds,
are approximatel-y 15

by sand from the overlying
The fine-grained interbeds

been infilled
L2, unit 10.
cril thick.

FLg. 4,17. A nud-eracked paVement at M2.
overlie the mudcracks ln the
Ln cm.

Sone small symetrical. rippJ.es
left of the photograph. Scale
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Fig. 4.18. l.[udcracks and their infillings (sherbon-I{i11s, 1963, p.20).
A. Mudcracks filled and. covered with sand.
B. Sandstone separated from muclstone, showing broken

casts of cracks on base of sandstone.
C. Compaction of mud causes crumpling of sand-fillings,
D. Tips of sanil-fillings show as polygons on lower surface

of mud.

B

i'ii
.i....

: :.1'. : ".

j':'..:r:.'.:
/:1.'.:..

: a':.'i :.'.t

":..:.::..".:'.::i

Fig. 4,19. Fludcracks preserved as
truo sizes; the J.arger
whllst the snaller are

casts in a sandstone. The cracks are
are ! cm wide and l0 to 15 cm across,
2 mrn wide and 1 cm across.

of
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The mudcracks mostly range from 1 mn wide and 5 mm

across the polygons, to I cm wide and 15 cm across t-he

polygons, but Webb (1963 p.373) reported examples rvith
polygon rvidths up to 0.6 m across. Many show excellent
preservation, with littLe deFormation. Trvo orders of cracks
have been noted at several places; the larger are L cm

wide and 10-15 cm across, whilst the smalLer are 2 mm wide
and I cm across (Fig. 4.19), The smaller scale cracking
is not so deep and is considered to have developed later
than the larger (Twenhofel, L932, p.688).

A unit within the Lashly lrlountain section (Ll, unit 12)

shows in side profile, curled. edges of mudcracks developed
on thin claystone laninae within a massj-ve fine sandstone
(Fig. 4.20), An exposed horizontal surface displayed the
usual mudcrack pattern. The preservation of such features
requires a speciflc environment of deposition (Twenhofel,
L932, p,590). If a subaqueous deposit overlaid the mudcracks,
the curled edges would be likely to rehydrate and collapse on
contact with the water, or be destroyed by the erosive nature
of the depositing currents. The latter case is the process which
generates the mudcurls seen as intraformational conglomerate
in many of the coarser grained units. To preserve curled
mudcracks, a covering of rapidly deposited aeolian drift sand.

which coul-d penetrate above and below the curls is required.
Excellent modern day examples are reported by Glennie (1970
p,52) from arid and semi-arid. regions. They were commonly
observed in the process of formation and preservation in
sand-bed ephemeral streams of central Australia by the author
(Fig. 4.2L1 .

The palaeogeographic implications from mudcracking as
extensive as that observed for the Aztec Siltstone are
significant. Mudcracks are developed wherever clayey sediments
are exposed to the atmosphere for a considerable period of time.
The cracking is due to the dehydration and, subsequent shrinkage
of clays in the deposlt when desiccated by exposure. Although
mud,cracks are common in present day paralic and littoral marine
environments, the fossil evidence of soilsl nodules,
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.:=:';F1:.&-:--t

Fig. 4.20, A side profile view of curled edges of nudcracks deveJ-oped
on thin claystone larninae within a massive fine-grained
sandstone. The curled edges have been preserved by being
covered by aeolian drift sand cf. Flg. 4.2I. Scale in dm.

Fig. 4.2L, Mudcurls formed in an epheneral stream bed in central Australia.
A veneer of clay that was deposited as suspension Load on the
sandy stream bed by ttre ldyingl streanr has been desiccated and
curled at the eclges. Such structures are comncnJ-y covered and
hence preserved by aeollan drift. sand fron within the dry
strea.n bed. Note the harnrner for scale.
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conchostracans, and fish, and the Oxygen, carbon, and strontium
isotopes (ChaPters 4, 6t'l ,8 and 9) shons that the fornat.ion

was deposited under non-marine conditions.
Relatively high temperature' indicative of an arid

climate rqas regarded by Kindle (L924) as an irnportant factor
in mudcrack formation, but Krynine (1935) showed that formation
and preservation under hurnid climatic conditions was also
feasible. Dunbar and Rogers (1957, p.199) noted, that if the

"mud is more or less calcareous, the CaCO, tends to set upon

exposure to the air". As the finer lithologies of the Aztec
Siltstone tend to be high in CaCo, (Chapters 5 and 6), this
may have been an important contributing mechanism for
formation.

Mud.cracks in generaL are considered one of the best
evidence for non-marine depositj-on (D'rnbar and Rogers, L957

p.200), Twenhofel (L932, p.69I) noted that the best examples

of mudcracks were developed on floodplains and deltas following
floodingr 01' in ephemeral lakes of arid regions where the
deposited silts and muds are subjected to desj-ccation upon

recession of the depositing waters and consequent exposure

to subaerial conditions. He noted that the process is favoured
by a lack of vegetation, a medium by which water would be

retained, and quoted ihe flood, plain of the Tigris-Euphrates as

a modern example, A similar depositional environment is
proposed for the Aztec Sj-Itstone.

Subaqueous Shrinkage Cracks
Shrinkage cracks were observed in a 6.2 m thick lacustrinal

sequence located at Aztec Mountain (AZ-L7, 5.4 m down from the
Maya Erosion Surface), The sequence consisted of alternat.ing
fine sandstone or siltstone, .and claystone units, containing
ferruginous concretionsr gypsum, black shaLes, and fossil
fish. Shrinkage cracks were found in an alternating and

l-aminated very fine sandstone or siltstone, J-ight grey (N7) ,

and a greyish black (N3) claystone (fig. 4.22) . The cracks
are small scale Structures (3 to 10 run deepr and 10 to 25 mm

across the top) consisting of verticaL cracks in the claystonet
infilled by coarse siltstone or very fine sandstone originating
from the overlying lamina. Differential compaction accomPanied
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CMrnTnr_ --------
ELg. 4.22. Subaqueous shrinkage cracks in an interlaminated very fine

sandstone and claystone Lithology, Az-17, 30 m from the base.
The cracks have been infilled with coalse silt or very fine
sand, and have been distorted by differential compaction.

by some lateral displacement has folded (ptygmatic folds)
and distorted the cracks, and given rise to ihe bulbous shape.

The structures are identical in lithology and morphology
to the shrinkage cracks described by Donovan and Foster for
the Middle Devonian Old Red Facies of North East Scotland
(L972, p.309-317). They attribute the structures to
subaqueous shrinkage by a syneresis mechanism, and by
simulat,ion demonstrated that they were developed in a

shallow but relatively large l-ake. Their formation was

attributed to salinity changes, a conclusion also reached
by Jungst (1934), Van Straaten (1954), and Burst (1965).
Subaqueous syneresis cracks are abundant in the Eocene Green

River Formation (Picard I L9661 t and the Triassic Lockatong
Formation (Van Houten, I964a), Burst (1965) suggested that
salinity changes related to seasonal climatic changes were
important. It is suggested that the Aztec shrinkage-cracks
are due to a syneresis mechanism in a lake that underwent
salinity changes in response to seasonal evaporation.
Marked salinity changes vJere very probable, fox analcimet
which today is precipitated from saline lakewaters (Hay, L966)
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is found, in the fine-grained sediments and pisolites of the
formation (Chapter 5, Analcime, p.154). During the dry
perlod, the evaporation increased the salinity, resulting
in the syneresis of the greyish bLack claystone. The

resultant cracks were then lnfilled by coarse siltstone or
very fine sandstone which was deposited during the high
sediment influx as the next wet period began.

Vein Networks
These structures were recorded from throughout the

formation but are more abundant from the southern sections,
beyoncl and including those ln the Lashly Mountains (Fig. 2.L).
They were not recorded by earlier parties, though re-
examination of previously described sections has shown that
vein networks are present. Vein networks occur almost
exclusively in unbedded siltstone or claystone lithologies.
Their form is a network of subvertical anastomising veins uP

to 5 cm wide and 50 cm apart, irregularly penetrating down

for 0.3 to 1.5 m from the top of the unit (Figs. 4.23 and 4.24).
They Lypically taper towards the base, and are generally
composed of the same material as the overlying unit, commonly

a channel sandstone (Chapter 7l (Fig. 4.251. Howeverr in
some cases the overlying and host units are of the same

J-ithology and vary only in colour. The veins assume the
col-our of the overlying bed, generally a greenish grey (5G

6/Ll in a greyish red (5R 4/2) host (Fig. 4.241 .

Vein networks are generally associated with kankar (rcalicher)
horizons (Chapter 4, Nodules) and it was found that nodules in-
creased in occurrence within the southern sections as do the
vein network horizons. Either they were present together in
the same horizon r ot more commonly the kankar was found in
the same bed but beneath the vein networks (F'ig. 4.231 .

These structures are thought to be, or to originate fromt
d.esl-ccation cracks, produced by clay contraction as a result
of alternate wetting and drying. They are then preserved by

infilling during the deposition of the overlying unit' or by

reduction induced by solutions migrating down the crack
paths from the above unitror by both processes (Fig. 4.261 .
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Fi1.4.23.

?Ig. 4,24, Vein
have

networks fron
grey margins.

Ll, unit 26, close up.
Scale in cm.

Vein networks in a nassive, red, fine-grained unit at Llr'
unit 26. Some veins were infilled with sand Curing
deposition of the overlying channel sandstone, and most have
acted as channels for the downward rnigration of reducing
solutions derived from the channel sandstone and are therefore
drab in colour. The vein networks are underlain by a horizon
of k:nkar (rcalicher) nodules.

The green veins
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{I*r-

Fig. 4.25. Vein r.ett"lorks in a gleen siltstone unit,
tlpically tape.r toward the base and hat'e
sand from the overlying unit. Staff in

Ll, unit 33. These
been infilled vrith

dm.

Single veins in a massive, kankar (rcalichet)-bearing' fine-
grained red (soll) unit at AZ'L7, 7 m from the base. The
fJ.ne-grained unit is overlain (via a scoured surface, l0 ct
above the staff) by a channel sandstone which has been the
source of vein lnfilling, and reduction of the veins and
adjacent host. Staff ln drn.

Fig.4,26.
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The more extensive vein
repeated cracking as a result
and drying of the deposit.

networks I are probably clue to
of successive periods of ''vetting

The rare vein networks in sandstone, are developed only
in units with a clay matrix in excess of approxintately 15

percent, This is consistent with the vj-evr that the veins
are a d,eslccation feature.

Vertical cracking of this type is a conmon feature in the
fine grained deposits, including soils of deltas and flood
plains, in arid or semi-arid (preferably seasonal) regions.
Neal et al. (1968,p.70) reported similar desiccatj.on f issures t

penetrating up to 5 m from the surface in former lacustrine
sediments i.-r an arid playa environment, I{hite (L9721

described d,esiccation fissures in the soil of playa-like
depressionsf ;.nd observed that cracks of from 1.5 m to 2 m

deep developed in soil from 2 to 3 m thick. He noted, that
their characteristics, i.e. size and depth, were determined
by soil texture, depression flooding rate, and depth of drying
and wetting. Also, that major cracks rr/ere wider in clay soils
than in coarser-textured soils, and increased in size with
thickness of the soil. The uniformity of spacing between
cracks and the crack wid,th increasecl with the number of cycles
of wetting and drying the soil had undergone.

Cracking however may or may not be completely a surface-
controlled feature, and it is thought that many of the vein
networks described here are similar to the gammate and
reticulate veins (net-gammate) (Taylor and Pohlen, L962t
p. 8I-82) developed in the clay rich fragipan or B horizons
of Palliform soils (yellow-grey earth, zonal soils) (Figs.
4.27 and. 4.28'), These structures are produced when the soils
are exposed to a pronounced seasonal drying in sub-humid or
semi-arid areas. The gammate veins are commonJ-y gleyed and

leached of iron, thus assuming a greenish grey reiluction colour.
This is the typical colour of the veins of the Aztec Siltston€.

The association of vein networks and kankar horizons is
not unexpected since the conditions for formation of both are
-similar, especially cl.imate. Both are products of soils of
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ELg. 4 .27 . The characteristic form of net-gairimate structures (vertical
veins surmounted by reticulate veins) in the lower and clay-
rich horizons of Palliform soils (yellow-grey earth, zonal
soils) which have been subjected to pronounced seasonal
drying.

Fig. 4.28, Net-gatm,are structurcs ir: Pal-Iiform (yellow-grey earth soils)
of the Wairarapa plains, N.Z. Hainrner is 33 cm Iong.
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strongly seasonal and generaily semi-arid to arid regions
(annual precipitation less than 65 cm) (Chapter 4, Dlodules).
AIso, cracking is characteristic of the upper portions of
soil profiles, whilst the calcareous nodular horizons are
generally restricted to the lower parts, which is the normal
observed order in the Aztec Siltstone (F.ig, 4.23) .

Twenhofel (f932, p.691) in discussing structures sinrilar
to vein networks, suggested that repeated cracking and

subsequent infilling by material identical to the host,
would. after several years, knead and mix the deposit so

thoroughly, that a total loss of stratification could result.
This process may have d,estroyed the bedding in some of the
presently unbedd.ed siltstone or claystone units of the Aztec
Siltstone. However, many of Lhe fine-grained. units may never
have had a visible depositional bedding form i.e. they are
uns tratified deposits,

CHEMTCAL STRUCTUPES

A distinction j-n form is normally made between noAofes
and concretions. Both are composed of an aggregate of mineral
matter unlike and generally harder than that of the host rock
in which they occur, butlr'hereasnodules are highly irregular
and tuberous, concretions are more regular i.e. spherical,
spheroid.al, or disk-shaped, and comnonly accreted about a
nucleus sometimes with a concentric structure (Pettijohn, 1957)-.
The classification of nodules and concretions used in this
'thesis, $ras proposed by Tarr and Twenhofel (Twenhofel, 1932,
p.705-706), and is based upon the time relations to the
enclosing rock. It is as follows:

Syngenetic: Nodules and concretions formed
contemporaneously with the host i.e.
before burial.
Nodules and concretions formed after
deposition of the host. These are
further divided into displacive and
replacive varieties, depending upon

the state of the host.

Epigenetic:
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Nod,uIes

Nodules are a common and distinctive feature of the
siltstone ancl claystone lithologies of the Aztec Siltstone.
They are wldespread at all levels in the fornation, but are
more abundant ln sections south of Beacon Heights (Fig. 2.I).
In morphology, they are highly t.uberous (Fig. 4.29) | and have
a characteristically warty or knobby surface. They impart
this character to weathered rock faces rvherever they occur.
The nodules are generally scattered, evenly throughout an

entire unit, varying from I to 50 percent of the unit by
volume (figs, 4,30, 4.31), In some cases they are concentrated
lnto horizons where they may be in a high concentraticn (up to
80 percent by volune of the bed.). In some examples of the
latter case, it can be seen that individual nodules have
coalesced by thin linkages of nodular material, forming a

network. At a unit in the Aztec Mountain section (AZ-L7 |
unit 5) r nodules have developed in vertical stringers (Fig.
4.35)

Nodules have a relationship to vein networks in that they
are conmonly found, concentrated in horizons directly underlying
extensive vein network systems e.g. fig. 4,23, .

Nodules are evenly distributed in both red and drab,
fine-grained llthologies. They do not precisely follow bedding
planes, but in a small number of cases, they show some minor
extension in a direction parallel to bedding, probably due to
a compaction effect.

Compositionally the nodules tend to be consistent within
and between sections (Tables 5.'l and 5.9). All are calcareous,
with a compositional variation arising from a percentage of in-
cluded. host material, and in some cases from metamorphic minerals
produced by nearby dolerite intrusion, Most nodules are composed

largely of calcite (Table 5.7) in a disseminated, cryptocrystal-
line (less than 10 microns) form, and, dissected by veins of welt
crystallized (greater than 50 microns) calcite or crystallaria
(Brewer, L964, p.284) (Fig. 4,321 . Dolomite vras not recorded.
The nodules are in some instances bordered by an epidote rich
zone (L/2 to 2 mm thick) (cf. Fig, 4.401 t which in the case
of the smaller nodules may be spread throughout. The epidote,
pale yeLlow-green and in euhedral crystalline form (Fig. 4,33)
is a contact metamorphic product (Chapter 5 p.158). The
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Eig, 4.29, Calcareous nodules
Ilthology (t41, unit
form, Scale in cm,

(kankar) in a massive
l-9) , exhibitrng their

'-L
'. f '

:J

4U

Flg. 4.30. Calcareous noduLes (kankar) scattered throughout a massive
red fine-grained unit at L2, unit 9.

red fine-grained
typical tuberous

. r.?'r

,



Fig, 4,31. CaLcareous
AZ-17, 7 m

75.

in a massive red
base. Scale in

fine-grained unit at
cm.

nodules
fron the

32. Calcareous nodule (kankar) in thin sectionl showing zones of
cryptocrystalline calcite surrounded and dissected by veins
and patches of weJ.l crystalllzed calcite, or crystallaria
of Brewer I L964. The calcj.te lncorporates host rnaterLal
lncluding quartz gralns, haematite and clays, Polarlzed
IJ.ght. Scale 5 cm = 10 srur.

Fig. 4,
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Mount Metschel section (MI), has undergone more extensive
metamorphic alteraLion because of a 200+ m-thick si!1 above,

and the calcareolts nodules there show e:..tensive replacernent
due to ccntact raetamorphism, with abundant epidote and lesser
amounts of prehnite, launontite, and grossular (Tables 5.7

and 5.9) .

Vrost nodules have incorporated some host material,
generally less than 15 percent by volume, with the calcite
(Fig. 4.32). This includes haematite pigment, which was

present in many nodules contained within drab units. The

host material can be identified from the similarities in
grain size, shape, and mineralogy, to the surrounding host.
The host material, and notably the clastic quartz grains are

commonly concentrated around the margin of the nodule' The

enclosed quartz grains cor,monly show corrosion at their
margins and replacement by the calcite matrix. In many

examples, the included host material (including haematite
in some examples) is also concentrated into veins and patches

throughout the calcite, suggesting a fissuring of the nodule
sometime after formation (samples 23228, 23237 , 23436)

(Fig , 4.32) but prior to lithification of the surrounding
sedimento r

The nodules are considered to be epigenetic (Tarr and

Twenhofel, 1932t p.706) i.e. formed after deposition of the
encl-osing sed.iment. The delicate vertical linkages between

nodules, the incorporation of host material, and the fact
that the nodules do not precisely foll-ow bedding planesr all
indicate that the nod.ules are not of a syngenetic origin.
They probably formed close to the surface of recently deposited
sediment. The best evidence comes from a bed at the Alligator
'Peak section (Al) that is laterally equivalent to unit 22.

This bed has nodules that apPear abraded and look as though
they were deposited along with the enclosing sediment
(Fig. 4.34). It is suggested that they were eroded from an

earlier overbank deposit in which they had formed pene-

contemporaneously, and were deposited as pebbles in the bed

in which they are now found.
Other evidence to support this epigenetic origin of

nodules is the relatively low percentage (less than J.5 percent)
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Fig. 4.33. Epidote in
surrounds
Sca1e 5 cm

thin section, from the epidote-rich
nod,ules in sample 23233, Al, unit l.
= 0.24 nun.

border that
Plain J.ight,

Fig. 4,34, Redeposited calcareous nodules in a fine sarrdstone unit at
A1 (lateraLly equlvalent to unlt 22). Note how the burrows
deviate around the nodules. ScaLe in cm and tur.
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of includ.ed host lithology. If the nodules were of a late
epigenetic origin j-.e, diagenetic, they would be expected to
incorporate much more of the host as they grew. It is
suggested that the relatively pervious nature of unconsolidated
sediment, and the lorv load pressure, permit freer diffusion
of the calcareous fluids forming the nodules, and enable the
grorving nodule to displace the clastic quartz grains of the
host. They are therefore of the epigenetic and displacive
variety (Tarr and Twenhofel op.cit.).

In a few j-nstances, burrows were observed to deviate
around nodules (e.9. A1, units I0 and 11, see also Fig. 4.341
indicating that the nodules had taken on their present form
while they l.rere within a few tens of centimetres of +-he

sediment surface.
A unit in the Aztec Mountain section (AZ-18, 20.3 m

up from the base of the Aztec Siltstone) considered to be a
palaeosol on the basis of its unbed,ded character, vein networks
and calcareous nodules, has nodules (glaebules in the soil
micromorphological terms of Brewer, L964) which are developed
in vertical stringers (E.ig. 4.35) . This is the growth form

Fig, 4,35. Calcareous nodules (kankar) developed
(Az-L7, 7 m from the base) suggesting
the vertical :nigratlon of calcareous
dn and cn.

in vertical stringers
that they formed from

solutions. Sca1e ln
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expected of nodules resulting from the vertical migracion of
caLcareous solutions, and the characteristic pattern of many

soil nodules.
In summary, the calcareous nodules of the Aztec Siltstone

are pedogenic features. They developed under the influence of
normal weathering and pedogenic processes in subaerially
exposed overbank sediments (Chapter 7l subject to a strongly
seasonally, semi-arid to arid climate, They are comrnonly

assocj.ated with other pedogenic features €.g. vein networks,
extensive burrowing, a typical soil chemistry and micro-
morphology, and, root structures, all of which are cliscussed
in Chapters 4t 5 and 6.

Modern Analog_ues

The calcareous nodules of the Aztec Siltstone have modern
analogues in the Pedocal soils of many parts of the world. As

pedogenic nodules, both the modern and ancient examples are
best referred to as kankar (rcalichet) (Heath, 1955).
rCalicher is the term used by many North American geologists
to denote soil- carbonates. but unfortunateJ.y it is also
recognized as a term for the sodium nitrate-rich soils and
deposits of Chile and Bolivia. Calcrete is a term widely used
in Austral ia and South Africa for calcium carbonate deposits,
but it is not specifically restricted to soil carbonates. The

Hindl work f'kankar" is used specifically for pedogenic calcium
carbonate nod.ules, and is derived from the Sanskrit "karkarar'
meaning I'hardt'. It is unfortunate that the term t'kunkart' has
been used in South Australia for Quaternary soil carbonates,
as the spelLlng does not conform to current geological usage
in India from whence the word was imported.

Kankar is formed in a soil- profile where upper-zone
solubles are carried downward and precipitated whgn soil
moisture is removed by evapo-transpiration, some underlying
solubles initially rising with capillary water (Reeves I L970,

P.354) ,
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CaCo, + H2CO3 -t Ca2+ +

soil carbonate tl
HzO + COZ

i

2HCO^-
J

rainwater atmosphere

The id,eal conditions for this process are Lhose providing
relatively high rates of evapo-transpiration, and low
precipitation so as not to lose the highly mobil" ca2* ion
from the profile. However, there must be sufficient soil
lrater to carry the dissolved. products to depths. It is found
that the depths below ground surface at which the kankar is
formed is proportional to annual precipitation (Jenny, 1941;
Krauskopf, L967, p.200). Reeves (1970) suggested that highly
seasonal climates provide the mosL suitable conditions for
formation.

Kankar is most common in modern soils of arid and setni-
arid regions of the earth, and is the characteristic product of
Pedocal soils. The latter are defined as soils in which'
regardless of the presence or absence of lirne carbonate j-n

the parent rock, Iime carbonate (and,/or sulphate) has accumu-
lated in the soil dr.rring the process of soil-making and as a
result of the soil-forming processes (Marbut, 1951). Pedocals
occupy some 43 percent of the present land surface, and are
generaIly confined to regions receiving less than 65 cm of
precipitation annual.Iy.

Soil carbonate accumulates by illuviation (Buol, 1965;
Gile et a7. L966i Gile, L970; Reeves, 1970) and 'raccretes
about skeletal grains as more or less independent domains,
Iead,ing to separation of the grains, and, necessarily, creation
of inter-Erain regions of nearly pure carbonate" (Gile et aL-

1956, p.355). The resultant external morphology and internal
fabric of the noduLes of modern kankar (BuoL ' L965i Gile et al,.

1966; Gile' 1970; Reeves l-970; I^lilliams and Polach, 197I)
is very sinr:ilar to that Seen in the Aztec Siltstone examples;
the cryptocrystalline (less than 10 mj-crons) calcite containing
veins of well crystallized (greater than 50 microns) calcitet
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the similar clastic arain displacements, and the veins and

patches of included host (s-matrix, Brewer, 1964) .

The kankar of the Aztec Siltstone closely corresponds
to stages fI and IfI of the Gile er a-1. K fabric aenetic
sequence (Gile, et a7, 1966, p.352), and to bhe late youth
and roature stages of Reeves (1970, p,355-357). Both genetic
sequences were proposed for modern kankar deposits, and the
authors found. that an age in excess of 51000 years is required
for the formation of nodules belonging to these stages.
Extensive calcareous duricrusts were reported for stage IV
(old), and gave ages for formation of at least 50,000 years.
Such features were not recorded in the Aztec Siltstone.

The source of carbonate for modern kankar is found to
be either a calcium-bearing parent rockr or an aeolian
distributed calcareous dust (cile t et a7. 1965; Gile, L970i
Reeves, J.970). Carbonate loess is particularly important in
arid. environmentsr Ers indicated by the presence of thick
kankar profiles on the downwind side of the worldts nnajor

deserts (Reeves I L970, p.355) , Reeves estimated that between
16 and 31 tons of carbonate per acre have fallen around Las

Cruces, New Mexico, d.uring the last 101000 years. 
.

For the Aztec Siltstone, the source could have been
either parent rock or loess or both. The original parent
rock for the Lower Taylor Group sediments and possibly at
least some of the Aztec Slltstone, is a basement complex of
plutonic, metasedirnentary. and metavolcanic rocks, with a high
proportion of Ca feld.spars; Koettlitz Marble of Blank et a7.

1963. In ad.diti.on, the soil profiles of the Aztec Siltstone
were developed in floodbasin deposits which were subaerially
exposed for consid,erable periods (Chapters 4t 7, 9 and

Conclusions), thus presenting likely depositional sites for
caleareous loess generated during Lhe more arid times.

The thick, kankar profiLes which are very comrnon in the
Aztecr are considered. to have formed under aggrading soiL
conditions (Reeves I 1970) | with the added sediment derived
largely from intermittent overbank floods. but possibly also
from the aeolian redistribution of sediment. Under a strongly
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seasonal climate, the free-draining subaerially exposed overbank
fines, would. undergo carbonate precipitation at depth in the
profile durlng the hot dry period, and calcite solution and
eruviation during the wetter period, in some cases arso
accompanied by further sedimentation.

The kankar of the Aztec Siltstone is closely comparable
with the carbonate paiaeosols reported from similar fluviatile
and lacustrlnal sequences. They have been described. from the
catskill-old Red Facies in the central Appalachians by woodrow
(1968), Allen and Friend (1968), Fletcher and woodrow (1970)
and walker (1971); from the Late Devonian perry Formaticn of
Maine by schluger (1971); from the ord Red sandstone by Burgess
(1961) , Allen (r965b t r974a, L974cl and Leed.er (r973b); from
the Wood. Bay Formation of Spitsbergen by Friend and lrtocdy-Stuart
(f970) ; from the New Red. Sandstone by Bruck et aJ, (I9G7)
and steel (1974a I l-974bl; and from the upper cretaceous-Lower
Eocene of Languedoc (southern France) by Freytet (1973), rn
every case, a close analogy with modern kankar (tcarichel) can
be d,rawn.

In sumrnary, therefore, the calcareous nod.ules of the
Aztec siltstone are considered to be of a pedogenic origin,
formed by illuviation in soiL profiles developed. on the inter-
fluve surfaces (aged between 51000 and 501000 years) of an
alluvial plain, under the influence of relatively high
temperatures and a moderately low but highly seasonal rainfall.

Concretions
Mineral segregations of this type are more regurar in

form than nodules, and commonly nearly spherical or disk shaped.
Examples of such structures are infrequent in the Aztec Siltstone,
and are largery ferruginous in composition. They vary in size
from 2 mm up to 20 cm, Concretions are most conmon in sections
north of Porta1 Mountain, especialJ.y the Lashly Mountain section
Ll (Fig. 2.1). Ferruginous concretions, commonly with pyrite
cores (Table 5.7) , were observed in sections pI, if , 82, AZ,
FL, and s9 (Fig. 2.1). The concretions were invariably found
in sediments considered to be of a Lacustrinal origin (Chapter
7l r based upon evidence from bed forms (laminated, with common
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oscillation ripples),grain size (fine-grained, siltstones and

claystones with thin .interbeds of very fine to fir"re sandstones) r

fossils (conchostracans, fish remains) and subaqueous syneresis
cracks. The sediments are either carbonaceous (Fig. 2.1) and
thus black or dark grey in colour t or are greyish yetlow green
(5cY 7/2) or light olive grey (5Y 5/2), the characteristic
colours of strongly reduced deposits of the formation.

The ferruginous concretions can be classified into
three basic types. The first consist of pyritic concretions
I to 3 cm across, scattered in patches throughout alternating
siltstone-sandstone sequences e.g. Ll, unit 5, 23424. Thel'
commonly grow from the sandstone into the overtying green
siltstone bed, prod.ucing a bulbous or spheroidally aggregated
upper surface, with a regular spherical lower surface (Fig.
4,36) .

The second type (e.9. 23300) occur as cubic pyrite centres
(Table 5.7) to some of the large brownish black (SyF- 2/I)
reduction mottles present in greenish grey (5Cy G/I), greyish
yellow green (5Gy 7/2), or light olive grey (5y 5/2) siltstone
and claystone units. fhe pyrite growth was in most cases '

observed to have dispLaced. the surrounding host, and given
rise to a zone of increased reduction centred on the pyrite
and distinguished by the darker green mottles (Fig. 4.37).
They are thus considered as epigenetic and displacive concretions.

The third type, best distinguished in thin section,
consist of zones rich in arnorphous iron oxides (Table 5.7)
which have grown outward from a central point, replacing the
former clay matrix (e.g. 23440). Bedding and the quartz grain
density is largely undisturbed by this proeess (Fig. 4.38),
indlcating that they are formed, jn situ, subsequent to deposition
of the host sediment. Like the cal-careous nodules described
on p. 'l-3 rthey are epigenetic, but are replacive rather than
displaclve, lndicating a later time of formation,

A strongly reducing environment during formation is
indicated for the ferruginous nodules, on combined evidence of
rock colour, the high carbonaceous contents, and the pyrite
stability (Krumbein and Garrels, L952, p.26). The generation



Fig. 4, 36. Bul-bous
L1, unit
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shaped pyritic concretions in a sandstone from

Fig. 4.37. A pyritic concretlon in a sandy siltstone frorn Pl, unit 3,
The pyrite core is surrounded by a dark green mottled zoner
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A replacive, epigenetic, concretion (as seen in thin section)
composed of a.norphous iron oxide, which has grown outward
from a central point while leaving the bedding undisturbed.
Sanple 23440, L1, unit 33, Plai.n llght. ScaLe 5 cm = 9 mm.
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of such conditions is commonly initiated by bacterial decomposi-

tion of enclosed organic matter under anaerobic conditions in
stagnant lake bottom sediments. It is suggested that the three
types of ferruginous concretions here described, were developed
at three different times under these conditions, The first
type have a structure ind.icating growth in a manner similar to
that for manganese nodules of the ocean floor; that is
accretion of nodules on the surface of the host bed, before
deposition of the overlying siltstone. This suggestion is
supported by a lack within the concretion of included silt from

the overlying unit. The second. type are considered to have

accreted within the enclosing sedinrent soon after deposition'
because of the observed d.isplacement of host material. The

third type are later stage epigenetic and repLacive concretionst
probably growing during earJ-y diagenesis under a continuing
reduced environment.

Two types of non-ferruginous concretion were observed in
the Aztec Siltstone. At Portal Mountain (P1, unit 38, sample

233I9) a sandstone contaj-ned scattered, preferentially cementedt

spheres, 2 to IO cm across. The cementing materials for the'
host are heulandite and illitic and chloritic clays (Iables
5.7 and 5,9). As concretions, they are epigenetic and replacive,
for the hosted clastic quartz grains do not show d.isplacement in
thin section. It is suggested. that they are diagenetic featurest
produced by local zeolitization of the fine-grained matrix, under
cond,itions of raised temperature and pressure, and possibly
associated with the contact metamorphism by neighbouring
dolerite sills and dykes.

The second type of non-ferruginous concretion, is found
at Portal Mountain (P1, unit 14, sample 23310) ' and the Lashly
Mountalns (L2, unit 3) (Fig. 4.39), The structures are lensoid
ln shaper are from 2 to 20 cm long, and are comPosed largely
of cryptocrystaLline (Less than 10 microns) calcite (Fig. 4.40),
The Portal Mountain example also contains analcime (Tab1es

5.7 and 5.9). Most concretions are rimmed, by a zone of epidotet
and in some cases hydrated ferric iron oxides. As in the earlier
described epldote-containing noduLes (Chapter 4, Nodules) r the
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Fig,4.39. Pisolitic
grey (5GY

lirnesLcnes interbedded with laminated greenish
6/LI siltstoires, from L2, unit 3. Scale in cm.

Calcareous pisolite (in thin section) from Pl, unit 14, showing
deformation of the bedding around the structure, TLre pisolite
is J.argely composed of cryptocrystalline calcite and is rimmed
by a zone of epldote (cf. calcareous nodules, Fig. 4.33).
Polarized light, Scale 5 cm = L0 run.

Fig. 4.40.
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epidote appears to be metamorphic, for the crystals are inter-
locking, well-formed and prismatic, and the same mineral
occurs ln the host. It ls thought to have formed. as a product
of contact metamorphisrn from the neighbouring dolerite sills
and dykes (Fig. 2,1) .

The well lanrinated claystone host lithology shows excellent
contemporaneous deformation bedding around the concretions,
especially the overlying sediment. This, plus the fact Lhat
host sediment is not incorporated in the concretions, suggests
formatj-on prior to inclusion in the host. They are therefore
considered to be calcareous pisolites, the lensoid or disk
shape resulting from postdepositional compaction. That they
were formed in a lake, is evidenced by the lacustrinal nature
of the host sediment; the fine grained and laminated claystone
llthology with thin, very fine to fine grained sandstone inter-
bedsl the oscillation ripples, and the inelud.ed conchostracans
(Chapter 7 | Fine member dominated Sequences, Fig. 7.L2i
Chapter I, Conchostracans). It is suggested that calcium
carbonate-saturated lake waters provided the environqrent
for formation of the pisolites, (cf. oolites, Chapter 3)

produced as a result of direct precipitation of the dissolved
materials on nuclei in a trfree rolling" environment, probably
j-n the higher energy, wave zone, af the lake ed.ge. Calcium
carbonate was widespread in the alLuvial plain sediments of
the Aztec Slltstone, especially in the form of kankar
(rcalicher) (Chapter 4, Nodules) in the fine member floodbasin
deposits. and the enrichment of it in lake waters would be

readily facilltated by rivers and streams draining from these
sediments, plus the seasonaltry arid or semi-arid climatic
cond,itions (see Conclusions) which would concentrate it by

evaporation. In some instances; the environment was possibly
too placid for pLsolite development, and thus the sirnple beds
of pure limestone which are associated with the pisolites at
L2, unit 3 (Fig, 4,39), resulted.

The analcime (Chapter 5 p.154) found in the Portal
Mountaln pisolites, is considered to be syngenetic like that
forrning today in lakes of warm. arid or semi-arid regions
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e.g. Lake Natron, Tanzania or China Lake, California (Hay,

1966). It is produced as a result of the chemical reaction
of clay minerals in the Na-rich environment characteristic
of the l-akes in high evaporation areas. It would thus have

co-precipitated with the calcite of the pisolite'

Organic Structures

ROOT STRUCTURES

Subvertical sinuous tubes at several localities in the
Aztec Siltstone, have been interpreteo as root casts (Barrett
et aL. Lg7L, p.609). They average I cm acrossr but vary in
size from l- rnm up to I.5 cmacross, and form reticulate,
furcating, and vertically tapering patterns typical of roots.
The structures are recognizable from the host either by

weathering, or a colour difference, e.g. greyish orange
(10YR 7/4') tubes in a pale green (5c 7/2') host at A1, unit 24,

In many respects these root structures closely resemble

the vein networks previously mentioned in this chapter. This
is as expected, since roots closely follow cracks in the sub-

stratum. The term root structure, has only been applied Where

a case for roots seemed clear. A similarity nay also exist
between root structures and some burrows found in the formation
(Chapter 4 | Trace Fossils) , but a d.istinction can be made on

several grounds (Table 4.'Il ,

Table 4.7. Features distingruishing burrows and root structures

Root Structures

(1) Taper towards the base

(2) Commonly bifurcating and
veined

(3) Variable sizes in one rutit

(4) Highly sinubus

Burrovts

(1) Parallel sided tubes

(2) Single tubes

(3) Same size throughout the
nnit

(4) Straight or of low sinuositY
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Primitive plant stems and spores have been collected
from units associated with these root structures, and from

the unit hosting structures at Mount Ritchie (A4, unit 421,

establishing the presence of plants in the area.
The best examples of root structures are at Mount Ritchie

(A4, unit 42, sample 23L74t Fig. 2.L, (Figs. 4'4L and 4'42)

where black rroots' are contained throughout 2 m of a finet
massive, greenish grey, silty claystone. The surface of
some tubes showed well- defined ridging along the lengthr a

feature conmon to many mOdern roots, and some of the roots
showed hair-like rootlets branching off horizontally from the
main vertical root (rig, 4.43).

!F=rt-,
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tLg. 4.42. A close-up of the root-cast struct'tres in A4r unit 42'
showing their typical sinuous and bificating form. The
casts are approx. 2 cm in dlameter.

CM
ilil rrlllll

4,43. Hair-like rootlets
vertical root in a

branching off horizontally
sample from A4, unlt 42.

Fig. from the nain
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Longitudinal and transverse polished cross-sections of
the roots clearly showed woody or cell-like structures (Fig.

4,44, , In thin sectionr the rrootsr v/ere seen to irave a

d,iffering lithology to the host, being much richer in c1ays,

and containing zones of roughly semi-circular shape' rich in
clastic quartz grains and calcite (Fig. 4.45). Despite the

black colour, however, no carbon was detected either in thin
section or in a chemical analysis carried out by the Coal

Research Association of the D.S.I.R.7 Lower Hutt. The black
or dark grey colour was discovered to be due to a concentration
of coarse-grained, opaque haematite, varying in size from 5 to
100 microns, It would thus appear that the carbonaceous parts
have been replaced by haernatite and other detrital products.
This could occur if, after dying-off, the carbonaceous rnaterial
was removed by oxidation and replaced by an oxidized infilling'
namely haematite, detrital quartz grains and clays. Preferential
oxidation of organic material and a thin zone of host material
along root paths, is a cormon feature of modern soils.

Glennie and Evamy (1968), from an observation of modern

root structures in an arid environment, noted that vrhen a plant
died, the root tissue oxidised fairly rapid.ly to carbon dioxide,
thus making way for subsequent infilling of the former root
with material from above.

Texturally, the surround5-ng fine greenish grey sandstone

host of A4, unit 42, was highly inhomogeneous with localized
patches rich in clastic quartz grains, and others rich in clays.
Sediment m:ixing had obviously taken place. As presented in
Chapter 5, p,99 (Fabric analysis), there is a remarkably
close similarity of texture and quartz grain shaPe and sizet
between that of some known present day soils and that of
sample 23L74, lending suPport to the hypothesis that the unit
and possibly rnany others with similar textural inversion (Folkt

1968, p.105) I are palaeosol horizons
In an attempt to determine the presence of further root-

like structuresr and to ascertain their effect on bedding

features, samples were sqbjected to an X-ray radiograph
examination. The experiment was unsuccessfulr &s the thickness
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Fig. 4.44. A polished
slab of the root-
bearing unit 42 in
section A4. The
longitudinal cross-
section shows the
:oots to have a woody
or cell-like structure.

Fig. 4.45, A thin section cross-section of a root (dark patch) from A4t
unit 42, showing lt to be filled witi clays, detrital quartz
gralns, calcite, and haematite. The host rock ls a calcareous
sllty claystone (Table 5,9). Texturally the host ls very

. inhomogeneous and displays sediment mixingr a common
characferistic of soils in thin section' -iol-arizec tight'
Scale 5 cm = 10 nn.
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rock slab required was too great to permit good resolution
the apparatus available.

Conclusion

The small size of the roots, and the fact that they vrere

not seen to penetrate vert.ically for more than 50 cm deptht
suggests that they originated from shallow rooting, and small
plants, probably less than 3 m in height,. This is supported
by the small size (less than 5 cm width) of the plant fragments
(stems) recovered from the formation. (Further discussj-on on

Aztec flora in Chapter I p.228) ,

TRACE T'OSSILS

A characteristic feature of many units throughout the
Aztec Si}tstone, is the presence of vertical or sub-vertical,
straight, parallel-sided channels or tubes, thought to be the
fossil paths of burroling organisms. They occur as single
(non-bifurcating) tubes, averaging 1 cm diameterr 5 Lo 10 cm

in apparent length, and 3 to 5 cm apart, evenly distributed
throughout the bed (Fig, 4.45). The host lithology is
generally a fine-grained deposit i.e. siltstone or claystonet
but is, in some cases, a fine or very fine sandstone.

The tubes are of two types, (f) those with tube
inflllings composed of material d.erived from the host;
orthotubul-es (Brewer, L9641 , (2) those rvith tube infillings
composed of material derived from the overlying bed from which
they originate; metatubules (prewer, 1964). The infillings
generally do not show any structural form in thin section i.e.
are not organized into recognizable aggregates and show no

directional arrangement with regard to the external form. They

are therefore of the isotubule class (Brewer, L954') .

Tubules in greenish grey units are commonly infilled with
a greyish red haematitic sedimentr BS a result of thern passing
into and ln some cases through, greyish rect lenses or beds
contained within the host, greenish grey unit (Fig. 4.46),
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FLq. 4.46. An extensive-
ly burrorved horizon at
Al, units 2 and 3. Scale
in cm.

FLg. 4,47. Red burrows or tubuLes
interbed and have been
Locatlon AI , unlt J.1,

which pass thrcugh a
partially reduced as
Sca1e In cn and nm.

thin saldstone
a result.
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Where red tubules pass into sandstotle or coarse siltstone
lenses contained within a finer grained host, they commonly

convert to green tubules (Fig. 4.47) and 4.48) as a result
of the reducing environment generally present in these more

permeable coarse-grained beds.
The fact that the tubules are infilled with haematite-

rich sediment but that the host does not contain haematite
suggests that haematite, or its precursory mineral' was

present in the sediment, at the tinre of biogenic reworking'
The tubules are a penecontemporaneous feature, considered

to have been produced by organisms which derived food from

burrowing in the unconsolidated sediment. Early workers on the
Problematica of the Beacon Supergroup called the tubules
scolithus (Vialov, L962i Webby, 1968) and believed them to
be the feedJ-ng and dwelling traces of invertebrates of a

sea-worm, based upon previous evidence from similar burrows,
by Seilacher (1967). Hovrever, a marine environment for the
Aztec Siltstone now seems very unlikely (see Conclusions, p.2541 ,

Davidson (f891), and, Smit.h and Hein (1971), showed the
extensive reworking capabilities of burrowing organisms of a'
similar type to those envisaged for the Aztec Siltstone.
The latter reference specifically relates to the biogenic
reworking of non-marine sediments, a subject neglected in
past l-iterature. Extensive reworking in the Aztec Siltstone
lithologies has taken place (Fig. 4.49) | and I would suggest
that much of the textural inversion and, immaturity (Folkr 1968'
p.105) i.e. inhomogeneity' poor sorting, bimodality and mixed
grain size-rounding, shown by many units of the Aztec Siltstone
(Chapter 5), including the destruction of visible bedding
characteristics, couLd be due to this reworking and mixing
by burrowing organisms. Other red beds, for example the
Brunswick ShaLe, the Chugrwater Formation, the Fountain Formationt
and the Sbbaneta Formation, aLl have many units which have been
ff extensively worked by burrowing organismsr' (Van Houten, L964b,
p.657) .
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or Eubules ;-hich pass through
been red,uced. Location A1,

a sandstone interbed
unit 2. Sca1e in cm.

Extensive bioturbatlon by burrowing organisns
completely destroyed beddlng features and has
isolated patches of green bedisrent in the now
unLt, Location A1, unit 1, Scale ln cm.

which has alnost
left only
masslve red

Flg,4,49.
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Trace fossil markings other than burrows were observed
from the formation, the most noticeable being a large specimen

of Beaconities antatctLcus, found at Beacon Heights (82, unit 5).
This enigmatic fossil was also thought to be of possible marine

origin by Vialov (L952, p.729). Examples of other possible
t'animal tracksfi were noted at Mount Metschel (M1, unit 1) t
and the Lashly Mountains (L2, units 5' 7, and 12) (Fig. 4.50),
as bumps, pits, and lineated furrowsr the latter being I to
2 mm across.

similar to worm trails aL L2, unit 12.Fig. 4.50, Trace
Scale

fossil trails
in cm.
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CHAPTER 5

PETROLOGY

Approximately 100 thin sections frorn throughout the
Aztec Siltstone were examined in detail, and representative
sectlons were selected for grain size and modal analyses,
The fine-grained samples required a more diverse petrographic
study involving X-ray diffraction and X-ray fluorescence
spectroscopy in combinatlon with the microscopic exarnination.

Textures

FABRIC

Sandstones
Most sandstones of the Aztec Siltstone are homogeneous,

al.though a few samples (e.g. 23184) show inhomogeneity on a
microscopic scale. This manifests itself as layers of well
sortecl sand grains, each Layer having a markedJ-y dif ferent
mean_ grain size.

Most sandstones appear to show no preferred grain
orientation, because of the high sphericity of the det,rital
grains, although Lower sphericity grains in a few samples tend
to lie with long axes parallel to bedding (e.9. 23235 and 23438)

SiLtstones and. Claystones
The fine-grained sed.iments of the Aztec Siltstone are of

two types, elther horizontally-stratified or unbedded (Fig. 4.1)
Both consist of det,rital quartz grains embedded in an illitic
and chloritic clay matrix, and the stratified examples commonly
show, in thln section, a concentration of detrital grains
corresponding to bedding planes. The be4ded lithologies
generally have a homogenous fabric with little or no optical
orientation or local concentration of the clay matrix. A few
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samples have a fabric in which the clay as a whole exhibits
preferred parallel orientation, Brewer (1964) considers this
as the fabric normal to argillaceous sediments,

The unbedded samples, however, have a more complex fabric
consisting, in thin sectj.on, of local concentrations of clays,
detrital grains, haematite, or calcite, and channels, cracks
and voids filled with haematite and. clays, The clays in these
samples have a d.istinctive optical orientation pattern.

The unbedded lithologies have a fabric very similar to
modern soils, and so have been classified using the system for
soil fabric analysis of Brewer (1964). This classification
was found to apply well to the features found. in. the Aztec
lithologies.

The unbedded, Iithologies of the Aztec.Siltstone consist
of varying concentrations of skeleton grains (i,e. grains
which are relatively stable and not readily translocated,
concentrated or reorganized by soil-forming processes) of
sand and silt-sized quartz grains embedded in an s-matrix or
plasma of illitic and chloritic clays and haematite. The

skeleton grains very commonly show rims of optically
orientated. clay (free or embedd.ed grain argillans, Fig, 5.1),
or ferri-argillans where Lhey incorporate haernatite as in the
case of the red samples. Many of the grain argillans show a
strong continuous orientation of the clays.

The s-matrix of the unstratified. Aztec samples typicatly
has a sepic plasmic fabric, i.e, the plasma has anisotropic
domains with various patterns of preferred orientation. Most
common ls the Lattisepic fabric, where the plasma has a flecked
orientation pattern, but there are two sets of very short,
discontinuous plasma separations usually orientated approximately
at right angles to each other (Fig. 5.2). In some cases the
plasma exhibit a cornplex striated orientation pattern
(omnisepic fabric, Fig. 5.3).

Therefore, incorporating the grain argillans (skelsepic
fabric), the fabric of the Aztec samples is generally skel-
J.attisepic or skel-masepic.
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Fig. 5.1. A detrital quartz grain rj:r,med by optl.cally orientated
clay (free or embedded grain argillan). Sanple 23432, a
silty claystone from Ll, unit 17. Polarized light.
Scale 5 cm = 0.07 nrn.

Optically orientated clay matrix in a claystone, sample 23233
from Al, rmit l. Detrital grains are quartz. The clay has a
flecked orientation pattern with tH'o sets of very short,
discontinuous plasna separations rrsually at right angl_es
to each other (lattiseplc fabric). polarized light. Scale
5 ctr = 0.34 nm.

>1

Fig.5,2.
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Fig.5.3. Optical orientation cf the clay matrix of a silty claystone
sample 23249, fron A1, unit 31. Detritai grains are quartz.
The matrir: sirows a caniplex striated orientatLon pattern
(cmnisepic fabric) which includes tLre lattisepic fabric of
Fig. 5.2. Polarized light. Scale 5 cn = 0,35 nm,

:.&

Fig. 5,4. Channels and veins infilled with haenatite (skew-plane
haematans) I in sample 23243, A1, unit 22. Plain tight,.
Scale 5 cn = 0.86 nun.
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The unb,edded lithologies have channels and veins filled
with clays, calcite, arrd haematite in the case of the red
samples, that are irregularly arranged throughout the matrix
(Figs. 5,4, 5.5). These features are very sinilar in shape'
distribution and composition, to the infilled skel-planes
(formally planar voids that traverse the plasma in an irregular
manner) in ntodern soils, As with modern soil skew-planes, the
Aztec exanrples are conmonly lined or infilled with optically
orientated clay minerals (skew-plane argi,Ilans, Fig. 5.5).

Glaebules, speclfically nodules of calcite (see Nodules,
Chapter 4, p.73 ) and haematite (haematans) are common in
the plasma (Fig. 5.6),

Genesis
Grain argillans may forrn by illuviation, diffusion or

stress mechanisnts (Brewer I 1964, p.23I) , However, the Aztec
examples are most probably illuvial in origin because of
their sharp boundary and strong oplj"cal orientation. Ferri-
argillans especially, are unlikely to be fcrmed by diffusion
or stress mechanismsrincluding d,iagenesis (Brewer, 1964) .

Preferred orientation of clay minerals to give a plasmic
fabric of the type seen in the Aztec samples is common in soils.
It is thought to be the result of pressure and tensions on

clay mineral grains, produced by wetting and drying and

consequent swelling and shrinkage (Brewer , L964, p.336) .

Wetting and drying of the Aztec sediments was probably a

frequent and wid,espread physical- process, as suggested by the
abundance of mudcracks and vein networks throughout the
formation (Fig.2.1). Skelsepic fabric, i.e. optical orientation
of plasma around skeleton grainsr rndy also result from swelling
pressures since skeleton grains present a solid surface aga5-nst

which pressures can be exerted. .

Sepic fabrics, like those in the Aztec sed.imentsr are
considered to develop most readily in illitic and chloritic
plasma because these clays have relatively large grains which
will reorientate -by pressure more readily than do the smaller
grains, such as montmorillonite (Brewer, L964, p.339).
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FiS.5,5. A channel lined and bor<iered by
minerals (skew-plane argillans) .
Scale 5 cm = 0.35 nm.

optically orientated clay
Pcl-arized light.

'ir{

Fig, 5.6. A nodule or glaebule of haernatite (haematan) in sample 23243,
Al, urLt 22. The glaebuLe is surrounded by haematitic clays
and patches and zones of detrital guartz gralns. PlaLn llgh!.
Scale5cn=Luur.
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Preferred orientation of clay mineral grains in sediments

may occur as a result of deposition frorn suspension, or by

recrystallization of unstable minerals to form more stable
clay minerals and micas in the latter stages of compaction
(I*teade, 1960). However, this is not considered as the mechanism

generally applicable to the Aztec fine-grained sediments as both
processes produce an overall preferred orientation of the plasma

(unistral fabric) and not the zoned or sepic Pattern that is
most common.

Skew-planes are another soil feature found in the Aztec

lithologies and are also considered. to originate primarily
through shrinkage and srvelling during wetting and drying.
(Brewer, L9641 .

The calcitic and haematitic glaebules in the Aztec fine-
grained samples are also evidence for pedological Processes,
involving the mobilization and segregation of soil prod.ucts.

The calcite glaebules and their soil origin is discussed with
nodules (Chapter 4, p,73 ).

The unbedded fine-grained samples of the Aztec Siltstone
typically have textural inhomogeneity on a microscopic scale,
consisting of zones rich in detrital guartz grains and others
rich in clays or possibly calcite (Fig. 5.6a). As expectedt
these sediments are extremely poorly sorted, and have a

continuous particle size distributLon, from clay size up to
coarse sand size. This texture appears to bear no relationship
to sedimentologicaL processesr and is thought to be a Pene-
contemporaneous feature induced by pedogenic processes
including the translocation and illuviation of soil plasma.
(See Chapter 6, Soil Chemistryr p.188 for further evidence).
This fabric is typical. of normal soils, aLthough some j.nhono-

genelty was undoubtedly added to by biogenic reworking
(see Trace Fossils, p.94 ).

It has been shown (above) that many of the micromor-
phological features characteristic of modern soils are found

ln the unbedded, fine-grained lithologies of the Aztec
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Fig. 5,6a. Textural inhornogeneity in sample 23243 showing zones rich
in detrital quartz grains and othe:s rich in clays, haematite
pigment or calcite, Plain light. Scale 5 cm = 5 mn,

Siltstone. These features together with the vein networks
and calcareous nodules, provide substantial evidence for
pedogenesis on the Aztec alluvial plain.

GRAIN SIZE

Method: The grain size distribution of samples of the Aztec
Siltstone was determined by direct measurement of grains in
thin section, because the lithologies were too well cemented
to be disaggregated and sieved,. The measurement technique
of Friedman (1958), and Adams (1974) was enployed. The apparent
long axes of 250 grains were neasured using a graduated
micrometer eyepiece. The grains were selected, by a Swift
automatic point counter, from an area covering as much of the
thin section as was possible. Thin sections in most cases had

been cut normal- to bedding. The horizontaL and vertical point
count lntervaL was chosen to be Larger than the largest grain,
so that each graln was only measured once, thus avoiding a
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reduction in reliability (Dennison and Shea, 1956). Class
boundaries were selected at approximately one half phi intervals.

Sandstone cement, such as calcite and quartz, was

eliminated from the determination l:ecause it is of post-
depositional origin and therefore does not relate to the
depositional condition of the sandstone. A clay matrix was

present in some sandstones analysed (Table 5.5) but was not
incorporated into the cumulative curve and the grain size
statistics because it was considered to have originated after
deposition of the sandstone, by sediment mixing and translocation
of clays, The fact that it is not present between sand grains
ln close contact in many samples, supports this contention in
those examples. The interbedded sandstone-claystone
characteristics of the Aztec formation would readily facilitate
the migration of clay, probably in colloiclal suspension, into
the well sorteC and therefore highly permeable sandstone beds,
especially during the early post-depositional period,, This
would have been aided by the bioturbation and soil forrning
processes that lrere common in the sediments (Chapter 4).

The graphic mean grain size and the inclusive graphic
standard deviation of Folk and Ward (1957) were calculated
for the samples.

Graphic Mean (Mz) = 0re+0so*0e"
3

Qa+-Qre 0gs-0s+-Ir 6.5

These val-ues were then corrected to sieve size equivalents
using the conversion equationi (values in phi units) of
Adams (1974).

Inclusive Graphic
Standard Deviation =
(o-)

I

Sieve mean

Sieve standard
devlat,ion

thin section mean + 0.40

0.82 (thin section standard. deviation)
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The value of the constant for the conversion of thin
section graphic mean size to an equivalent sieve value is
dependent upon the average axial ratio of the grains (Adams,

L974r. This ratio was determined for a typical sandstone
from the Aztec Siltstone and found, to be 0.70, based upon the
measurement of 20 grains. This value was then applied to all
other sandstones analysed for grain size distribution.

Skewness and kurtosis values were not d.etermined. becar:se
it had been found, by Friedman (1962) and Adams (1974), that,
result.s obtained from thin section analysis could not be
reliably related to sieve values.

Results: A plot of mean grain size versus standard, deviation
shows a high d.egree of sorting and a fine grained character
for the sandstones analysed (Appendix Table 2; Figs 5.7,
5.8). The avera.ge grain size is 2.86 g (fine-grained
sandstone). The average sorting value is 0.43 0, which is
in the weil-sorted class of Folk (1968).

Mz 
.(o"eroge) = 2 8oi f fine )
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Flg. 5.7. Textural characterlstics of sandstones from the Aztec Siltstone,
based on measurements of quartz grains in thin section. Data
presented in Appendix Table 2.
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Fig. 5.8. Photonicrographs of a fine-grained (1"',,' 2,10 8) e.nd very well
sorteC (o.,. = 0.31 ?) quartzarenite, sF.rn1:l.e 2331-5, Pl, llrrit 23.
Note the frell-rouiroed grain5 (X. = 0.E/+)
(a) Pl-ain 1i9ht. (b) Polarized-light. Scale 5 cm = I.10 mm.
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The sandstone deposits of the Aztec Siltstone are believed
to be stream channel and point bar sediments (ChaPter 7 | p.205).
In agreement with this, the grain size and sorting values of
the Aztec sandstones are in the range determined for modern

stream channel and point bar sands, for example, those of the
llississippl and Colorado Rivers (Allen, 1965a, p.141) .

The fine-grained lithologies of the formation could not,

be classified by grain size, into the quarter or half phi
classes as with the sandstones, because of the diffrculty in
optically measuring grains finer than 6 0. However, 45 samplest

representing a cross-section of the fine-grained units of the
formation, were classified by the procedure previously outlined,
using the three classes of sand (0-3 Q), silt (4-B 0) a.nd

clay (greater than I O). A ninimum of 250 and up to 500 points
was used for each thin section.

The grain size results for the fine-grained lithologies
were plotted on the ternary diagram of Picard (L97Ir Fig. 3)

for the textural classification of fine-grained sediments
(Fig. 5,9). This shows that a htgh percentage of the samples

plot in the claystone quarter of the diagram (Figs. 5.9, 5.10'
5,1I and. 5,3I) with silty claystone as the dominant class' It
also demonstrates an absence of lithologies containing greater
than 55 percent silt size fraction. Thus, true siltstones are
not present in the formation, and those lithologies that have

been described as siltstones in the outcrop descriptions
(Askin et a7, 1971; Barrett and Webb, 1973) are more clay-rich
than was estimated from hand specimen, and are most likely
clayey siltstones, mudstones, or silty claystones.

From a texturaL anal-ysiF of 75L recent fine-grained
sediment samples, Picard (1971) showed that silty clay was

the principle 1-lthoJ-ogy. Atthough he also plotted 234 fine-
grained, clastlc rocks and found that the siltstone group
predominated, he stated that, the relationship was biased by

the small number of grain size studies done on the claystone
and mudstone group of sediments. He concluded that ancient
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ttn<lNl ytl

Fig. 5.9, Textural classification of Aztec Siltstone
the classificatj.on of Picard (1971), Data

sttl

sediments using
in Table 5,9,

fine-grained rocks contain relatively more claystone and,

mudstone than 1s generally indicated.
Although overall poor sorting was a characteristic of

the Aztec fine-grained, lithologies, a number of samples
analysed by thin section are polym>dal r.rith welL defined
modes in the sand and silt fraction (Figs. 5.12 and 5.I9;
Appendix Table 1). This has been demonstrated by plotting
cumulative and frequency curves for three examples (Fig. 5.I3),
The polymodal character is considered to be due to sediment
rnixing by the same processes which gave rise to the immature
sandstones that shor+ textural inversion (Maturity, p. I25 ).
These are simply the finer grained equivalents.

The fine-grained lithologies of the Aztec are considered.
to be the overbank or suspension deposits of a sinuous,
neand.ering river system (Chapter 71. In agreement with this
conclusion It ts noted that the fine-grained lithologies of
the Aztec are comparable, in grain size characteristics, with
the topstratum or overbank deposits of modern meandering
rlver systems, includlng the floodbasin deposits (Allen, 1965a)

\ a lrJz
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A typ.i-cal silty claystone with sil-t-size detrital guartz
grains set in an illitic and chloritic clay matrix.
Sample 23230, Al, unit I. Polarized light. Scale
5 cm = 1.10 nun.

Fi9.5.10.

A typical clayey siLtstone
grains set in a matrix of
Sanple 23235, A1, unit 2.

with silt size detrital quartz
illitic and chloritic clays.
PolarLzed light. Scale 5 cru = 0.34

Fig.5.1l.

nn.
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Fis. 5.L2. A typical polYmodalT silty claystone, sample 23304, Pl,
unit 7, consisting of rounded, fine to rneqium sancl-size
guartz grains, in a finer grained matrlx of very fine
sand-size and silt-size guartz grains, and clays (see
alsc Fig. 5.L3). Polarized light. Scale 5 cm = 1.I0 mm.

and, to a Lesser extent, the finer-grained levee deposits
(cf. the Mississippi, Fisk, L944t L947; the Nigerr AlLen'
1964c, 1965d) and the swale-fill deposits (Allen, 1965a,
p.las).

GRAIN SHAPE

Estimates of roundness and sphericity were made on the
clastic quartz grains of silt and sand size (Appendix Table 1).
A total of 49 samples from the Aztec Siltstone were selected
from each of the observed textural classes, and in those with
a polymodal. size d.istributionr estimates of roundness and

sphericity were made for each mode. A further 12.samples
from the underlying Beacon Heights Orthoquartzite were
examined for comparison.

Most samples were too indurated to be easily disaggregated
and all estimates were made on thin sections. For each thin
section the roundness and sphericity of 50 individual grains

IVICTORIA UNIVERSITY OF WELLINGTON
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Flg. 5.13, Crrnulative (solld l-ine) and frequency (btoken llne) curries
of, three So1ynodal- si-lby cJ.aystoneE from the fj:re-Erained
Aztec Siltstone sedfunents.
(a) z3lv4, A4, usLt 42; (b) 23249, Atr, unlt, 311
(c) 23304, Fl, unit 7.
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was determlned by comparison with sets of grain silhouettes
from the standard roundness-sphericity chart (Fig. 5.14) of
KrumbeLn and Sloss (1953, p.LlJ. Fig, 4-10). AJ.though this
chart was lnttlally J.ntended speclflcal.Iy for sand size
grains, lt nevertheless enabred comparative estlmates of
the roundness and spherlclty to be made for silt grains also.

o.l o.3 0.5 07 0.9

ROUNDNESS

Fig, 5.L4, Grain silhouettes used for visual estimation of roundness
and spherlcity. (From Krumbein and Sloss, 1963).

Back checklng was carried out from time to time to
ensure conslstent estimation, arrd to check on operator error
(Table 5.1) .
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Table 5.1. Duplicate deterninations of roundness and sphericity
for samples from the Aztec Siltstone, baseri on 50
sand size grains for each. *- - mean roundness,
f^ = mean sphericity. r

s

xt
t

s

23L74 23256 23586

A B A B A B

0. 31

0.66

0. 33

0.69

0. 38

o,75

0.36

0.73

0.78

0.82

0.79

0.84

Gilbertrin Williams, Turner and Gilbert (1954, p.28I),
concluded that thin sectiona lend themselves to a qualitative
evaluation of roundness and sphericityr but stated that round.-
ness is more reliably represented than sphericity. He

reasoned that as the slice of a section represents only one
plane through each grain, and therefore two random d.iameters,
conrmonly it will not adeguately represent sphericity, but may

allow a reasonable estimation of roundness.
The dependency of round.ness upon size is shown by .

Figure 5.I5. The line is based upon the sand.stones only, for
the roundness values from the siltstones may be anomalous,
as explained later in this section. There is a moderately
strong relationship between the two factors, in agreemenL
with Russell and Taylor (1937) and Pettijohn and Lundahl-
(1943). The maximum value for rounding is reached, for grains
of about 0,75 0 and, for a mean grain size of less than
approximateJ-y 3.8 0 , the graph indicat,es that the predicted
round.ness is less than 0. 3,

Because of the high sphericity typical of the clastic
grains of the Aztec SiLtstone, orientation and packing effects
wilL be minimal, and thus by Grifflthrs scheme, a thin slice
revealing a random two dimensionaL view of the grain wiLL more

closely approximate the true three dimensional shape of the
grains, This was checked by comparJ.ng gralns in a thin section
with those in a grain mount from an easily disaggregated
sandstone (Table 5.21 , By t,his method, the original shape
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fig. 5.15, Relationship betrueen mean roundness and mean grain size for
samPles of sand size quartz grains in t}e Aztec Siltstone,
Data from Appendix Table L. Means could be used because of a
low standard deviation of grar.n size and roundness in indiviiluaL
samples. The line, which was fitted by eye, is based on the
values for sandstones alone.

and size of individual grains could be clearly observed, as no
guartz overgrowths would be seen.

Table 5.2. Corparison of ror:rrdness and sphericity of 50 sand
size grains in thin section and in grain mountr; -^..-.:-^--xr = mean roundness, X" = mean sphericl-ty.

Samp1e 23430

llhln section Grain trDunt

o,62

o.72

0.59

0,75

t.t

0,c-o
5 0.5
oe,

0.t

T
s

ir
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Table 5.3. lde-an and st-andardl deviation af €tie roundness and spherlcitlt
values f,or sanples of the,Aatec ,S.lltstone, based on 50 s.and
os EiLt, slae gralns from each sd$Ele. Etandard devlatl.on {s
based on neaiia ,of, Lrrcttvldual ,s.anqlLes. X- = mea.n roundness 'F- = mean sphericl.ty. Data fron ApSnndl* Table 1.
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Sandls.tones

A4 A1 M1, P1 Prt L,l, L3 BA

q,75

orE4

I

0.5?

0.1,3

O,72
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2
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o.85
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0.67
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o.57
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Table 5.4, Roundness and sgrherlci,ty' datra frour ttre Aztec Siltstone and
Beac6& IfeightE Orthoquartzite, shottng a slgnific-ant
varJ.atl,on irn roqndness of Eand size graJ-ns from sandstones
and those ln sLltstofle,s or el,aystones. X,. = mean roundhles,s,
ii- = $ean sphegieity. Data fron Agrpendix'table I.E-

Aztec Siltstone

S,and Grains Silt Grains

S€ndstone' S,i,Itstone and
Claystone Sllts€o.qe and elaystcne

0r7-1

o.11

o.78

o,06

L4

0.53

0.trs

0" 75

0,05

L1

0.34

o,09

0.75

0..09,

28

Beacon Eelghts OrthoEuaritsite,

0.75

0,08

8,79

0.,06

IO

0.68

0.76

I

0,3

0.7

I
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The data sho'rr (Tables 5 , 3 and 5. 4 ) tha.t, f or r.nost sarrl:ir:s ,

sand-size clastic quart-z grains of the hzlec SilLstone, .lrav'e

a consistently high sphericity and are rounded, thc characters
of a supermature sediment (FoIk, L968, p.103).

The roundness and sphericity of tire s.ind-size cirtartz grains
in the sandstones of the Beacon Heights Or{-hoquartzite and the
Aztec are very similar (Table 5.4). This suggests a similar hj-gh

degree of rev,'orklng of the quartzose sediment of bcth forna'tions,
possibly viith the two formations being derived from a similar
parent. The compositional and cextural characters of sanclstones
from the two formations are very similar, for exariiple the l.ack
of feld.spar in both, the similar percenra-ges of strai:reo quartz
grains and cllert grains, and ti.e sinrilar inclusions cf rutile
needles, vacuoles, arrd dust in the quartz grains.

A few sand grains from the Aztec Siltstone cornprise a weII-
rounded detrital quartz grain surrounded by a quartz overgrorvth
that is itself well-rounded (Fig. 5.f6). This indicates tirat
the Aztec source material included nature sediments, containing
detrital grains of high roundness, like ti:ose of the more mature
Taylor Group sediments.

5.16. A rounded sand size guarte grain which incorporates a rounded
grain withln it. SampJ.e 23304, P1, unit 7, This suggests a
sedlmentary source rock for the Aztec Slltstone. Plain light.
Scale 5 cm = 0.22 rm.

Fig.
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The factor most obvious from the analysis is the rnarked
difference in tire roundness of the sand-size quartz grains in
sandstone, and those in the finer lithologies cf the Aztec
Siltstone (P less than 0.001i t = 3.9; d,f. = 29). The

difference could be due to either a difference in source
material. transportatlon and depositional processes, or post-
depositlonal effects.

Two different types of source material is an unlikely
explanation, as the composition, type and abundance of
inclusions, and mode of extinction for the sand grains in
both sandstone and si-ltstone are identical. It is most probable
that the Aztec sand grains were all derived from a single source
conrmon with the Beacon Heights Orthoquartzite, and that, the
differences in roundness resulted from either depositional or
post-depositional processes .

A process of selective sorting has probably contributed Co

the predominance of low roundness grains in the siltstone beds.
Pettijohn and Lundahl (1943) noted that less rounded grains
settle from a suspension more slowly than more rounded grains
of the same d.iameter. Thus, they are carried further in
suspens.ion and are more likel-y to be deposited with finer
grained sediments.

However, post-depositional solution is aiso an effective
process for reducing roundness. Griffiths (l-958 and 1960) and
Kuenen and Perdok (L962) noted that quartz grains are more
angular and irregular in contact with carbonate than in un-
cemented areas of the same rock. The solution of quartz is
facilitated by a high pH due to dissolved carbonate (Krauskopf
1956r Fig, 5.17).

Krauskopf (1967, p.66) showed that the pH of solutions in
contact with calclte should theoretically have a value in the
range of pH 8-I0, with the lower value for solutions in contact
with atmospheric CO, (near surface), and the higher value for
solutions at depth out of contact with the atnosphere.
The equiLibria involved arel



H^O + CO."2- +t ""2
t+

CaCO, + HrCOr<!

-l-co; + 2H'-tJ
+ 2HCO;

(i. e. exposed
to the right,

L22.

ca2*

Thus if
then the
lowered.

the pCO, is increased,
equilibrium is shifted

to atmospheric CO2)

and. the pH will be

1,000

pH

Fig. 5.17. Solubitity of silica at 25oC (Krauskopf, 1967l, The solid
line shows the variation in solubility of amorphous silica
with pH as determined experimentally. The upper dashed line is
a calcuLated curve for amorphous sllica, based on an assuned
constant solubllity of 120 ppm SlO2 at pH's below 8 and on a
vaLue of -9,9 for Lo9 k1 for HaSiO4. The lower dashed line is
the calculated soh:blli€y of qriarti, based on the approxiurately
knottn soLublLlty of 1O pprn SlO2 in neutral and acid solutions,

The very high calcite Content of the Aztec SiLtstone as
nodules and cement, in particular for the finer grained lithologies,
makes lt, Likely that some quartz soLution has taken place (as for
exampre ln the calclte cemented sandstones, Fig. 5.Lg), and the
irregular embayed character of many grain boundaries throughout
the finer grained Lithorogies supports this (Fig. 5.r9). The
irreguJ-arity of the embayments clearly ind,icates that they are
points of chemical solution, and not fractures.
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Irregular enrbayments in detrital, sand sizer quartz grains
that are cemented by optically continuous calcite. Sample
23246 from section A1. The enbaymeats are tlte result of
solution of the guartz induced by the calcite. Polarized
Iight. Scale 5 cm = 0.34 mn.

Irregul-ar enlbayments in detrital sand size quartz grains in
a polyrnodal silty claystone, sample 23304, PI, unit 7. The
enlcalnnents are possibly a result of post-depositional
solution of quartz induced by calcite. Polarized J"ight..
Scale 5 cm = 0.34 mn,

Fig.5.I9.
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Iriany of Lhe finer grained units of the Aztec Siltstone have

undergone pedogenesls (Chapters 4 | 5, 6) I and it is thought that
the soil-forming processes, which lncLude the chemical solution
of quartz grains as well as comminution and biologic activityt
have all contributed to a lowering of quartz grain roundness.
As an example sample 23L74 ls from a soil horizon containing
root cast structures I and has a relatively loW roundness for
the quartz sand grains (Appendix Table L).

The sphericity values of the silt fraction are extremely
consistent, mostly 0.7 with a few at 0,9 (Appendix Table l).
Roundness values range from 0.1 to 0.3, Figure 5.15 shows this
as the approximate predicted value for the roundness of all
silt-sized particles I but sample 23584 has a higher roundness

than expected. It is from a burrowed bed, and the greater
roundness is attributed to rounding in the digestive tracts of
the burrovring organisms (Kindle, 1919).

The roundness-size relationship evident from Figure 5,15t
may also be userl. to indicate a degree of reworking and maturity
for the Aztec Siltstone. Pettijohn (L957, P.54) noted that
only a nrature sedl-ment should attain such a relationship
between rounding and grain size. The fact that there is such

a relationship throughout, also strongly sup;corts the concept

of a single uniform source area for the sediment.
fn summary, the roundness and sphericity of the sand-size

quartz grains of the Aztec Siltstone is moderately high, but
lt is most probable that the source material also had a
moderately high roundness and sphericity, Sand-size quartz
grains in the sandstones of the Aztec have a high roundnesst
similar to those of the underlying Beacon Heights Ortho-
quartzite, but those in the finer beds are Less rounded. The

chief cause is thought to be post-depositional chemical solution
of grain surfaces, promoted by the widespread occulrence of
calcite in the finer beds.
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MATURTTY

The sandstones of the Aztec Siltstone, in general, fall
into the two end member categories of the textural maturity
index of Folk (1968) (Appendix Table 1). Those without a clay
matrix or with a matrix of less than about 5 percent., generally
have a sorting value (or) Iess than 0.5 Q alrd invariably have a
roundness (p of Folk) over 3.0. These then, are supermature
sandstones. The other group are immature sandstones and have
a clay matrix which forms from 5 to 50 percent of the sample.
This group, which includes clayey sandstones, is gradational
with the sand,y claystone and mudstone groups (F.ig. 5.9).
However, these poorly sorted sandstones are, in most examples.
a special case. because they contain clastic arains which are
themselves welL rounded, and well sorted (Figs, 5,20 and 5.21).
These sandstones thus display textural inversion (Folk, 1968,
p.I05).

The supermature sandstones constitute approximately 75

percent of the sandstones analysed (Appendix Table 1).. These
point bar and channel sands have a higher than nornal maturity
index for river channel sediments. Normal river channel
deposits faLl into the sr:bmature and mature classes (Folk,
1968r p.106), but as pointed out by Fo1k, a factor of time must
be taken into account. The supermature sandstones of the Aztec
Siltstone appear to have resulted from the reworking of older
sedimentary formations, possibly those of the Taylor Group.
Hence, much of the supermature character of the sandstones
l/as probably inherited, as the older Taylor Group sed.iments are
themselves well-rounded and weLl-sorted. The superrnaturity
is also considered to be a product of a tectonically stable
environment of deposltion, wJ-th a slow sediment influx (FoIk;
1968), resulting Ln extenslve reworklng of the sediment. This
facil"itated the increased rounding and sorting of the grains,

Sandstones with textural inversion constitute approximately
25 percent of the sandstone samples examined frorn the Aztec
format.ion. Numerous forms of textural inversion exj.st, but
one of the most common is of well rounded and sorted clastic
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"t

Fig, 5.20, Texturallv irrverted (inrna*-ure) sancistor:e consist:-ng cf v,'e1l
rounded and well so::ted medium sand sj.ze quartz grains
hosting a gt:een, clay matrix. Sample ?-3579,82, unit 1.
Such sandstones are a result of post-depositional sediment
mixing. P1ain light. Scale 5 cm = I,l-0 u''n.

Fig. 5,21. Texturally inverted (inrnature) clayel' sandstone, consisting
of well rounded and well sorteC med.ium sand size quartz grains,
sub-angular and well sorted ve.ry fine sand size quartz grains,
and a clay matrix (see also Appendix Table 2). Sample 23438.

. Llr unit 29, PLain light. Scale 5 cm = J- lO nm'
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quartz grains embedded in a c1-ay matrix (Figs , 5.20 and 5.21) .

In the main, these sandstones are not thought to be simply
poorly sorted fluvial sandstones, because they have a strongly
polymodal character with well- sorted sand-sized (possibly silt-
sized) and clay-sized modes. These texturally inverted sand-
stones are considered to have resulted from sediment mixing
of one type or another.

The l-nterbedded sandstone-claystone character of the Aztec
Siltstone would have readily facilitated textural inversion
through the migration of c1ays, probably in colloidal suspension'
j-nto the well sorted. and therefore highly permeable sandstonest
especially during the early post-depositional period. The

bioturbation of sediments is another cause of textural inversion,
and one that was corTunon for the Aztec Siltstone. Examples of
sediment mixing by burrowing organisms are numerous in the
formation (Figs. 2.1 and 4.46i see also Chapter 4, Trace
Fossils) and, where this has taken place within interbedded
sequences of well sorted sands and clean clays, the result has

been a homogeneous mass of clayey, immature sand. Textural
inversion can also occur when high energy process destroy a '

well sorted deposit, the kind of destruction that is like1y to
occur on an alluvial plain during high eirergy but short li'redt
flash flood. conditions.

There are forms of textural inversion other than that of
well rounded and or well sorted sand-sized grains ernbedded in
a clay matrix, incLuded in the Aztec Siltstone. An example
is of sandstones that are only moderately sorted overallr but
are composed. of two distinct sand-sized modes which are
themselves well sorted and rounded e.g. sample 23581, Fig. 5.22.
These examples are termed rbimodal superrnaturer sandstones (Folk,
1968). Stil,I another form of textural inversion consists of
clastic sand-sized grains with an inverse size/rounding
relationship (Appendix Table J-, samples 23182 and 23301), where
the larger grains were not as well rounded as the smaller.
Both of the latter two types of textural inversion could have
been caused through post,-depositlonal sediment mixing, or by
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the reworking of older sediments in the source area.

Fig. 5.22. Texturally inverted (immature) sandstone, consisting of two
well sorted sand size quartz modes, Thus the sandstcne is
only moderately sorted overall (or = 0.73 +) (see also
Appendix fabLel) sarnple 2358I, 82, unit 3. Note the
difference in grain roundness of the two rodes, Polarized
light. Scale 5 cm = 1.I0 mm.

The immature sandst.ones of the formation are difficult
to all-ocate to a specific environment of deposition because of
sed.iment, mixing which produced the textural inversion. However,
the presence of these immature sands does indicate Lhat the final
environment of deposition was one of low energy, or else the
sediment would have been reworked just prior to burial, Immature
sedirnents such as these are coinmon to the floodbasin environment
(Folk, 1968) ,

Compos j.tion

SANDSTONES

Modal Analysis
Thin section modal analysis was carried out on L2 sand-

stone samples selecLed as representative of the formation. (A thin
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section modal analysis of the fine-grained lithologies was not
practical because of the srnall grain size, ) The determinations
were done by the Glagolev-Chayes methodz using a Swift
automatic point counLer with a horizontal point count interval
of 0.3 mm and a vertical interval of 1 or 2 mm. For each thin
section, between 500 and 600 points were counted, and the
samples classified according to the scheme of Folk (1968).

Most of the sandstone samples are quartzarenites (table
5.5, Figs 5.8 and 5.23),although a single example of a

sublitharenite was found. Most are cemented by quartz over-
growths, but many include some post-depositional clay matrix
(Fig. 5.24) . Calcite cement is present in approximately 15

percent of the samples (Fig. 5.25). The matrix has been
zeolitLzed in a few cases (e.g, to heulandite in 233L9 ,
Table 5.7), zeolitization having taken place possibly due to
contact metamorphism by the siLls and dykes of the Jurassic
Ferrar Dolerite. Chert grains are present in many sandstone
samples but generally constitute less than I percent of the total.
Heavy minerals are rare but include well-rounded grains of
tourmaline, zircon, and very rare garnet and rutile.

Lithic fragments are present in many sandstone beds,
though they average only one percent. They are of a silty
claystone composition l-n most cases, and intraformational
in origin. K-feldspar is very rare and in every case is
extensively altered to sericite, Plagioclase was not d.etected
in any of the samples examined.

The major constituent of all sandstones is quartz, generally
as well-rounded grains (see Grain Shape, p.113) showing straight
to sl.ightly undulose extinction. The grains generally contain
a few inclusions in the form of scattered rracuoles often
arranged in lines through the giain. Microlites are rare,
but some grains contain hair-like rutiLe needles. Quartz of
the above described type is a cornmon product of plutonic rocks
(Folk, 1968, p.7I) .

Two of the sandstone samples thin-sectioned (23241 and 232461
contaj.ned some quartz grains which were coated with crypto-
crystalline haematite pigment (Fig. 5.26). Generally the grains
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OUARTZ

TELDSPAR

Fig. 5,23. Composition
AII but one

A|.l UTH|C

FRAGS. + rrllCAs

of L2 sandstone samples from the Aztec Siltstone.
are quartzarenj.tes. Data from Table 5.5.

Fj-g. 5.24. A photor.ri.crograph of a
23250, A1, unit 32 (see
Polarized light. Scale

flne grai.ned guartzarenite, sample
also Table 5,5 for composition).
5 cm = L,10 rnn.
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1tig. 5.25, A photoniicroqraph of a very fine grained quartzarenite that
is cemented by calcite, conmonly in large optically
continuous graj-ns, Sampl-e 2324I, Al , unit 14' (see also
Table 5.5 for composition). Polarized 1ight. Scale
5 cm = 1.10 nm.

FIg. 5.26. Haematlte completely rirur,ing (on the detrital grain boundary)
a quartz grain in a verl' fine-grained guartzareniLe, sample
23246, A1, unit 26, Only.a few such grains \,\rere found in the
sample. Polarized llght. Scal-e 5 cm = 0.35 mm.
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were compietely rimmed (on the detrital grain boundary) with
haematite which had since been overgrown by the quartz cenent.
These reddened grains must have acquired their haernatite
coatings prior to cementation of the sandstone, and were probably
red i,rhen last deposited,, They vrere probably derived from the
local reworking of earller reddened Aztec sedlments.

Stretched metamorphic quartz (or sheared quartz) sand
grains were present ln most sandstones (mean = Q.9 percent).
They were ident.ified by their composite nature, a strong
undulose extinction, and a tendency to be more elongate than
the vlell-rounded, comrnon quartz grains. Quartz grains vrith
reworked, overgrowths are present (Fig. 5.16), although rare,
in some sandstones of the formation, They indicate an older
quartzite source for the formation.

The extremely high quartz content of the Aztec Sittstone
indicates intense weathering in the source region t ot recycling;
probably the latter in view of the trend in the Taylor Group
sediments (arkosic and more angular at the base). The chert
grains are suggestlve of a sedimentary sourcer ds is the lack
of feld,spars and mica, since the extended period of weathering
and the extensive abrasion from reworking would have eliminated
these relatively unstable constituents. The presence of only
ultra-stable heavy minerals suggests repeated sediment reworking
over a long period. Although little can be said about the
original source lithology, the mixed types of quartz grains
found in the Aztec formation are representative of both plutonic
and metamorphic sourcesi

Some sandstones contain a clay matrix which is considered
to have been post-depositionally introduced. It is probable
that clays from the interbedded fine-grained units were carried
into the sandstones by colloidai suspension.
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SILTSTONES AND CLAYSTONES

Analytical- Methods

X-ray Diffractlon_
x-ray d.iffraction analysis was used to determine bulk

mineral composition of fine-grained sanpres and of the matrix
of sandstones in the Aztec siltstone, sandstone matrix was
concentrated by partiar crushing and sieving to reduce the
percentage of detrital quartz. Nodules, concretions and
unknown minerals from voids and lenses v/ere also examined by
X.R.D. and thin section.

The samples were frrsL crushed (-200 mesl'r) and than
precipitated onto glass slioes from an acetone suspension.
Dupricate slides were prepared from many sampres; one was
x-rayed before and after heating to 55ooc for 4 hours. The
other was x-rayed for expandable clays after the rock powd.er

had been treated with warm (7ooc) 10 percent HCl solution for
L2 hours, and then sedimented onto a glass slide, This proced,ure
was carried out in order to test for the presence of kaolinite
after removlng the neighbouring and masking chrorite peak.

The samples were analysed using a phillips X-ray
Diffractometer, with Nickel filtered. CuKa radiation generated
at 36 kv and l8 mA and directed by a lo beam srit and. a 0.2o
detection s1it. The sampres were scanned at 20 20/min from
40 to 45o 2g and at L/go 20,/min. from 24o to 25.50 2g, the
latter to check for kaorinite. The chart speed, time constant
and flow-counter count rate settings were adjusted to give
optimum results. 

.

Interpretation of the diffractograms \^ras carried out using
the A.S.T,M. Powder Data FiLe. Accurate d.-spacings were obtained
by reference to the detrital quartz present in eacb sample. rn
the case of the cray minerals, special characteristics were
tested for (Table 5,6t Fig. 5.27r. Kaolinite was not detected
in any sample x-rayed, even after the HCr treatment to remove
the overlapping chlorite peak (3,54 8) and a slow scan (L/go zo
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min.) from 24.5o to 25.50 2g (3.58 I peak) after the rnethod
of Biscaye (1964).

Chlorlte was present in rnost samples, characterJ.zed by
a non-expanding peak at 14.2 I which was enhanced after heating
of the sarnple to 550oC for 4 hours (Fig , 5.27) . The otirer
chlorite peaks were dimirrished or removed by the heat treatment.

Illite was present in most samples as shown by peaks at
10 8, 4,5 8, 3.3 I ancl 2.56 I, rt is possible that some 3T

muscovite is also present in samples, as srrggesLed by a strong
peak at 4.9 8. However, this could not be confirmed because
of the complete overlap vrith illite peaks inclucling the 4. 9 I
peak.

The samples examined showed no expansion of peaks
following treatment with ethylene glycol (12 hours in atmosphere
saturated with glycol at 6OoC), establishing that expandable
clays €.9. montmorillonite, vermiculite or swelling chlorites,
were not present.

Peak heights above background were used as a measure of
peak intensities instead of peak areas. Moore (1968) showed

that peak height is an adequate representation of peak '
intensity for orientated samples. Relative abundances were
then calculated from peak intensities (Table 5.7). A recalcu-
lation of peak intensities to percentages for each specimen was
not attempted for two main reasons. Firstly, the result would
be. at best, semi-quantitative because of the intensity
variations which arise solely through sample preparation. This
is especially true in the case of the clays. Second.ly, there
is no known satisfactory method for d,etermining the mineral
percentages in a sample containing six or more components,
particularly when three are cLays.

Infrared Spectrophotometry
Six samples were analysed by infrared spectrophotometric

methods, using a Perkin Elmer Grating Infrared Spectrophoto-
meter (rnodel 337) at the N.Z, Geological Survey, Lower Hutt.
The results (Table 5.8) are in agreement with the X-ray
diffraction and X-ray fluorescence data (Tables 5.'1 and 5.10)
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to' |f rii 4'?E J

Fig, 5.27. Va4attpa€ fui ttre X-ray cli.f,fractiou B€.ttern of, bul.k
sarp,l"e-23310., a fine-gr€rlned santpl,e" after heat En-eatulent
at 550oc for 4 hou:re. Ttle X-4.2 8'ehlorite peak was
entranced but other chlo:rlte peaks hane been grreatly
ilinlnished. ll'lre i.Iltte Beaks hatre bee-n sharpened,
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Table 5.7 Minerals iilentified by X-ray diffraction, in sanples from the Aztec
Siltstone. Peak intensities, obtained from peak heights, were used
to obtaln relative abundances. x-present, xx-cotrunon, xxx-abundant,
xxxx-very abundant. Modal analyses, either partial or complete, are
given for most sarnples in other sections of the thesis.

Location Sanple Lithology Colour
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and with the thin section analyses (Tab1e 5.9), Difficulty was

experienced with chlorite detection because the main chlorite
peak is overlapped by an inseparable water peak. Values for
chlorite percentages (approximate only) have been estimated by
assuming that the low cumulative percentages of all other
minerals is due to unaccounted. for chlorite. This gives values
that are consistent with the X-ray diffraction data.

The quartz percentage includes both detrital quartz and
quartz cement, The iron oxide/hydroxide value is due to
haematite, the percentage of which was Cetermined by we'b

chemistry (Table 5.11) .

Mineralogy

The fine-'grained lithologies of the Aztec Siltstone
consist chiefly of quartz (detrital and authigenic), illite
(plus some 3T muscovite possi-bly), chlorite, and subordinate
Na-feld.spdr, calcite, haematite, analcime, epidote and rare
prehnite, Iaumorrtite, heulanditer gypsum and pyrite (Tables
5.7, 5.8 and 5.9) .

Quartz
Quartz is present, in abundance, in all samples, largely

as detrital grains of silt size (Figs. 5.10 and 5,31), but also
as a cement introduced during diagenesis. The sand and silt
fraction of most fine-grained rocks (Fig. 5.9) consists entirely
of detrital guartz.

Illite
Illite is the most abundant clay mineral in the Aztec

Siltstone (fables 5.7 and 5.8), Its concentration was determined
from the KrO values obtal-ned from XRF analyses (Tables 6.3 and
6.4, p.180). In the fine-grained sediments it constj-tutes an

average of 37 percent (o = I percent) of the bulk sampJ-es

analysed (Tab1e 5.10) Rea fine-grained samplesr &s a group,
have a slightly higher ill-ite content than the green (Table
5.10), This is shown.best in red-green paired samples. The
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Table 5.9. lilineral conpositions (in percent) of thin-sectioned sanples of Aztec Siltstone,
based upon:
(l) Point count dat.a, lncluding rnodal analysis

and graln size analysis of the fine-gralned
(2) Infrared analysis (Table 5.8)
(3) X-ray fluorescence analysis (Tabl,es 6.3 anil
{4) X-ray dlffraction analysie (Table. 5.7).
(5) Visual estimation in thin section.

for sandstones (Table 5.5f
Ilthologies (p.111. Fig. 5.9).
6.8) .

E E. g 
$

!cNHor-fiu+,tE$SSo

Afr E $ g sfl€E g fi E fi t I I
Iocation Sarple Litlology Colour

23138 sst 5q 5/L I 79
23L44 SSt N9 1 68

23t74 SiClSr L9GJr 5/2 LtA 46
23175 SSt 5lT' B/I t 83
23182 sclst sG^t 8/I i. . 4t
23183 SSt 5R 8/2 L 77
23184 CU.sr sG 7/I I 5I
23228 SiClSt LOR 4/2 It2,3,4 3L
232281{odule-515
23230 SiClSt ll5 I,3,4 27
23233 ClSr rc 6/L 1,3,4 t6
23233 llodule - I,4 15
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23235 ClSiSr 5A 5/L 1,3 54
23235A SiClSt Lle 4/2 I,3,4 29
23237 SiClSr Loe 4/2 1,3 3l
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232?8 CU,EI 58 7/L 1 58
23240 CLr,:Sr 5G 6/I L,2,3,4 33
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23243 clst, 10R 3,/4 I,2,3,4 22
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Table, 5.10. IlL[te content in f,lne-gralneCt sarntrrles of the AzteE
Siltstoner based uPon the K2O content (determined by
X,R.F.) o,f each samBle (Ter,ble 6.3, and P. )

Locati.on Sa$.prJ.e Litlrology Colour Iltite
(r58)

(*)

*
*
t
*

A1
tr

It

l|
ll
fl
ll
fi
ll.
It

tl

ll
t!

fl

Fl.
r!

2?22e
23230
23233
232354,
232:3'V

23239
2324A
2324QA
232A;3
23249
A1'O5R
A1-OsGr
A1-15
5!-tr6
23304
23321
23432R
I3432ax
23437 .

I,t -19R,
Ll-IlGr
tI-L2a

-r.2b
-1.2c
-12dl

LI-I3a
-L3b
-13c
-13dl

235tl9F'
2357gGr
23584R
23584qy
AZr.O6
'AZ-O1'

AZ-L?
-18
-L9
-20

gicLst
tt

clst
sicLsr

il1

ll

cLr{st
n

cl.sr
siclst

||.

tl
lr

f!

ll

clsrsSt
rsigls't

n

clst
sielsr

fr

sl.clsr
ll
rl

n

ll
.tl

ll
ll

clsr
el.sst
sclsr

ll

stclsr
tl

LOR.4/2 34
N5 38
5G 6/1 48
nol' 4/? 5tu48

r55
5e 6/L 35
$st 6/L 3s
loR 3,/4 32
5G s/l 26
loR 4/2 25
5G 6lL Is
Lae, 4/2 1lE

5G 6/L 42
5'Gr 6,/1 17t
scY 8111 24
5R 4/2 36
scic 6./1 34r4l
loR {,/2 36
re 6/L 34
Lo8.412 35,r 35

39n42

t1;
n39
rr 40

Lo9,4/2 46
sef 6y'1 29
loR 4y'2 34
N5 2'g
Lo8.412 36
5e 6lL 40
5G 6/L 3etn*;nt' 

;3

Mealr il,l,lte content * ;
Std. devl,atlon = 8

*
*

*
*
{+
++
++
++
++
+++
#+
+++

*
!r

*
!t

+
+
+
+

cLst
n.
tl

$

It
rl

n

tl

ll

E1
tl
|l

il
tl
ll

F

fl

B.2.
ll

ll

ll
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n
t|

ll
It
ll

* ned-9teen or reil-greY Pajlrs
+ ++ +++ taken fron a slngle tlnlt
I deternlned by lnfraredt spectroplotcnnetrLe nrethodsr fable 5.8.
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difference revealed. only by KrO deterrainations on the bulk
samples (Tables 6.3 and 6.41 , as the X.R.D. analysis lacked
sufficient sensitivity. The mean KrO for the 14 red samples
of 3.42 percent gives an lllite concentration of 40.2 percent,
compared with 34.6 percent for the 14 green based on a KrO

concentration of 2,94 percent. The paired samples showed

similar values.
It is thought that some illite was leached from the green

sediments during the reduction and removal of haematite in
solution. Further evidence for leaching of illite and other
products during reduction is presented in Chapter 6.

fllite occurs as cryptocrystalline flakes that compose

the greater part of the matrix of the fine-grained Aztec
lithologies. Optical orientation of illite (and chlorite)
suggestive of pedogenic processes, was observed in a number
of unbedd,ed thin sectioned samples and has been discussed
earlier (p, 99 Fabric analysis).

The rllite is thought to have a pale green colour, even
though it. is normally masked by the green of chlorite in thin
section. When illite bearing samples were treated with HCI

to remove the chlorite, they still retained a pale green
colour, which is attributed to the illite. Keller (1953)

considered that the green colour of common sedimentary rocks
was d.ue, in large part, to ilLite.

A large proportion of the illite in the fine-grained
lithologies of the Aztec is thought to be of d,etrital origin,
probably inherited, by reworking, from older sediments.
However, it is probable that some other clay species were
altered to illite by the depositional environment of the Aztec,
namely the soil processes. Further alteration of the clays may

have taken place as a product of prolonged diagenesis, where,
for example, kaolinite, montmorillonite, vermiculite or any
mixed,-layer clay mineral-s may have been converted to illite
or chlorite (Millot, 1970 p,305-321, 327-3291.
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Chlorite
Chlorite is the subordinate clay mineral in the Aztec

Siltstone, but nevertheless is a conmon constituent of most

clay-rich sediments (Tables 5.7 and 5,8), Chlorite percentages
do not appear, from X'-ray diffraction analysis, to depend upon

the colour of the sample (Table 5.7, see the red-drab pairs).
In thin sectlon chlorite is generally present as a

cryptocrystalline product but in some instances is visible
as flakey crystals up to I0 microns in size, green in colour,
with slight pleochroism. The green colour of the chlorite is
responsible for the bulk of the green colour of the fine-
grained J-ithclogies of the Aztec Siltstone. This rvas conf irmed
by removing the chlorite, in solution, from a green silty-
claystone (23304) by treatment with HCI, The process
greatly reduced the intensity of the green colour. It was

noted also. that the green colour underlies, but is masked by,
the red haematite pigment in the Aztec red l-ithologies. This
was demonst,rated when the red pigment was removed, by sulphite
reduction (Meyra and Jackson, 1960), and exposed a normal
looking green illitic and chloritic clay sample.

The X-ray diffraction patterns for chlorite showed a
non-expanding.peak at 14,2 I which was enhanced after the
sample had, been heated to 55OoC for 4 hours. Other chlorite
peaks lrere diminished or removed by the heat treatmenL (Fig.
5,271 . This suggested the presence of Fe-chlorites (chamosite)
in the samples (Schoen, L964; Henson, 1973; Lajoie and

Chagnon, 1973).
As with illIte, chlorite is considered to be largely of

detrital origin, i.e. it was inherited. from the source materialt
but was possibly mod,ified by pedogenic processes in the
depositional environment. It is possible that small amounts

of the chlorite may be a product of prolonged diagenetic
aLteration of some other cJ-ay mineral, l'lillot (f970 p.328)
noted that chamosl-tes are produced by the silication of iron
sesquioxides from sedimentation, a process favoured by an

alkaline environment as shown by the proximity of calcite.
These ingredients and conditions would have been common in the
fine-grained sediments of the Aztec Siltstone.
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Genesis of the ClaY Minerals
The illitic and chloritic clay mineral assemblage of

the fine-grained beds of the Aztec Siltstone nay not be of
genetic significance. Illite is t-he most abundant clay
mineral on earth (Millot, 1970 p.8) and has a widespread

distribution. It is the comnon weathering product of
feldspars, micas and other clays, under a wide range of
conditLons, and is also a product of the diagenetic or low
grade metamorphic aLteratlon of kaoliniLe, chlorite,
montmorlllonite, vermiculite or any mixed-layer clay (I'Iillot,
1970), Hence illiter dS weLl as chlorite, may be inherited
directly from the weathering of igneous, metamorphic or
sedimentary rocks, they may be the products of a specific
pedogenic condition vrhich altered the inherited claysr or
they may be the neoformed products of prolonged diagenesis
or 1ow grade metamorphism.

IL1ite is the common clay mineral in a great variety of
soil types. However, it is relatively most abundant in the
zonal soils of poorly drained, Iow ralnfall or seasonally
Iow rainfall regions, because iLs formation and stability is.
favoured. by the alkaline and high K+ ion concentrations which
are cotnmon in soils of these regions. Some terra rossat
for example, show only illite and its weathered prod,ucts
(l.riltot, L970, p,1L0). Hence, despite the doubt that an

illitic and chloritic clay mineral- assemblage in an ancient
sediment l-s of any genetic signiflcance (Van Houten, I964bl
1973) ' it is of vaLue to note that the cLimatic and ped.ogenic

conditlons during the formation of the unbedded fine-grained.
sediments (soils) of the Aztec Siltstone were favourable for
the prod.uction and stability of these minerals. These

conditions have aLready been specified by the kankar,
abundant mudcracking, vein networksr glpsum lenses and

anal-cime in the formation (Chapter 4) .
The lack of kaolinite (kaolinite being a clay mineral

dominant in well-drained acid soils of humid regions) in the
solLs of the Aztec Siltstone may be taken as further evidence
to sustaln the hypothesLs of a dry or at least seasonaLly dry
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climate during the Upper Devonj-an in southern Victoria Land,

although 1t must be stressed that kaolinite may be readily
illitized by prolonged diagenesis. Kaolinite does appear in
some other red beds (p.239) and the author considers that if
it were originally present in the soils of the Aztec, then
there should be some trace of it in the Aztec rocks. A

discussion concerning kaolinite in red beds is given in
Chapter 9, p,238.

It should not be concluded that illitic and chloritic
clays weie the only clay minerals in the soils of the Aztec,
because the other clays most likely to have been present in
small amounts, namely montmorillonite (considering the
relatively high ca2t ion concentration in the fine-grained
lithologies) rwould have been nodified by long term diagenesis
to illite or chlorite.

Haematite
Haematite is corrunon in the fine-grained beds of the Aztec

Slltstone (Table 5.7) and is the agent responsible for the
red colour that characterizes 30 percent of these fine-grairred
lithologies. The mean haematite concentration in the red
f-ithologies is 3.01 (o = 0.63) percent (Tab1e 5.11) r but Lhe

maximum is only 4,LZ percent (t1-13d) despite an intense and

uniform red colouration (LOR 4/2) in the hand specimen and thin
section of alL red samples. The powerful pigmenting ability
of the haematite is due firstly to its extremely fine grain
size (approximately 0.25 to 5 ruicrons, as determined from
microscopic examination and by Scanning Electron llicroscope
(rig. 5.28), and secondly to its crystalline form, which is
as hexagonal plates flattened parallel to the basal pinacoid,
00I, axis (Ftg, 5.29). The S.E.M. photograph shows the
hexagonal haematite plates to be stacked in their growth
positions on the detrltaL quartz grain. This negates the
possibility that the haematite, in this sample, was of a

separate detritaL orlgin.
Although the mqst common form of haematite is as crypto-

crystalline hexagonaJ. plates, it also occurs as Larger composite
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Table 5.1I Haematite weight percentages in red, grey, and green
flne-grained llthologies of the Aztec Slltstone. The
haematite was extracted by the nethod of l4ehra ancl
Jackson (L960) and lts concentration was deten:iined
by Atonric Absorption SpectroscoPy. Reproducibility,
based upon duplicate extractions for eight sarlples
ls 10.04 percent. Variations in the tirne of
extractlon (greater^than 15 min. ) , the temperature
(between 70" and 80"C), and the stirring rate, did
not significantly alter the value of the percen'f.age
of extractable Fe determlned.

Location Sample Lithology Haem.atite (%)

+
+
+
+
++

#
++

A1
tl

ll
tl

ll
ll

L1
ll
tl
tl

ll
ll
ll
tl

tl

ll

82
lr

AZ
ll
ll
tl

23228
23235A
23237
23239
A1-05R
A1-15
23432F.
L1-12a

-Lzb
-12c
-12d

L1-13a
-13b
-13c
-13d

LI-19R
23579R
23584R
AZ-O6
Az-18

-19
-2Q

sicLst
ll
ll
fl

siclst
ll

ll

fl

ll

ll

ll

fl

ll

tl
ll

ll

cLsr
sclst
slclst
clst

ll

It

3.20
3 .18
2,50
3.90
2.L4
3.96
2.69
1. 85
2.69
3.26
1.99
2.60
2.50
2 ,83
4.L2
3,20
3.90
3.30
2.75
L.32
2.69
2.O2

3.01

0.63

0.89
o.72

0. 80

o.L2

0.23
0. 30

a,26

0. 05

LoR 4/2
ll

fl

tl

LoB. 4/2
ll

58'. 4/2
LOP. 4/2

tl

ll
ll
ll
It

tl
tl

It

tl

lf

?r

ll

ll

ll

t"lean red

Std. deviation
N5
N5

Mean grey

Std. deviation
5G 6/L
5G:Y 6/L

Mean green

Std. deviatLon

#
ffi
#+

A1
B2

23230
23584Gy

23233
23432Gt

siclst
sclsr

clst
sicl.st

A1
LL

+r++r+S taken from
values were
sarples.

a single unLt.
. Lncorporated

OnIy the means of these
into the mean for all red
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grains, approximately 20 to 200 microns in length. These are
made up of clusters of smaller (5 to I0 micron) grains of
haematite. In some cases the composlte grain ltself has a
euhedral crystal form (Ftg, 5.30) suggesting in sltu growtht
probably as an alteration product. The composite grains are
generally opaque except for the grain margins wtrich, because
they are thinner, are translucent and have the blood red
colour tlpical of haematite. This so-called I'black haematiter'
is seen best in the green fine-grained lithologies where it is
not cornpletely masked by the haematitic pigment as it is in the
red lithologies.

Fig.5.28. A Scanning Electron lticroscope photograph of the surface of'
a detrLtal gr:artz graLn coated with haenatite pigrnent. The
detrital grain is from a red sandy claystone, sanpLe 23584.
The piguent is composed of hexagonal plates which have a nean
grain slze of approxlmately 0.5 micromilljrnetres and appear
to be staclced in ttreir gronth positions on the detrital
quartz grain. Scale 5 cm = 4 pm.
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"B1ack haematite" has been rvidell' reported frorn other red
bed seguences (Creer, er. a7. 1954; Blackett, 1956,' Irving,
L957; Van Houten, 1961a, I968; Pi.card, 1965; Thonrpson,

I970; McBr'lde, L974). Runcorn (1959) and Van Houten (I96fa)
considered that the black grains of ilrreniLe and r...:rgnetiie
comntonly reported in ::ed beds lrere often incorrect..ly identified
and are predonrinantly "biack haenatite", better kno'*rn as

specularlte.
Van l{outen (t951at L968, 1972) found that the black grains

in red. beds of Tertla::y and Recent age rt'€ro p::edominantly
ilmenite and magnetite, rvhereas in bhe older red beds the hlack
grains were mainly specularite and rnartit.e (tvro forns of I'black

haenatite"). This suggested that the "l:lack haematiLe" grains
are post-depositional alteraLion products derived from inherited
grains of ilmenite and magnetite. Such a deduction is supported
by the grovrth form of the f'blacl< haematite" grains found in ihe
Aztec samples. Ilmenite and magnet.ite hrere not d.etected in thin
section or X-ray diffraction studies of Aztec samples.

Haematite pigment, in general, completely permeates the
red lithogies of the Aztec and is concentral-ed in the clay '

matrix (Fig. 5.31). Commonly, it was obsert'ed to have
concentrated in patches, veinle{:s and stringers (trig. 5.4) ,

suggesting thab it had been mobilized in the unconsolidated
sediment. Haerilatite was found to completely coat detrital
quartz grains, even those in close contact (Fig, 5,321,
establishing that l-t was not introduced as a diagenetic product
af ter consoliclat.ion of the sediment.

. Rare grains of haenatite o'l:her than the "b1ack haematite"
were observed in a number of the green fine-grained lithologies
of the Aztec that were examined. in thin section (e.9.23316,
23579'), The haematite is coarser-grained (5 to 10 microns)
than the norrrral red pigment, and is considered, to be a remnant
product left when the larger grains did not completely dissolve
during the reduction phase vrhich dissolved. the haematite and
exposed the green bed. Two green lithologies, for example
(23233 and 23432Gr) have haematite percentages of 0,23 and 0.30
percent respectively (Table 5.11) .
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Grey fine-grained lithologies are colrrn:on in the Aztec
(Chapter 3 p.15 ) and generally occur at the junction betvreen

red, and green rock. Thin sectLon studies of these grey
samples showed, that the cofour was generated by the presence

of relatively coarse-grained, almost opaque haenati{:e, 5 to 10

microns in size, in comJrination r.rith the green colour of an

underlying illit,ic and chloritic clay matri >1. The niean haematite
concentration was found to be 0.80 (o = 0.12) percent (llable 5.11)

A grey rather than a red colour is due to the lower cotrcentrat.ion
and the increased grain size of the haematite. rt is tirought
that the grey lit.hoiogies originated, by reduction, t+hich

brought about the partial solution of haematite removiirg the
cryptocrystalline red pigment, but leaving some of tlie larger
grains.

The grey is a transitional zone lithology, and thus varies
considerably in thickness, It is close to non-existent- in very
localized and r,rell defined red-green transj-tions thaL occur
within sirrgle un-i-ts (Fig. 4.5), buL may exist as a zone many

centimetres rr'ide, particularly in the case ',,;here reduction has

been induced at the upper contact of a red fine-graine,.1 bed,

by the influence of an overlying channel sandstone CeSrosit.

Thin sections across the boundary between reC-gi:ee:r pairs
of fine-grained Aztec lithologies showed (Fig. 5.33) that in
going from the red to the greenr the only lithologic chc?nge was

in the haematite concentration, which progressively Cecreased

toward the green exposing the larger haenat.ite Erains and the
underlying green illitic and chloritic clays.

The mean haematiie concentration in the Aztec red
lithologies of 3.0L percent (Table 5.1I) contrasts with a

value of 0.9 percent obtained for 14 fine-grained saniples of
other ancient red bed sequences (Walker and Honea, L969 |

Table 3). The high value for the Aztec is probably due to
the cor.rparati-vely f ine-grained nature of the red titfrotogies,
with Less detrital quartz and correspondingly more clays and

haematite.
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Fig. 5.33, A photornicrograph taken of a sharpiy Ctrfined re'J-green
bound.ary zone :]1 sandy ciaysLone, s:ilple 2358.r, shot"'ing
that there is no textural rliffev-ence bettveen the rcd and
the green por-tions. As confirr,red by bulk cheirtical analysis
(Chapter 6) the only litholoEic difference is j-n ti:e
haeinatite conLent of the red. P'lain light.

Combined evidence for the Lime of enplacement of the
haernatite in the red beds of the Aztec Siltstone is given in
Chapter 9.

Calcite
Calcite is colnmon in the fine-grained deposits of the

formation. Most1y lt is present as nodules (kankar) and these
have already been discussed. (p. 73 ). A number of the fine-
grained samples examlned by thin section shov;ed calcite
(Tables 5.8 and 5,9) as a cryptocrystalline product disseminated
throughout the illitic and chloritic clay matrix, This calcite
is non-detrital, and is considered. to have pre.cipitated pene-
contemporaneously frorn interstitial waters which evaporated
during subaerial- exposure of the f ine-grainecl overbank sedirnents.

The formation of calcite is probably associated with
pedogenic processes, as suggested by the calcite found
concentrated in voids, veins, and cracks, that are consid,ered
to be soil features. Sample 23l-.74 for example has concentrations
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of crlrptocrystalline calcite filling former "rootn channels
(Fig. 4.45). These delicaLe root structures could not have

survived buriaL to more than a few metres had they not been
fitled with calcite at an early stage.

The carbonate found j-n modern loess soil profiles has
the same form as that found in the Aztec fine-grained beds,
For example, the loess of the Russian plain contains calcite
in a cryptocrystalline (I to 4 microns) form encountered
both ln a dispersed form and in accumulations confined to the
walls of pores, cracks and holes made by roots (Morozova, f964).

Dolomite or ankerite was not found in the formation either
in hand specimen or by X-ray diffraction analysis,

Analcime

Analcime occurs sporadically in the fine-grained. beds of
the Aztec Siltstone (Tables 5.7 and 5.9). It occurs as a micro-
crystalline product disseminated through the ctayey matrix in
slltstone and claysLone beds, and. is also found associated with
the cryptocrystal-line calcite of syngenetic pisolites, and
nodules (p. f38 ). Analcime was found in unbedded calcaruoo" '

nodule bearing silty claystone units considered to be soil
horizons €.g. LI, unit 26.

The analcime is not thought to be met,amorphic as its
occurrence is not related. to the proximity of the host sediment
to dolerite sills or dykes. AIso, in the case of the pisolites
the host rock does not contain analcime, which suggests that
the pisolltic analcime is syngenetic,

All analcime in the Aztec Siltstone is thought to be
syngenetic and produced. by chemical sed.imentation in a saline,
al-kaline environment, either in lake bottom muds or in a soil.
Both modern and ancient analogues serve as examples. Lake
Natron in Tanzania contains analcime in the lake bottom muds,
which has resulted from primary-chemical precipitation (Hay,

]966r p.87). The analcime is thought to have been derived by
reactLon of the llltte rich clays (similar to the Aztec
Siltstone) in the Na-rich Lake waters. An ancient example
of this ls found In the Triassic Lockatong Formation of Wyoming
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where the analcime was produced either by direct crystallization,
or by early diagenetlc reorganization of colloidal alumino-
silicates or clay minerals in deposits of a saline lake (Van

Houten I L962, 1965) . Analcimolj tes, considered to be of a

similar origln are found in the Mesozoic strata of the central
Sahara (Joulla et aI. 1959) and the Congo Basin (Vanderstappen
and Verbeek, 1959; Lepsersonne, 1960) | and in the Popo Agie
Member of the Chugwater Formation (Triassic) of Wyoming (Keller,
1952).

Analcime also forms readij-y in saline alkalj-ne soils of
some semi-arid. or arid regions (Hay, L966 p.21). Examples are
found in the San Joaquin Va1ley of California where the analcime
concentrates near the surface of soils with a pH of 9.5 or
higher,

Analcime aLso forms readily from the alteration of
tuffaceous sediments, but this is discounted for the Aztec as
volcanic Alass was not identified in any analcinric samples.

The analcime of the Aztec Siltstone is thought to have
been produced by direct precipitation or by the early diagenetic
arteration of clays or alunirro-silicates in a saline, arkalind
environment, either in pluvial lake bottom rnuds or in soil
profiles. The pisolitic analcime was alnost certainly formed
in a lacustrinal environment, but the analcime of the other fine-
grained deposits is more likely to be of a pedogenic origin.

Many of the fine-grained, overbank deposits of the Aztec
und,erwent soil-forming processes (Chapters 4, 6, 9 and Conclusions)
and it has already been shown, by the conmon appearance of kankar
in the profJ"Ie (Fig.Z.Ll , that some soils were alkaline. Direct
evidence for high evaporation which may have produced. saline
conditions in soils and in lakes during the Upper Devonian in
southern Victoria Land, comes from the presence of gypsum

lenses in the formation (Fig, 2,L, p.17 ). No halite pseudo-
morphs were observed in the formation.

Na-feldspar
Albite was present in very minor amounts (Iess than I

percent) in most fine-grained samples studied (Tab1e 5.7).
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It was presentr ds observed in thin sectionr &s a microcrystalline
product disseminated through the cLay matrix. Only one sample
examined contained albite as recognizable detrital grains
(23304).

There is some uncertainty as to exactly when the authigenic
albite formed and it is not possible to decipher the
crystallizatlon history of albite from thin sections. Albite
may form in non-marine, clay-rich rocks by replacenent of the
clay (tevlna, L959i Hay, 1966; Folkf 1968). This process
takes place most readily in the Na rich waters of saline,
alkaline playa l-akes, with Si and Al ions provided from the
breakdown of clays. Authigenic albite may also be produced. from
the in situ alteratl-on of analcinte, and in the case of the Aztec
Slltstone, this is consid,ered the most probable origin.

NaAlSi2O6,H2O + SiOz

analcime quartz 1ow albite

The equilibrium condition for this transition, at .

hydrostatic pressures (tnrO) of 3 kbars or 1ess, is l9OoC
(Thompson, 1971) (fig. 5.34). The presence of metamorphic
epidote (p.158, Table 5.7) in the Aztec lithologies indicates
that the sequence was subjectedr dt least locally, to
temperatures of this magnitude.

The authigenic albite of the non-marine Triassic Lockatong
Formation of New Jersey and Pennsylvania is thought to have been
produced by the al-teration of analcime, probably aided by the
Iow temperatures (3OOoC) generated by neighbouring dolerite
intrusion (Van Houten, 1965).

Alblte may also be produced from analcime at near-surface
temperatures. Campbell and Fyfe (l-965) suggested that the
analcime-aLbite-quartz equilibrium temperature can be lowered
from 190oc to SSoctgSoc in a saturated solutlon of NaCI. An

exanple of this Ls shown by the Green River Formation of Wyoming,
where the sallnlty of interstitlal waters favoured the dehydration
of analclme to form alblte at temperatures of between 50 and
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Fig, 5.34, Ptes,sure-terqrerature dliaguan for untvariant Equitibria,
AB Le the equtrli.b,fiull curve f,or aoalclne + qua*a atblte
Hno (Ehompson, 1g7l,), Ac is ttre curye o.f, Campbe}I iind Fyfe
(1965) 6or ttre same reaction.

Fig. 5.35. PressuEe-te4[)eaatsr€ dLagrats for some Ca-Al sllLcates.
(Af,.tet Ccrotrbsr 1953, 197f) r '

?5oe (Hay, 1966 P.94). Unfortunatelyr therq ls no d,irect
evldenee of Ea:tl,ne conclitions during Attec deglositl.on, al"thouEh

tt ls not unlj.t<ely that the seasonal aridl.tyr Proglosed for Lhe

formatlon (Se€ Conclusions) r ilay have given rise to saline
ponds and poo1s,

t"p

oci
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Laumontite
Laumontlte was detected by X-ray diffraction (Table 5'7)

ln subordlnate amounts in two samples analysed. It was

observed in thin section as a mlcrocrystalllne product in the
matrix, in the case of the nodule (2328L) associated with
calcite and prehnite. Laumontite is considered to be formed

by contact metamorphism with the Jurassic Ferrar Dolerite,
Both samples containing the laumontite lie trithin close
proximity to dolerite silIs. The association of laurnontite
with other metamorphic calcl-c alumino-silicates in sample 2328L1

supports a metamorphic origin.

Epidote
Epidote ls present, in some fine-grained deposits of the

Aztec, particularly those from sections Ml and PI. It occurs
as microcrystalline, pale yellow-green, euhedral (prismatic)
crystals (Pig. 4.33) commonly concentrated in or around voids
and calcareous nod.ules but, ln the samples fron Ml it is
found, disseminated throughout the matrix, commonly overgrowing
detrital quartz grains.

From lts form, the epidote is obviously a post-d.epositional-
mineral. It is thought to have been formed by contact meta-
morphismr BS a result of the Ferrar Dolerite intrusion. It.
probably originated from the metamorphic alteration of the
precursory calcic alumino-silicates, laumontite or prehnite
(Coombsf 1953t L97L; Seki, L972r Fig. 5.35) with which it is
associated in section Ml.

laumontite

prehnite

haematite -+ epidote

haematite 
= 

epidote

quartz+AIZO3+H2O

Hzo

Section MI has undergone more extensive metafnorphic
alteration because of a 200+ n thick dolerite sill which
directly overlies the section. This ls established by the
metamorphic mineraL assemblage in the sediments, including
prehnite, Laumontiter' and grossular, as weII as epidote
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(Table 5.7). The stability conditions of this mineraL assemblage
(Fig. 5.35) suggests that these sediments were probably at a

maximum temperature of between 350 and 400oC. The low tenrperature
stability limit of epidote has been estimated at about,

ZZO1SOoC for Pto..l of I to 6 kbars (Seki, Ig72) . The temperaturet
as computed from the equations of Jaeger (f957, 1959) for the
temperature in the neighbourhood of a cooling igneous sheet, for
the Aztec sediments at Ml is approximately 300 to 350oC, This is
in excellent. agreement with the metarnorphic mineral assemblage
temperature,

The purplish colour (5P 4/2 or 5RP 4/2'l of some of the
samples from sectj.on Ml has been produced by t,he combination
of the yellow-green epidote and the red. haematite of the matrix.

Prehnite
Prehnite was found only in samples from section Ml, the

section where metamorphic alteration was greatest. Undoubtedlyt
the prehnite was generated by thermal metamorphism of the
sedj-rnents, brought about by the overlying sill (200+ m thick)
of Ferrar Dolerite.

Thermal Metamorphisrn
The intrusion of Ferrar Dolerite into the Aztec Siltstone

during the Jurassic appears to have induced only local cont,act
metamorphism. The dolerlte has, in general, effected. little
change to the sediments of most of the Aztec sections described,
with the exception of Ml, and portions of Pl, SB and SEA. These

exceptions contain metamorphic mineral assemblages e.g.
laumontite, prehnite, epidote; and grossuLar, which suggest
temperatures of about 350oC. The presence of authigenic
aLbite in most sections suggests'that temperatures may have

reached 200oc on a regional baslsr but the presence of analcime
suggests that temperatures cannot have greatly exceeded this
value, The conditions for the formation of authigenic albite
in the Aztec have not been fixed, and temperatures may have been
considerably lower as suggested by the analcime.
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CHAPTER 5

CHEFlISTRY

Analytical l"iethods

The major element chemistry of 46 samples of the Aztec
Siltstone was determined largely by X-ray Fluor:escence
Spectroscopy. Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy was usecl for
the determination of Na values. I{et chemical methods of
Shapiro and Brannock (L962) were employed to determine the
F"2+ and Fe3* values, and a loss on ignition (at 1000oc for
4 hours) was carried out to determj-ne the volatile con'bent.

Sample powders for analysis were prepared by grind,ing
approximately 7 A g of the rock (prepareo as approximat.ely

?1 cm" fragments), in a tungsten carbide rTemar srting nrill for
70 seconds. This reduced the sample to smaller than 5 Q, a
size that gives a representatj-ve sanrple when analysing splits
of 0.5 g (Kleeman I L967') . The only con'tamination resuJ-ting
from the sample preparation was tungsten and coh'alt from the
lTgmal.

The X-ray fluorescence techniqrie of Norrish and Chappell
(L957) and Norrish and Hutton (1969) was ernployed for 'bhe

analysis of Aztec samples, using glass discs consisting of
an homogeneous fusion of lit.hiun tetraborate and lithium
carbonate f1ux, lanthanum oxide as a heavy absorber, sodium
nitrate and the sample. M9r A1, Si, P, K, Ca, Ti, I"In, and
Fe total were d.etermined for'each sample using a Siemens

SRS-I Spectrograph. The matrix corrections were carried out
by iteration using either an I.'8.M. 1130 or a Hervlett-Packard
Model 9810A computer. U.S.G.S. standards and duplicate samples
were analysed with each run to check on accuracy and precision
(Table 6.1). The values show a high degree of precision and
are in excellent agreement with the preferred chemical values
reported in the fiterature.
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Na was determined by A.A. Spectroscopy, using a modified
Tectron 4 Spectroscope, and the fusion method for sample
preparation described by Slavin (1968). Excellent reproducibility
and agJreement vlith the accepted U.S.G.S. standards vrere obtained
for the samples (Table 6.1).

Ferrous iron values were determined by the volumetric
method of Shapiro and Brannock (1962) but, with the modification
of a CO, atmosphere during the heat digestion stage. This was

found to inhibit the oxidation of Fe2+ released from the sample

during digestion (Table 6.2\. Ferric iron values were obtained

Table 6.2 Ferrous iron determinations using the nethod of
Shapiro and Brannock (1962) with and without a
CO, atrnosphere during the cligestion stage.

Sample
Without With Accepted

coz coz *

G2

AGV-L

L.24 1.43 1.45

L.75 L.97 2.05

Ferrous ammonius
suJ-phate 

t 
16 ' 7L L8 ' 48 t8 ' 32

* Flanagan, 1969, except the ferrous a.smonium sulphate
value which is theoretical.

as the difference between the total percentage ironr ds determj-ned
by X-ray fluorescence, and the ferrous iron value expressed as

FerOr.
Total water, including both absorbed (HZO ) and crystal

lattice water (tirO+1 , was d,etermined by ignition of the rock
powder at approximately 9O0oC in a Penfold Tube (Shapiro and
Brannock, 1962r. Carbon d.ioxide values were also determined
using the method of Shapiro and Brannock (L952 p,49) which
employs a glass tube with a sidearm for the evolution and

measurement of CO, generated by acid dissolution of the sample.
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Chemistry of Siltstones and Claystones

The major element analyses are presented in Tables 6.3
and 6.4. The field location and description of samples is in
Askin et a7. (1971); Barrett and. glebb (1973) ; Fig. 2.L,
and the Appendix of this thesis.

SILICON

The fine-grained lithologies of the formation have

silica percentages from 51.16 to 82.55 with a mean of 72.02.
This is high compared with the average shale cornposition of
58.10 percent (Mason, 1966) but is near to the average composition
of the ltississippi Delta sediment (C1ark, 1924, p.509) and the
Lower OId Red Sandstone sample (Van Houten, 1961b).

The high silica content is largely related to the low
percenlage of non-silicate minerals r e.g. carbonates, sulphates
or oxides. Notably therefore, the sarnple with the lowest
silica content (23243') has a high calcite content. The high
silica is also partially due to authigenic silica cement. For
example, of the 46 percent silica in 23228 (Table 5.8) only
about 31 percent is as detrital quartz (Table 5.9), the rest
being authigenic silica cement. The alkaline environment of
the Aztec, as shown by the abund,ance of calciter would have

facilitated a higher than normal silica solution (Fig. 5.17).
Silica-rich intrastratal solut,ions would have precipitated
silica cement in the fine-grained overbank deposj-ts of the
formation when these beds were subaerially exposed.

The variation in silica content between paired red and
green Aztec lithologies and the means of all red and al] green

lithologies is minimal- and due to the differences in non-silicate
mineral percentages in the samples, The lower value in the red
is due to haematite and in some cases a higher calcite percentage
in these samples. In the paired samples, where it is known that
the red and green fractions are of identical textural charactert
the sil-ica differgnce is due entirely to the haematite concen-
tration in the red sampLe.
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,lDslble 6.4. Mean pEopo:itione of naj'or eleillants (ln welght pei:eentl of saqrlcs
of flne-gr.alned Aztac Sitrtg,tqne lltholog esr taken froar TablE 6-3,
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(1.l 'llhe mean of 31 typ,t,ea1:red, grey ou-d grreen Aztec sanp.fes.
(2) n r n 14 " green Aztec 's:a!ip!e.E (l.3 fo:r i:con 'values).
(f1 i P x14 * red tr t
({l ii n r 6 Eieen palred Azt€c saspLes.
(51 t n r' 6:red r x f

Fgr gornpaflgong!
'Ited Batr.ple ,Of tiqw€r Old Red sdh-ilstone
Average s$ale (!{ason, 1966).
Average Mississlppi Delta sedirnent.

(5)

l7)
(8J

(va!r llotitenr l961br|.

{C1arke, 1924 p.509}.
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ALUMINIUM

AI2O3 Percentages vary fronr 8.30 to 17.33 with a mean of
L2.49. The variation reflects changes in the quantity of clay
in each sample. The variability of A12O3 is unlikely to be

greatly influenced by the clay mineral sPecies present as

there is very little difference in the Al2O3 content of illites
and chlorites, the only clay minerals detected in the formation.
That the variation in AlrO, reflects the quantity of clay in
each sampl-e is demonstrated by the positive correlation of
A12O3 with Kro plus Mgo (Fig. 6.1). K2O is present in illite
only, whilst MgO resides in the chlorite mj.nerals. There are

exceptions to the trend brought about by significant percentages

of mj-nerals such as chamosite, which is an iron-aluminosilicate,
and analcime, a sodium-aluminosilicate. Both minerals were

detected in thin section or X-ray diffraction analyses or both;
each adds aluminium to the sample but does not affect the KZO

or MgO percentage. The chamosite-bearing samples are 23579 and

23584, whilst those with analcime are samples 23240A, 23243

and A1-05. Sample 23304 is known from thin sectionl X.R.D.

and infrared analyses (Table 5.9), to contain approximately
3 percent detrital K-feldspar. The effect of this has been'to
increase the KrO content relative to aluminium (F.ig. 6.1).

The mean A12O3 content for the fine-grained Aztec sanples

is low compared with the average shale, reflecting a lower
content of clays.

The variation of Alro, with red and green lithologies is
minimal but there is a tendency, both in paired and unpaired
average samples, for the red to have a higher A12O3 content.
This is thought to be due to a slightly higher clay content
in the red samples compared with the greenl a contenbion
supported by a slightly higher KrO and NarO and hence a higher
illite percentage in red samples (Tables 5.10 and 6.3). It
is thought that, in most instances, the green Aztec lithologies
have been generated from red by in situ reduction ancl consequent

solution and removaL of ferric oxides (p.fZO). It is most
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probabler the-tefotre, that smail anounts of clay' were,:mobilized
and su-bsequently leaehed. frorn the red sediments during tltis

l8r0

tv.o

13.0

Il.O

9.O

t.0- =O l.O A.O 3.O 4'0 5rO O.0 l,A . E,O 9.0 t6r0

KrO + MgO 7"

Fig. ;6.tr. Plot of ALgO3 ltetsus K2O f $9o f,or fine-grrained Aztec
Sl.ltstone J..ithologies. Data fron Tabl.e 6.3.

redtrction ptrocess. A similar'conslusisn, based upon anal,ggous

chenleal data, was suggested by McBride (1974) , fot the red
beds of the Difunta Group of Mexico.
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TOTAL IRON (as FerOr)

The iron of the fine-grained Aztec Siltstone lithologies
is present in both ferrous and ferric forms and is contained in
a number of different minerals (see below for details).

Total iron, expressed as FerO' is significantly different
in red and green samples (Tables 6.3, 6.4t 6.6, Fig. 6.2).

O Red

A Grey

O Grcen

- 
Poircd .omplc

\

\

ooo

o.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.o 5.0 6.0 7,o 8.o 9.o lO.0

F" ronl (os FerO, | %

Fig. 5.2. Plot of Fe2O3 versus Fe total for fine-grained Aztec
Siltstone lithologieS. Data fron Table 6.3.

The mean total iron content of the green samples is similar to
that of the average Mississippi Detta sed.iment but the mean of
the red sampJ-es is significantly higher. Both red and green mean

total iron values are lower than that for the average share,
but this is not surprising despite the comrnon misconception
that 'red bedstt have high iron contents. The only requirement
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for lred bedsrr is that they contain haematite in a concentration

sufficient to impari the red colour. Walker and llonea (1969)

noted, that a concentration of haematite of less than i percent

was sufficient to colour many "red' beds" '
WalkerandHonea(1969)determinedtheaveragetotal

iron content of 14 fine-grained ancient red lithologies to be

3.70 percent Fe,o,, which is much lower than the mean of the

Aztec red and is about the same as the mean of the Aztec

green samples. The high total iron in the Aztec "red beds'r,

compared with other I'red beds", is attributed to the relatively

fine-grained nature of the Aztec sed.iments i'e. a high

proportion of clay-sized. material including haematite' the
?T

major Fe'- bearing mineral (see below).

FERRIC IRON

There is a significant difference in the ferric iron

content of red, r greY and green fine-grained Aztec siltstone

samples(Tables6.3r6.4,6.6rFig'6'3)'Thereclsampleshave
the highest ferric iron conten'E and a mean value of 4'58 percenL'

This vatue is similar to that of the average shale but si{ni-

ficantly higher than for the old Red sandstone sample. The

ferric iron of the red samples is largely contained in the form

of haematite the concentration of which (Table 5'11) I wds

determined by the dithionite-citrate extraction method of
Mehra and Jackson (1960) , The extractable j'ron (haematite)

was quantified by Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy. The red

fine-grained lithoJ-ogies of the Aztec SiLtstone average 3'0I
percent haematite (Table 5.11) which means that on the average

1.57 percent (4.58-3.01) ferric iron (as Feror) in red samples

(Table 6.7) is in a combined form, as ferric silicates,
probably in the chLoritic clays. Minor amounts exist in illite
and secondary epidote. The individual sample values for
combined or non-haematitic ferric iron are given in Table 5.5'

The green fine-grained samples have a mean ferric iron
value of L.68 percent. A Small percentage of thiS is contained

as relic tblack haemagiter grains (p,1481, and as remnant
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Table 6.5. Ferric iron (combined, and probably as ferric silicates)
other than as haenatitez in sanples of the fine-grained
Aztec Siltstone lithologies. These values (in welght
percent) have been determlned by subtracting the haematite
percentages (Table 5.1-1) from the tota1 ferric iron values
deterrnined by X.R.F. (Table 6.3).

Iocation Sanple CoLour Ferric iron as F"2O3

AI
tl
tl

tl

lr

ll

LI
tl

tl

tl

fl

tl

ll

tl

tl

tl

82
tl

23228
23235A
23237
23239
A1-05R
A1-15
23432R
LI-]-9R
Ll-1.2a

-L2b
-l2c
-I2d

LL-13a
-13b
-13c
-t 3d

235?9R
23584R
AZ-06
Az-I8
Az.19
M-20

LOR 4/2
tl

ll

ll

tl

ll

sR 4/2
LOR 4/2

ll

|l

ll

ll

ll

ll

ll

ll

tl

tl

ll

ll

ll

It

Mean red

Mean grey

se 6/L
scv 6/L

Mean green

1.05
1. s9
1.04
L.27
I. 04
r.57
r,17
1.78
r. 821

i:33 | '.'.2.Lt )
r.6e I
l:13 l'...
r.72 )
2.O4
1.04
r.4s

l:3$'."
3.32 J

AZ
ll

tl

tl

AL
82

A1
LI

23230
23584Gv

23233',
23432

N5
tl

1.57 o = 0.62

r.64
r.25
L.45 o = 0.28

1.87
r. 51

1.69 q = 0.25

patches of haematite pigment suggesting that the samples were
formerl-y red. Trro typlcal samples (23233 and 23432cr) gave
haematjte concentrations of 0.23 and 0"30 percent (Table 5.11).
Therefore, the green samples cont-ain most of their ferric iron
(approx, 1.4 percent FerOr) in a combined form, the concentration
of which is very close to that found in the red (1.5? percent).
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The grey samples are lithologies transitional- between the
red and the green and as expected have intermediate percentages
of haematite (0.80 percent), Like the red and green lithologies,
however, they have a mean combined ferric iron concentration of
I.45 percent.

As the means for combined ferric iron in redr grey and

green samples are about the same (approximately 1.5 percent),
then the mean chlorite mineral percentage, the main combined
ferric iron-bearing mineral, should also be similar for each
group. Tbis is well demonst.rated in individual paired samples
(e.9. 23432) by both the major element. chemistry, x.R.D. (Tab1e

5.7) and thin section analyses. It is also further substantiated
by the similar MgO percentages for red and green samples.

In sunrmary, the differences in the total ferric iron
concentrations between the red, the grey and the green groups

of Aztec samples are due, almost entirely, to haemat.ite. Also'
the redr grcy and green groups of samples contain similar combined
ferric iron concentrations, largely as ferric silicates in
chlorite.

FERROUS IRON

The ferrous iron percentage in the composite sample of the
Aztec Siltstone fine-grained lithol-ogies (I.40 percent) is
similar to that in the Lower Old Red Sandstone sample (I.81
percent), but low compared with the averagie shale (2.45 percent).

FeO in the Aztec samples is corrtained largely in the
chlorite clay minerals, possibly with minor amounts in illite,
rare sulphides and secondary epidote. The mean vaLue for all
green samples of L.77 percent is not significantly d.ifferent
(at the 0.05 level of significance) to that for the red (I.14
percent) (Table 6.6). The ferrous iron content of the red and
green fract.ions of most paired samples is almost identical
(within the experimental error) (Table 6.3, Fig. 5.3). The

difference as seen in both the means for pairecl and unpaired
samplesr is a bias introd.uced by sample 23579, a red-green
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Table 6.6. Student t test on the significance of the Fe total,
FerO' and FeO variaLions with colour. Values from
ra515s 5,I1,6.4 and 6.5.

Red Green

Mean total Fe (as FerOr) 5.86 3.65
Std. dev. (o) 1.09 1.81
No. sarples L4 13

P = 0.001, t = 3.69, d.f. = 25
Therefore a significant variation

Mean FerO3 4.58 1.68

Std. dev. (q) 0.78 0.64

No. sarqrles L4 13

P <<0.00I? t = l-0.05, d.f. = 25
Therefore a significant variation

llean FeO

Std. dev. (o)

No. samples

1-14 L.77

0.s7 1,37

14 13

P = 0.15, t = I .50, d.f. = 25
Therefore no significant variation

pair, in which the ferrous iron content of the glreen fraction
is very high, and very much higher than for the red (rigs.
6.2 and 6.3). From the field evidence (Askin et a-l.Lg7L, p.70)
it was concluded that the unit from which the anomalous sample
was taken is a massive red bed that has undergone patchy
reduction resulting in irregular patches of greenish gxey
sed,iment. It would, appear that this reduction locally
dissolved the haematite (3.9 percent, Tab1e 5.11) to e:rpose
the green sediment. but the ferrous iron so produced was retained
by the red.uced, sed,iment in the form of chlorite thus maintaining
the same totar iron content in the red and. green fractions
(Table 6.71 .
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Table 6.7. Oxldation states of lron
portlons of sarnple 23579.

in the red and the green
Values in weight percentages.

23579R 23579Gx

Oxidized Reduced
llheorericol )

Haematite

FerO, combined

FeO

3.9

2.O4

2,38

0

2.O4

5.89

0

2.68

6. 03

Sample 23579 is an exception, however, as can be seen from
F'igures 6.2 and 6.3. In most cases the colour differences
have been produced by an absolute loss or gain of haematite by

the sediment, leaving the ferrous iron and the combined ferric
iron unchanged. Several lines of field evidence indicate a

colour change from red to grey or green by reduction.

(1) Green patches in a massive red hostr €.9. sample 234321

E'ig. 3.4. Localized reduction has been induced probably
by the incorporation of organic matter in the sediment as

suggested by Friend (1966).
The example of the green spheres at AI, units 2L and' 22

(Fig. 3.4) is strong evidence for localized post-depositional
reduction. Reduction spheres sj-milar to these have been

reported from other red bed sequencesr e.g. the Vernon

shales (Miller, 1910) ' the red beds of the western U-S.4.
(Tomlinson, 1916) , the Catskill Formation (Friend I L9661

and the upPer Flowerpot Shale (Wu, 1971) ' There is general
agreement that the reduction was caused by organic material
incorporated in the sediment, and in many examples the
organic matter remains preserved in the core of the spheres.
The Aztec examples did not contain organic matter, but, as

pointed out by Tomlinson (1916), the quantity of organic
matter necessary to accomplish the reduction of a patch of
l-ess than 5 crn diameter, like the Aztec examples, would be

so srnal"l that it could easily be effaced or rernoved-
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(21 A green boundary layer at the contact of a massive red
bed with an overlying sandstone e.gl. samples 23233 and
AZ-LI, Fig. 4.26. In these examples redu',ction was

induced by reducing solutions ernanating frorn the overlying
sandstone (see p.216 for details).

(3) Green vein networks (fig. 3.5, samples A,2-06 and AZ-07
and LL-19). Reducing solutions are believed to have
followed cracks or former cracks in massive red units
(see Vein Networks, p.67 for details).

(4) Thin green beds within a massive red unit. These have
formed probably by reducing solutions migrating along
more permeable beds in a massive red unit (see p. 23

for details). The example is sample 23584,

Two pairs of samples (a1-05j, A1-05Gr and Al-16, A1-17)
were selected because they were considered to be examples of
haematite having been introduced into a green sediment and not
removed from a red sediment as is the usual case. The example
of A1-16 and L7 has already been discussed in part (p.
Fig. 4.5), and it was shown that the haematite pigment hacl

intricately followed bedding planes and vertical weaknesses
in the sedirnent. It woul-d appear that the haematj.{:e vras

introduced in the form of an iron-rich solution, probably as
a ferrous iron d-erived from the reduction of a neighbouring
red sediment. As the solution penetrated the sediment it
oxidized and precipitated hydrated ferric oxide whictr, a,t
some stage, converted to haematj.te.

As might be expected, there is no difference in the iron
chemistry (Figs. 6.2 and 5.3) between the above mentioned
pairs of samples, i.e. sampJ-es which had haematite added to
former green sediments, and the more common samples i.e. those
which had haematite removed by reduction.

It is thought that most of the green and grey lithologies
of the formation were derived from former red lit,hologies by
reduction and removal. in solution, of their haematite pigment
as has been demonstrated for the red.-grey or red-green pairs
of samples. In agreement with this we find that the unpaireo
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red and green samples all plot in ferric-ferrous and total
iron fields similar to the paj.red samples (Figs. 6.2 and 6.3).
The mean FerOr/EeO ratios for the 13 green samples of 0.95
is narkedly different from that for the 14 red, of 4.03
(Table 6.4), A ratio of 2.7 separates the green samples from
the red, with fer+ exceptions. The two grey samples have a mean
FerOt/EeO ratio of 2.55, intermediate between the red and green,

MAGNESIUM

The composite sample of the fine-grained Aztec lithologies
contains L.87 percent Mgo which j-s low relative to the average
shale or the O1d Red Sanclstone sample, but higher than the
average lvlississippi oelta sediment.

ivlagnesium is considered to be contained largely in the
chloritic clay minerals r a's these generally contain between
3 and 35 percent MgO. Some magnesium is also contained in
illite, conmonly betweerr 1 and 4 percent MgO. Minor amounts
of dolomibe may be present alsor ds there is a positive
correlation between MgO and COr. However, dolomite was not
detected in X.R,D, analyses. The mean magnesium value for
red samples is within the experimental error of that for the
green (Table 6.1). This is also true for the red-green pairs
of samples and the apparent difference (1.99 for green and
L.77 for red) was, in large part, introd.uced by the anomalous
sample 23579.

CALCITE

The mean CaO content of all Aztec fine-grained samples
is 0.92 percent, which is low with respect to the average
shale, the Old Red Sandstone sample and the average Mississippi
Delta sediment. CaO in the Aztec Siltstone is contained in a

number of mineral.s, incl.uding calcite, chlorite, illite and
epidote, with lesser amounts from gypsum, secondary zeolites,
prehnite and grossular, where present. Correlation between
CaO (after the calcite-contributing CaO has been subtracted)
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and K2O + MgO (representative of the clays) is positive
though weak (Fig. 6.4). The fact that it is weak suggests
that calcium is present in minerals other than clays.

2.75

2.25

;'e t.7s

0.0 l.o 2.0 3.0 4.0 5'0 6'0 7'o 8'o 9'0

KrO + MgO %

Fig, 6,4. Plot of CaO versus K2O + MgO for fine-graine<l Aztec
Siltstone J-ithologies. The CaO due to calcite (calculated
from ttre CO2 value) has been subtracted. Data from Table
6.3.

The l-ow concentration of. CaO in the fine-grained Aztec
lithologies compared with the other lithologies quoted in
Table 5.4, is due to the relativply small amount of matrix
calcite as determined. by the lower co, percentage. The Aztec
fine-grained lithologies contain only 0.34 percent matrix
calcite. CaLcite is common in the fine-grained Aztec lithologies
but is largely contained in nodular form (see Nodules , p.73 ).
A small number of .the fine-grained beds sampled did contain
a high matrix cal-cite content, e.g'. sample 23243t but because
they constitute only a very small fraction of the total
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lithologies of the formation they have not been included in
the means of the chemical analyses.

The CaO value is slightly higher for green samples than
for the red, both in the average paired and unpaired samples.

The difference is thought to be partially due to higher calcite
contents in the green samples as shovrn by the higher COt mean

for all green as compared with all red samples, and partially
due to the slightly higher chlorite contents in the green samples.

SODIUM

Sodium is contained in a number of minerals in the Aztec
lithologies, principally analcine, authigenic Na-feld.sParr and

illite. Assuming that the illite in the Aztec Siltstone contains
a normal NarO concentration of approximately 0.43 percent (Deer,

Howie and Zussman, 1966 p.251) r then the amount of waro in
these sarnples resulting from ilIite should be approxirnately
0.16 percent (0.f5 percent in the green and 0.17 percent in
the red). Thus, approximately half of the sodium in the Aztec
fine-grained, Iithologies is d,erived from analcime or albite. '

In the non-analcime bearing samples with an average NarO content
of 0.36 percent, albite may constitute up to approximately 2

percent of the sample by weight (assuming the albite to contain
approx. 10 percent NarO). However, as albite and analcime are
probab1y in equilibrium (see Chapter 5), it is most likely that
albite constitutes less than 2 percent by weight of the average
sample and more like 1 percent.

. The mean NarO value for the Aztec fine-grained lithologies
of 0.36 percent is low with respect to the OId Red SandsLone

sample, the average ltississippi Delta sedimentr and the average
shale. The very low mean value reflect,s the relatively low
al-bite content (approx. I percent) 1p. 155 1' and a higher degree
of weathering, in the source region and possibly irr situ, of
the Aztec Siltstone sediments.

The mean NarO values for unpaired red and unpaired green

samples are practieally identical. However, in the paired
samples the red appear to contain slightly more NarO than their
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associated green samples. A study of the incrividual r:ed-green
pairs shows that, in general, the NarO values are siinilar. The

means have been biased by 2 sample pairs (AI-OSGr, A1-05R and
AZ-06t AZ-07 ) with high NarO contents. These sar,rpJ-es ccntain
analcime (Table 5.7). The lower mean NarO value in the green
of the pai::ed sarnples may be due to a partial solution of their
analcime during reduction.

POTASSIUlI

KZO is the third most abundant constituent (excepting HrO)

of the f ine-grained. Aztec Siltstone lithologies, It is v.'holly
contained in the illitic clay minerals, with possibly some minor
amounts from sericite and mica. K-feldspar was recorded in
only one fi.ne-grained sample (23304, Table 5.9). As illite is
the only KrO bearing mineral (as d.etermined by thin section,
X.R.D. and infrared analyses), its percentage in each sar.rple

could be determined by dividing the KrO percentage by 8.5, the
mean KrO percentago in illite (Harder, L97 0 p.I63). The values
obtained (Table 5.10) showed excellent agreernent with those
obtained from Infrared. Spectrophotometric analysis (Table 5.8).

The rnean KrO content of the Aztec Siltstone sanrgles of
3.16 percent is approximately the same as that for the average
shale (3.24 percent) but more than for the average Mississippi
Delta sediment or the Old Red Sandstone sample. However, the
other sediments probably contain K,,O-bearing minerals other than
iIIite, namely K-feldspar.

The mean KrO values for both paired and unpaired green
and red samples show the same differences. Red paired samples
consistantly have stightly higli'er KrO percentages than their
green associates (Table 6.3). The red. sediments are therefore
believed to have a slightly higher i1lite content, Jrrought about
probably by the leaching of illite from the green sediments
during reduction.



TITANIUM

TiO2 is present in the fine-grained lithologies of the
Aztec Siltstone in a concentration approximating that of the
average shale but more than for the average Mississippi De1ta

sediment or the OId Red Sandstone sample. Because of a sj-milar
ionic radius, Ti3* -nd Ti4+ can substitute for Fe3* and Fe2*
respectively in many minerals. However, plots of TiO2 versus
Fe totalr FerO, combinedr FerO, total, FeO, and Fe + KrO + MgO

conrlcined, did not show a significant correlati-on. A plot of
TiO2 versus the clays (represented bV KrO + MgO) is positive
although weak (Fig. 6.5). TiOz is a common minor constituent
of clays, in illite in a concentration of 0.81 percent and in
chlorites in percentages varying from 0.09 to 0.88 percent
(Deer, Howie and Zussman, 1966). The fact that the plel sg
TiO2 versus the clays is weak suggests that titanium is also
present in some other mineral form, possibly in the heavy
minerals rutile, brookite and anacase.
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The TiOz content of red and green lithologies is verl'
similar but with slightly higher values for the red.. This
may reflect the slightly higher clay ccntent of the red samples.

PFIOSPHORUS

The mean PZOS content of the fine-grained lithologies of
the Aztec is low with respect to the average shale' the average
Mississippi Delta sedinent and the Old Red Sandstone sample,
Values vary from a minimum of 0.02 to a maximum of 0.19 percent.
Many of the fine-grained, beds do however, cont.ain appreciable
amounts of phospl:orus in the fornt of phosphatic f:-sh scales or
bones (Tab1e 5.7). These fisir remains generally occur as

scattered fragments but in some examples they are so abundant
as to form lenses of almost pure phosphatic material, e.g. A4t

unit 62.
The non-fish derived phosphorus may be present in a host

of minerals in the Aztec lithologies including the clays'
but is most probably present as apatite, either detrital or
chemj-cally precipitated. Sc'me nodules ai, Ml contained '

appreciable amounts of apatite (Table 5,7, 23274). These

nodules may have nucleated about flsh material, rvhieh is common

at Ml,
There does not appear to be any significant correlation

between the phosphorus content of the fine-grained lithologies,
and their colour. Both red and green paired sainples contain
similar amounts of P'OU (Table 6.f).

MANGANESE

The mean lrlrnO content of the Aztec Siltstone fine-grained
lithologies is low with respect to the Old Red Sandstone
sample but comparable to that for the average Mrississippi
Delta sediment. The l{nO percentages vary from a minimum of
0.02 to a maximum of 0.13 percent. Manganese is contained
in these samples in the chlorites. This is indicated by
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the Etositive correlation of !&o and ltgo (.Fig. 6.6) I the
MgO is oonsidered Eo originate solely frorn ChLorite. 5ample,s

23235A, 23243 4nd 23584, have unusualLy hlgh MnO percentages;

the addi,t,lonal l4n0 is possi.bly sont,ained in epidote or pyro-
lusite (![noz) r of, bottr.
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The FerOU/ltrO ratio of sediments has been used as an

indicator of their depositional environment. Strakhov
(1957, TI, p.483) gives a ratio of 64 for continental
environments and 14 for marine waters' whilst Keith and

Degens (1959) give 68 for continental shales and 1l for
marine shales. These values reflect the ease with which

iron is precipitated relative to manganese in the more

oxidizing continental environment (Krauskopf, L967 p.268) .

The fine-grained lithologies of the Aztec Siltstone have a
mean FerOr/MnO ratio of 62.5 which is, as expected, close to
that for continental sediments, However, while the mean of
the red samples has a ratio of 92 that is obviously indicative
of oxidising conditions and continental sediment, the mean of
the green samples has a value of 33.5, which is closer to the
marine value. The green samples have largely been produced

from post-depositional reduction of the red by the solution
and subsequent leaching of haematite (FerOr). Therefore' the
lower Fe^O./Mno ratio in the green samples does not necessarilyz5'
indicate marine sediment but is merely a product of the reducing
environment.

WATER

The water values include both absorbed (HZO ) and crystal
lattice water (HrO+). The mean value for the Aztec samples

is low with respect to the average shale and average l{ississippi
Delta sediment, but slightly higher than for the OId Red Sand-

stone sample. Most water is assocj,ated with the c1ays, with
some minor amounts from calcite, epidote and the zeolites.

As expected, the red and green paired samples show no

significant variation in H2O content.
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CARBObI DIOXIDE (carbonate)

The mean acid-evolved CO, content of the fine-grai;red
Iithologies of the Aztec Siltstone is very low with respect to
the OId Red Sandstone sample, the average shale and the average
Mississippi Delta sediment. The only carbonate detected in the
Aztec Siltstone was calcite (Tables 5.7 and 5.9) although very
minor amounts of dolom'ite may be present. The carbonate content
of the fine-grained Aztec samples is difficult to assess

because much of it is in nodular form. These nodules appear
to have depleted. the fine-grained, lithologies of matrix calcite.
A few calcareous fine-grained samples were noted and one , 23243 |

was analyseo but was not incorporated in the means of the chemical
analyses (Table 6.4) because it is representative of only a very
small proportion of the total lithologies of the format-i-on,

The mean CO,, value for all green samples is slightly
higher than the mean for all red samples, suggesting a sliEhtly
higher calcite content in the green samples.

TRACE ELEMENTS

The totals for the analyses of the Aztec sanples are
consistently low and this is thought to be due to undeteruiined
trace elements such as S, CI, Zx, Rb and Sr. Sulphurr ds

sulphates. (gypsum) and sulphides (pyriee) is present in the
formation (Tables 5.7 and 5.9) and chlorine may have been

successively enriched in the Aztec Siltstone red bed.s by
repeated d,ry season evaporation. Free carbon was observed
in a few samples (Table 5.9). .

Many of the red^uction spheres and veins noted at A1, units
2L and 22 (Fig. 3.4), contained malachite green centres. These

are concentrations of secondary copper minerals which were
extracted from intrastratal solutions when they came in contaet
with the organic matter responsible for creating the green
sphere by post-depositional reduction and solution of the
haematite. It is thought that the copper is retained by the
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fornation of a stable organo-netallic conplex. Copper forms

more stable compounds v:ith humic substances than d.oes any other
metal (Vinogradov, 1959 p.147) and is retained in scil profiles
by this method. Other elements such as vanadium, zLnc, caclmium,

nickel, cobalt and molybdenum are affected in a similar way'

Wu (f9'71) found that cobalt, nickel and vanadium were

concentrated in red bed reduction spheres similar to the
Aztec examples,

Sandstone Chemistry

Tvro sandstone samples from the Aztec Siltstone, selected
as representative of the sandstones, were analysed for major
elements (Table 6.8). The Aztec sandstones are quartzarenites
(rig. 5.23) and divide into two main types (Chapter 5 p.128,
see also TabLes 5.5 and 5,9).
(a) Quartz cemented quartzarenites' represented by .

sample 23250 (Fig. 5.241 .
(b) Calcite cemented quartzarenites, represented by

sample 2324L (Fig. 5.25).

Both types commonly contain some clay matrix, as for example

the two samples analysed. Sample 2324L also contains a small
percentage of haematite pigment which gives it a pink colouration.

Silicon in both samples is largely contained in the form of
detrital quartz, in percentages which are normal for a

quartzarenite (23250) or a calcareous quartzarenite (2324L).
Both samples analysed contain clays which are largely
responsible for the percentages of AlrOr, ltgO, FeO, KZO,

NarO and TiOr. A small percentage of zeolites in 2324L
(Table 5.9) probably further ad.ds to the A12O3 and NarO

percentages.
The total iron content of sarnple 23241 Ls higher than

sarnple 23250 because it contains haematite pigment as a

coating on detrital quartz grains. This is demonstrated by
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llable 6.8, Major elenent analyses of sandstones frou the }*atec
gitrtstoae,. Tte sagElles have lreen includeil for corpariso'n.
vatrues ln weiEht p'ereent,

2324L 23850

sio2
A12o3

Eero,

I'eO

Mgo

Cao

Na20

*f
Ti;o2

Fzos

Mno

sao

co2

ToLal.

I!.O. I r

Fe as FerO,

reror/Feo

CoIour

71.23

4,39

4,26

0.36

o.39

I'qg
0,25

o.42

0. 15

0,04

0.1.9

9,4€

5.64

99.89

7,68

0.65

0.?e

Pi*

94,81

2,15

0. 04

o.32

o.26

0,10

0.11

0.59

0.r0
0.02

o,0l
0.4Q

o.02

98.93

1.4,0

0.40

0.12

Grey

95.3

7r2

,0.3

0,r
0,5

3.2

0,.2

1-I
0,.L

99.6

1.6

95.4

1.tr

9.4
o.2

o.l,
L.6
0,1
4,2

o.z

o,3

l.l
100.7

o.62

4,.o0

t.
'2'.

Averrage red bedt sandlstoae (.Cosgrov.er 1973).

MEan quartsarenite conpoeLtlon (DettLjohn, 1963 p,,I5).
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the higher FerO, content of sample 2324I and as rnost of the
FerOa will be as haematite, it shows that only 0.26 percent
haematite is sufficient to give a pinl< colouration to the
sample. The much higher total iron content of the average red
bed sandstone is undoubtedly due to a much higher haematite
content in these samples. Unlike most other red beds, the
Aztec Siltstone does not have red, haematitic, sandstones.
Even pink sandstones are extremely rare in the Aztec formation.

The FerO r/teO ratios are both low compared with those of
the fine-grained sediments (Tables 6.3 and 6.4), however, the
pink sandstone clearly has a ratio higher than the greyr ds

expected.
CaO is contained in clays in sample 23250, and in calcite

cement (13 percent, based on the CO, value of 5.64 percent)
in sample 2324L. The phosphorus in both samples is possibly
present as detrital apatite or as an impurity in either the
clays or calcite.

SoiI Chemistry

Almost half of the Aztec Siltstone consists of intervals
largely of fine-grained lithologies with a few thin sandstone
interbeds (fine-member units, Chapter 7, p.205). Many of
these finer than sand units and in part,icular those which are
unbedded, are thought to have undergone extended vreathering
and soil development when ttrey were subaerially exposed on the
floodplain. Two possible soil horizons were sampled for major
element variations with depth in the profile. These profiles
were chosen because they appear to be most complete and

contained a number of soil characterising features 1 e.g.
calcareous nodules, vein networks, etc (see Chapter 41.
The first soil profile, at Ll, unit, L7 (askin et al, L97Ll
vtas sampled, at, 0.7 m intervals from top to bottom (samples

LI-I2). This sampling was repeated 2 m further along the
profile (Lf-f3) to give a measure of the variability within
a single profile. The second soil horizonr dt Aztec



Mountain (AZ, Fig. 2.L) (Fig. 4.26'), was sampled at 0.4 rn

vertical intervals beginning with Az-L7 in the green reduction
layer,

It is assumed that there was no significant variaiion with
depth in the chemical and physj.cal cornposition of the parent
sedinents. The assunption is in part supported by the lack
of any observable progressive textural variation in either
profile in the field. Also, many of the down-profire element
variations are duplicated in the adjacent L1 profiles.
Duplication of these variation trends, many of which deal
with small percentage changes, would be unlikely to arise
from depositional processes.

The major element analyses are presented. in Tabie 6.9 and
Figure 6.7 .

STLICON

The trend is for SiO,
partially brought about by
silicate minerals, namely
by an increase with depth,
guartz.

1gg.

to decrease with depth in the profile'
an increase with depth of the non-

haematite and calcj.te, and partially
of clays relative to detrital

ALUMINIUM

Identical trends are shown for AlrOg by the three profilesl
with an initial slight decrease in AlrO, followed, by a
progressive increase with depth in the profile. As A12O3

is largely contained in the illitic and chloritic. clays
(see Chemistry of Siltstones and Claystones' p.163), the
trend suggests illuviation of clay. Increases in KtO, MgO

and TiO, support this.
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IRON

Total iron displays variable trends within adjacent
profiles at LI, unit 17. However, all three profiles show an

increase in Fe with increasing depth in the profile, reaching
a maximum at 1.5 m in profile L1-12 and 1.2 nt in profile AZ.

These variations are largely controlled by the changes in
ferric iron, specifically haematite.

The ferric iron in the Aztec Siltstone is largely as

haematite, with minor amounts as ferric silicates in t,he

itlitic and chloritic clay minerals (see Chemistry of
Siltstones and Claystones, p.163 ) . Thus the profile variations
in ferric iron are paralleleo by those of haematite, Ferric
iron shows an overall increase in concentration from top to
bottom in the profile, and peaks at 1.5 m and l-.2 m in
profiles L1-12 and AZ respectively. This suggests that
haematite has been nobilized and has segregated at clepth
in the profile, but the lack of a similar pattern of element
variation between profiles suggests that localized. oxj-dat,ion
and reduction may have affected the result.

The profile variations of Feo are small. There is no

agreem.ent between profiles other than an overall increase in
Feo from top to bottom. This is probably due to downward

increases in the ferrous silicate containing illitic and

chloritic clay minerals.

MAGNESIUM

The profiles show little significant down-profile element

variation. Profiles Ll-12 and AZ show slight downward increases

in MgO, and as MgO is contained in chloritic clay minerals
(Chemistry of Siltstones and Claystones, p. 163 ) ' the
increase may suggest a slight increase in chlorite concentratj-on
with depth.
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CALCIUM

CaO is largely contaj-ned as CaCO, in profiles LI-12
and Ll-13, as shown by the correlation of the cao and co,
variation diagram.s (Fig. 6.7). Although there is excellent
agreement between profiles L1-12 and L1-13, tfiey both differ
from profile AZ which contains calcium in other than a carbonate

form (Table 5.7). The Ll profiles show no variation except for
a CaO enrichment at 1.5 m, vrhile the AZ profile Ci-splays a

progressive increase in CaO with depth, possibly related to
the illuviation of c1aYs.

The element variations in the LI profiles indicate that
Ca has been mobilized and concentrated in a zone of enrichr-ent

at 1.5 m depth. This translocation of Ca to the lower portions
of the profile has given rise to 'kankar' in the Ll profiles
(see section descriptions, Askin et a7. 1971, P.48, unit 17).

SODIUM

Naro increases slightly with depth in all profiles, and

peaks at 1.2 m in profile Az. Sodium is con{:ained in the form

of analcime, albite and small am.ounts in the c1ays. The

profile variations suggest a downward movement of sodium which

might be expected in view of its rela{:ively higli mobility
(Smyth, 1913; Tiller' 1958).

POTASSIUM

The KrO profile variations are comParable with each other
and with those of Alror. The initial decrease of Kzo is
followed by successive increases with increased depth in the
profile.

KrO is entirely contained in illite in the fine-grained'
J-ithotogies of the Aztec siltstone, and therefore the
comparability of ttre KrO and AI,O3 profile variations is as

expected. Illuviation of illite is suggested by both.
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TITANIUM

The three profiles have variations in TiO, which are very
similar, and are parallel to the AlrO, and KrO variations. This
is as expected since titanium is largely contalned in the clays
(see Chemistry of Siltstones ancl Claystones, p.163 ). The

dorvnward increase in TiOt enhances the sugEestion of clay
illuviation, for if the j-ncreased clay of the lower horizons
had been generated in situ then the TiO, value in tirj-s horizon
would be expected to be lower than in the overlying horizons,
because of the dilution effeet of add,itional clay (c.f . the
development of red-brown earth, Oertel I L974).

PHOSPHORUS

The P,OU variations of profiles LL-L? and Ll-13 are sinr.ilar
but, different from those of profile AZ. All profiles don

however, show a general trend toward increasing PrOU with
sample depth, although the increase is slight in the LI
samples and they peak at I.5.m. The P,OU variations do nof-

compare well with any other element variat,ions but, bear some

resemblance to the trends shown by KrO. It mayber the::efore,
that the P,OU is taken up in the clays.

Phosphorus fixation in soils by ferric oxides, narnely

haematite, goethite and possibly maghaem:ite is widely
established, and although there is not a linear correlation
between haematite and P,OU, the high PZOS samples tend to have

high haematite contents. The converse is not true, as was

found in other soil samples, by Taylor and Schwertmann (1974).

MANGANESE

The variation of llnO with sampLe depth is
prof iles. The variat,ion trends are id.entical
and CO, and show an. enrichment at 1.5 m depth

similar for all
to ttrose for CaO

in the Ll
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profiles and a progressive increase with depth in the AZ

profile.
Ittanganese exists in soils in two forms (Vinogradov, 1959

p.119) , a rnobile one in the form of Mn2+ compounds and an

immobile form as IrIn3+ or Mrr4*. At pH = I (the typical value
for soils containing calcite, see Chapter 5, Grain Shape p.1I3)
the mobile form hydrates.

Mn2+ + 2lzo 
- 

I{n(oH) 2 + 2H+

This hydrate is easily oxid,j-sed. to manganic (tlrr3+) hydrale.
Further oxidation leads to the formation of hOZ.nHrO and

finally to crystalline pyrolusite IvIrrO2. Neither the y^n3+

compounds nor MnO, are soluble in soil solutions.
Hence, manganese precipitated. in the alkaline, calcium

carbonate rich horizons of the Aztec soil profiles. fn the AZ

profile, progressive precipitation took place with increasing
CaCO, concentration.

These changes in MnO clearly indicate that diagenesis has
not greatly altered the original Aztec soil chemistry.

CARBON DIOXIDE (carbonate)

The variations shown by CO, are parallel to those of CaO,

and are due to variations in calcium carbonate content (see

Cao p.I77l .

Summary

The chemistry of these unbedded Aztec fine-grained, fine-
member profiles is consistent with and supports the supposition
that they are ancient soils. Firstly, their element concen-
trations are similar to those found in the modern rred or
brown c1ayt. rred-brown earthr, rcalcareous red earthr and
rred eartht soils of. Australia (Table 6.10) (Stace er aJ,. f968)
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which is consistent with a soils hypothesis. Secondly, the
Aztec profiles show ve.ry similar dov;n-p::ofile element variations
to those shown by many of the above mentioned Australian soils
(Table 6.10), which is supportive of a soils hypothesis.

Table 6.1-0. Major element analyses of the less than 2 mm

fraction of, (f) a typical Australian rcalcareous
red earth! soil, (2) a typical Australian rbrown
clayr soil-. Both analyses are from Stace et a7.
1968, Profile 24B p.255 and Profile 10I p.103
respectively.

sio2

A1203

tt203
M90

CaO

Naro

Kzo

Tio2

"zo5
MnO

80, 79

9.75

3.77

o.7L

0.27

o.49

L.44

0. 58

0.10

0.05

69.69

15.59

5.52

2.37

0.63

I. 13

2.L7

0.65

0.1I
0.08

82.73

8,69

2.90

o.44

0.26

o.7 4

1.65

0.8r
0.09

0. 08

69. 06

I8.37
6. s5

1. t6

0.40

0. 79

2.L6

o.92

0.06

0.08

la. Red clay loam, 20 cm
lb. Red clay, 50 cm from
2a. Very dark grey-brown
2b. Very dark grey-brown

from top of profile.
top of profile.
cIay, 3 cm from top of profile.
clay, 20 cnn from top of profile.

In the case of the modern Australian soils, and as postulated
for the Aztec profiles, these variations have result,ed largely
from a reorganization of the soil plasma, especial.ly clay
iLluviation, translocation and deposition of carbonates, and
the mobilization and segregation of iron and manganese oxides
(Stace et al. 1968). A large proporEion of ttre Ar.r.stralian soils
l-isted above probably developed under savanna clinrates (i.e.
warm and seasonally wet and dry), even though, in some cases
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e.g. many of the rcalcareous red earihr and rred eartht profiles,
the present day climate is hot and semi-arid or arid. A

savanna climate j-s suggested for the "soi1s" of the Aztec
Siltstone.

None of the soil profiles examined in the Aztec Siltstone
appear to have a complete A horizon. In most cases the upper
surface of the profile has been eroded pri-or to d.eposit-ion of
the overlyingl coarse-member, channel sandstorre, unit.

Isotope Analysis

CARBON Ar\D OXYGEN ISOTOPE COMPOSITIONS

Introduction
Carbon and oxygen isotopic abundances in carbonate

sedimentary rocks commonly enable a distinction to be made

between those of a marine, and those of a continental non-
marine depositional environment. Numerous analyses have '

shown (Clayton and Degens, 1959; Keith et aJ. 1954; Keith
and Weber, 1964; Schinidt and Friedman I L974; Dodd and
Stanton, Lg75) that in general-, the 6cI3 and 6019 values for
carbonates of a non-marine origin, are lower than contemporaneous
marine counterparts. The carbon isotopic analyses are given

12as 6C'", in parts per thousand difference from standard where

' 6c13 - 1000,ct3'lcl2 samPle - cr3'lct2 std"
gt s /gr z ,ad.- '

6ot8 is expressed similarly in terms of o1B/oL6 ratios.
The Chicago PDB standard, was used for the 6Cl3 and the Standard
Mean Ocean Water (SMOW) for dO18.

A plot of carbon and oxygen isotopic compositions of
carbonates from marine and fresh-water environments by Keith
and Weber (1964) gave a separation better than 80 percent
(Fig. 6.8).
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Factors controll.ing carborr and oxygen isotopic cornpositions
in carbonates (Keith and Weber, 1964) are as follows:

(1) Isotopic composition of waterr d.issolved material and

fooci web of the local environment of deposition,
(2) Isotopic fractionation by carbonaLe-forming organisms

during the precipitation of carbonate sedimentsl
(3) Diagenetic and subsequent isotopic exchange.

I{arine 6c13 values are relatively consistent through
geologic tinre. and range from -3 to +3? (Keith and Weberr 1964).
Non-marine 6CI3 values are more variable because the terrestrial
environment is not as well buffered. as the marine system, and

subject to more local changes in the sources of carbon, chiefly
atmospheric carbon, ana cl3-deficient carbon from land plants
and humus (Keith and Weber, 1964). Ligtrt carbon is added to
ground waters and streams by way of dissolved carbon dioxide
and bicarbonate produced by plant ::espiration and the oxidation
of humus in soil.

Oxygen isotopic compositions of marine carbonates are
highly variable, and show an irregular trend toward higher
oxygen i8 content in progressively younger deposits (Keith
and Weber, L964; Dontsova et aL. L972). The reasons given are
post-depositional recrystallization and oxygen isotopic
exchange with terrestrial waters (C1ayton and Degens, 1959) t

or a change in 6018 of the oceans through geologic time (Keith
and Weber, 1964). The latter case is favoured by recent
evid.ence (Dontsova et a7. L972i Perry and Tan, L972i Schmidt
and Friedman, L975l. Fresh-water carbonates of from Devonian
to Tertiary age show an oscillatory variation in 6018 and

have an overlap with marine 6018 values of Devonian age
(Keith and Weber, 1964).

This study was undertaken to investigate, from carbon and

oxygen isotope data, the d.epositional environment of the Aztec
Siltstone and see how the conclusions compared with the wealth
of previous evidence supporting a non-marine origin. The

samples analysed included not only prirnary chemical precipitates
(ooLites and pisolites), but also kankar ('calicher) calcite
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in the form of nodules, maLrix calcite fron fine-grained
sediments and calcite cement in sandstones (Table 6.LI).

Table 6.1I. Isotopic analyses of carbonates (cal.cite) from
the Aztec Siltstone. (Anatyst I. M. Smolnicki,
N.z. Institute of Nuclear Sciences, Gracefield).

Sample No. Locality Lithology raI3t-PDB uolf,o*

23240A

2324L

23243

23245

23246

23279

23306

23307

233I0

233L6

23422

23436

A1
tl

It

|l

Nodule

SdSt cenent

ClSt matrix
Nodule

SdSt cenent

SdSt cement

Oolite
Nodule

Pisolite
ClSt matrix
ClSt matrix
Nodu1e

-4.8
-4.2

-3.8
-5.2
-6.1
-6.4
-8.6
-6.1
-5.5
-6.4
+0.5

-5. I

+11.5

+L0. 2

+I0.8
+I1.3

+9. 3

+5.9

+2,8

+2.9

+2.8

+2.9

+9. 9

+L2.7

tl

M1

PI
ll

ll

ll

L1
ll

Reference analyses: Te Kuiti Linestone and
Kaikoura Limestone.

SdSt = sandstone

ClSt = cJ-aystone

Analytical Procedures and Results

Samples were analysed by the Procedures first described
by McCrea (1950) , using L00 percent H3PO 4 Eo liberate CO,

from the carbonates. A kinetic fractionation fact6r of
1.01025 was used and Te Kuiti Linrestone (Craig, L957) served
as prinary standard.

The total analytical error is within 10.2 per ml for
both 6cl3 and 6018.
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AII samples analysed give carbon and oxygen isotopic
compositions well within the, accepted fieLd for non-marine
carbonates (Fig. 6.8, Table 6.11). The mean 6c13 value is
-5.27* compared to -4.9"/oo obtained for fresh-water limesLones
by Keith and Weber (1964) , and all sanrples are within two

standard deviations from their mean. The four forms of carbonate
from the formation have 6C13 values vrhich are similar to each

other. The nodules have a mean 6cI3 value of -5.6o/oo, comparing
favourably with the 6CI3 values of present day Texan caliches,
which range from -3.I to -5.7"/oo (Rightrnire, in Valastro et a-1,.

I?
f968), wittr 6C*" val:es for Lake Tlorrens (South Australia) paleosols
and calcretes (pedogenic, illuvial carbonates) which range from

-1 to -5o/oo (Williams and Po1ach, LITI), and with 6c13 va.Iues

of caliche deposits discussed by Degens and Epstein (1954' P.37).
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The relatively low 6c13 of the oolite sanple is consistent
with its lacustrinal origin, in that light carbon is derived
directly from organic constituents during decomposition (Keith
and Weber, 1964) and the lacustrinal sediments of the Aztec
formation are the only ones to contain appreciabJ-e free carbon.
The pisolite, although considered Lo be of lacustrj-nal c'rigin,
has a near 'normalr fresh-water dcl3 value.

One of the samples analysed (one of three matrix carbonate
samples) had a nruch higher 6cI3 value than the rest, though
it still f eLl in the non-marine field of Figure 6. B. t'Io

explanation can be given, though it may be s-ignificant. that it
i-s the only one of the analysed samples to contain free carbon.

The mean 6018 value is *7.8o/oo cornpared with *20.60/oo

obtained for fresh-water (Devonian) limestone, and r-22,3o/oo for
marine (Devonian) limestone (Keith and Weber, L964). only one

of the twelve sam5rles lies within two standard deviations of
the fresh-water mean given by Keith and Weber' with the other
11 samples giving values lighter than +L2.3o/oo . Although the
Devonian fresh-water limestone 6018 value of xeith and trleber

(f964) is based upon only four samples, the values are
reasonably consistent both internally, and with the oscillatory
trend shorvn by younger fresh-water lj-mestone 6018 values, and

are therefore considered as reasonably reliable. The possible
reasons for the relatively to* o187o16 ratios of the Aztec
samples are many.

(1) Enrichment of surface waters (with rvhich the carbonates
are assumed to be in o><ygen isotope equilibrium) in o16. This
may have occurred through a number of processes. oI8 depleted
precipitation, which results in oI8 depleted surface water, is
characteristic of high latitude and cold. climate regionsr ES a
product of successive o18/'of6 fractionations and relatively
low evaporation. However, the Aztec 6018 values are so low
as to be comparable with only polar snow, ice and meltwater
(Rankama, L963 p.276). Contemporaneous polar influences are
considered highly improbable, especially in view of the rnany

sedimentary features of the Aztec Siltstone suggesting warm
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temperatures and high evaporation e.g. kankar (tcalichet)'
mr:dcracks, vein networks, red beds containing syngenetic analcime

and some gyPsum lenses (Chapters 4 and 5).
(Z') post-depositi-onal contamination by carbonate from neigh-

bouring Jurassic dolerite sills and clykes was a possibilitl'.
The vein calcite from these dolerites has a similar low 6O18

value to the Aztec samples analysed (a calcite vein in a dolerite
sill at lr{ount, Metschel has a 6O18 value of +7'2"/oo) and could

therefore have been responsible for the ratios if it ir'ere the

dominant contributor. Howeverr the carbonates of at least'
two Aztec samples (the oolite and the pisolite) clear.ly
precipitated at the time of deposition (Devonian) ' I't is
concluded that contamination by carbonate from the <iolerj-tes
does not explain the low ratj-o.
(3) The effect of raised temperature is a mechanism for
releasing the hearryg isotope from carbonates (Tan and iludson'

197I; Dontsova, L972\. H6wever, Tan and Hudson shorved that
oxygen isotope exchange in limestone due to intrusive heating
took place only in samples which hacl been excessively heabed

due to their very close proximity to the intrusive body. They

showed that only samples within I n of a 3 m thick dyke \,'rere

effected, which is equivalent to those samples which had been

raised to temperatures greater than approxinately 40OoC (using

the equations of Jaeger , L957 and 1959 r for the temperature itr
the neighbourhood of a cooling igneous sheet). Although sorne

metamorphism of the Aztec Siltstone has resulted fron Jurassic
intrusion, the temperature of the sediments on a regicnal basis,
was probably not significantly greater ttran approxinrately 200oC

according to the netamorphic.rnineral assemblage (Chapter 5).
However, it is noteworthy that the samples lying at closest
proximity to dolerite sills and. dykes do have the lor'rest 6Ot8

values, i.e. the samples from PI and Ml (Tab1e 6.11).
(4) Tan and Hudson (197f) noted that exchange of calcareous
limestone with groundwater of convective systems heated by

distant intrusive centres, Iowered the 6018 value of calcite by

4 to 7o/oo. Such an oxygen isotopic exchange rrray have been at
least partially responsible for the low 6018 values of the
Aztee Siltstone samples.
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(5) It is possible that contamination of the Aztec carbonates
1G 'lR

by O'o enriched glacial meltwater bought about the low 60""
values. Continental glaciation followed the Aztec deposition
in Carboniferous (?) timesr €ts shown by the Metschel Tillite
which disconformably overlies the Aztec Siltstone. Isotopically
light meltwater from the retreating glaciers may have diffused
through the underlying Aztec Siltstone and isotopical-ly exchanged

with the Aztec carbonate. However, almost complete isotopic
exchange would be required, to explain t.he very low 6018 values
of the Aztec carbonates, vrhich is at least the case of the
primary precipitates (the oo1iLe and the pisolite), is very
improbable.

Conclusions

The carbon and oxygen isotopic comPositions for the
carbonates of the Aztec Siltstone strongly indicate a non-marine
environment of deposition for the sequence, in agreement with the
many other palaeoenvironmental indicators. The 6c13 v*lues
also compare with the range found for modern pedogenic iiluvial
carbonates, but there is no clear evidence that soil processes

changed the isotopic composition of the carbonate.
'ln

The 60.* values are much lower than expected for non-
marine carbonates, but may have been influenced by thermal
metamorphism induced by the Jurassic dolerite and by rnixing
with heated convective groundwaters generated by the dolerite
intrusion. The highly variable nature of do18 especially
between similar carbonates of varying ages (Keith and Weberr

1964), and its greater susceptibility to i-sotopic exchange,
makes it, on its ownr an unreliable isotopic indicator of
palaeoenvironmental conditions. Part,icular caution must be

taken in using do18 as a palaeosalinity indicator iot carbonates
of Devonian d9€r because not only do the isotopic values of
marine and non-marine samples show some overlap (Keith and

Weber, L9641 , but so few non-marine carbonates have been

analysed.
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STRONTIUI"I ISOTOPE COMPOSITIONS

The isotopic compositions of st,rontium in carbonates from

a nod.ule, a limestone lense and a fish plate from the Aztec

Siltstone were analysed by Faure and Barrett (1973). The

S1BT /5186 ratio of the carbonates was found to be significant,ly
higher than in marine deposits of the same age. The <lifference
was attributed, by Faure and Barrett, to the non-rnarine origin
of the Aztec samples. Other Supposedly non-marine rocks from

the Beacon Supergroup also showed similar high St87 75t86 ratios
relative to their marine equivalents.

sr87 /sr86 ratios in carbonates may also be related to the
present day age of a Provenancer tsS shown by Faure and. Barrett
(1973).

x-xo
t=AiEZffi

where
!t-

A

x

^o
Rbr/Sr

age of the provenance relative to the Present
age of the fresh-rvater carbonate
sr87 /st86 ratio of the provenance

assumed initial sr87 /sr86 ratio of the provenarlce

ratio of concentrations of these elements i-n

the rocks of the provenance

def ined by the relationship ro877st86 = (Rb,/sr) k
decay constant of nb87 (= 1.39xr0-rr y-I)

lg=
|=

By applying the average st87,zst86 ratio for the Aztec
carbonates, and the most probable range of Rb/Sr ratios for
the Aztec provenance, an age for the source material of the
Aztec Siltstone was calculated to be from 2.7 to 3.45x109 years.
Ages in this range are common for the igneous and metamorphic

basement rocks exposed along the coast of East Antarctica. It
is probable, therefore, that the provenance of the Aztec
Siltstone was the East Antarctic Shield
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SEDIMENTARY FACIES AND PROVENANCE

Fining-upwards Sequences

The Markovian chain analysis of the Aztec Sili:stone
strongly demonstrated. the presence of a cyclic t fining-upwards'
sequence within the formation as a whole (Chapter 3, p.33 ).
The concept of ffining-upwardsr cycles was first proposed by

Dixon (L92L'), and has since been studied and described in
great detail for the Devonian OId Red Sandstone facies of
Europe and Great Britain (A1len t L962a, L962b, 1953b, L964a,
1965b, 1965c, 1970, I974b; Friend, 1965; l4oody-Stuart' 1966;

Leeder, L97 3b), and for the Devonian Catskill facies of North
America (Allen and Friend, 1968). The studies have shown that
a fluviatile model of sedimentation, and more especially a

meandering stream modelr best explains the observed cl'cIes.
Studies of modern analogues support the hypothesis (A1}en,

1965a; Visher, 1965a, 1955b; Moody-Stuart' 1966; Leeder, '
1973a) .

DESCRIPTION

The Aztec Siltstone Ifining-uptrardsI cycles as shown by

the Markov analysis for the entire formation (Fig. 3.14'
Table 3.3), are best demonstrated in the Lashly Mountain
section L2, units 10 to 2L (Figs 2.L and 7.1),where there are
fbur cycles averaging 9 m total thickness and consisting of 60e

of sandstone to 408 of siltstone and claystone. A cycle
typically begins rvith a scoured surface cut into an underlying
siltstone forming the upper member of the underlying cycle
(Fig. '1.2) . The scoured surface is commonly covered by a layer
of intraformational conglornerater df,i accumulation of siltstone
clasts eroded from the underlying unit (Fig. 3.9).
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Fi-g. 7 ,2. The ccntaci between
graiired, fine mcrnber
channel sandstone of
separates the tvlo.

a nassil.e, red, (partially
unj.t (L2, uni'L 9) and a
Lhe ove.rlying cycle. A

(see also Fi-g. 7.1) ,

reduceo), fine-
coar5e member
scoured surface

Fig, 7.3. Trough cross-bedding passing uprvards into ripple la:ninated
bedding, in a fine grained channel san<istone, L2, r.nLt 10.
Th{s ts the coarse ner.rber unit of cycle 1r Fig' 7,L.
ScaLe In cn.
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A basal sandstone then follows, and is commonly fine to
meoium grained, fining upwards to a fine or very fine sandstone
in the upper part of the coarse member. iiorizontally bedded

strata, sometimes displaying parting J-ineation (Allen, L964b') ,

are common in the basal sandstone member (fig. 4,2), with
large- anC small-scale trough cross-stratification in the upper
parts. SiLtstone clasts may be found as a Iag concent-rate in
the base of the troughs throughout the coarse menber. Ripple
laminated sLrata eommonly form the uppermost units of the
coarse member (Fig. 7.3).

Siltstones, in places grading upr.rards to claystones,
constitute the overlying fine menbei, and may show ripple
lamination, horizontal lamination, or are unbedded.
Destratificat,ion by the penecontemporaneous processes of soil
formation, root grorvth, extensive burrov:ingr or deep cracking,
has taken place in many of the fine member units. Calcareous
nodules, considered to be of a pedogenic origin and therefore
best described as kankar (rcaLicher) (Chapter 4, Nodules, p.73 ),
are very conmon in the fine n,ember lithologies.

II'ITERPRETATION

The general ffining-upwardsr seguence is typical of deposits
of a high sinuosity meanderj.ng stream system..

The environmentaL interpretation for the Lashly Mountain
section (tZ1 is included with the d,iagram (Fig. 7.f) and is
characteristic of much of the Aztec Siltstone, as shown by the
rideal cycler developed, from Markovian analysis of the entire
formation (Fig. 3.14, Table 3.3). The ridealt fining-uprvards
cycle for the Aztec Siltstone, incorporating sed,imentary
structures (Chapter 4) and palaeo-channel characteristics 1p.217) ,
is given in Figure -l.4, and a block diagram itlustrating the
genetic relationship between the various lithologies of the
Aztec alluvial plain is presented in Figure 7.5.

The scoured surface (Chapter 4 p. Sg ) at the base of
the fining-upwards cycles represents the eroded channels cut
into the fine member of the und,erlying cycle (Allen, L962a,
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Fig. 7.4. The ridealr fining-upwarCs cycle for the Aztec Siltstone'
based upon li{arkovian analysis, occurrence of sedi$entary
structures, and. palaeochannel characterj.stics.

I965a). Siltstone clasts, as eroded products commonly lie across

this erosion surface or are re!.rorked into the swales and troughs
(Chapter 3, Conglornerates). In some cases the clasts are present

throughout the coarse member, attesting to continuous corrasion
of the local banks of underlying fine member. Imbrication of
clasts was also observed. They are interpreted as a lag depositt
similar to that seen in the scour pools of modern stream

channels (Arnborg, L957 i Lattman, 1960).
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The coarse member typifies a channel deposit resulting
most probably from the lateral accretion of bed load material
on a point bar of a high sinuosity channel (Fisk, L944i

Sundborgr 1956; Allen' 1970). The bedform types and the grain
size show a systematic upward change in response to a declining
bed shear stress from point bar toe to point bar top (Allen,
1970). The lateral meander of the stream channel causes the
point bar deposit to successively overlie the forner positions
of the channel talweg, now recorded by the scoured surface.

The erosive power of the stream suggests hiqh flow
intensities, and this is confirmed by the presence of flat-
bedded sandstone, in some cases showing parting lineations on

the upper surfaces (A1len, L964a, I964b) . The large-scale
trough cross-bedd.ir:g denotes a high intensity, Iorver flow
regime state (Allen, L964a; Harnts and Fahnestock, 1965) t
also suggestive of flood-stage conditions on the flooclplain.

Siltstone and claystone laminae and lenses are occasionally
present in the coarse member, and suggest a local settling out
of fines from suspension in ponded or sLovr moving riaters.

Ripple-Iam:inated very fine or fine sandstones occur i-n

the upper-most portion of some coarse members. They characterise
low j-ntensity flow conditions in the lower flow regirne (Allen'
I964a; Harms and Fahnestock, 1965).

Although a large proportion of the coarse rnembers of the
rfining-upwardsf cycles of the Aztec Siltstone are considered
to have accumulated largely by lateral accretion on point bars,
only one case was observed of direct evidence for lateral deposi-
tion. This came from a single example of large scale cross-
bedding, in the Alligator Peak sect,ion (Al) unit 2t (Fig. '1 ,6).
The cross-bedded set averaged 1.7 m thickness, and was exposed
l-aterally for 23 m. The inclined strata had a maximum tforsetl
dip of approximately 6 to 8 degrees. The upper and lower
surfaces of the cross-stratal set were scoured and planar, and

both contained reworked siltstone clasts and disarticulated
fish plates in a medium grained sandstone lithology (Fig. 7.71 .

The individual strata show a fining-upward.s from a fine sandstone
to a fine silt,stone or claystone.
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Fig. 7 ,6. Large scale epsilon-cross-s'-ratification (A.llen, 1963a,
1965b) in section A1, urrit 2. This is ari exanple of lateral
accretion by point bar growth. i.lote rhe nan for scale.

r.:\&lE+;+':

Fig' 7,'7, The erosion or scoured surface forms the upper trcundary of the
large scale, epsilon-cross-bedded sets at 41, unit 2. Intra-
fornational conglcrnerate overlying the eroslon surface includes
dlsarticulated fish fossil remalns. Scale in cm.
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These large scale cross sets are exanples of the epsilon-
cross-stratification of Allen (1963a, L965b), although the true
sigmoidal shape of the individual cross-strata was not seen.

This type of stratification is considered to be the most obvious
indicator of lateral deposition from high sinuosity streams
(Moody-Stuart r L966i Allen' 1965b, 1970). Deposltion took
place on successive point bars as the stream channel laterally
migrated; the grain size variation of the straLum reflect:ing
the changing flow regime of the stream. The el,siion cross-strata
should thus have a cross-stratal strike parallel to the current
flow. For the Alligator Peak example, the strike is to the
northeast, which is the mean direction of paleocurrent flow
(Barrett and Kohn I L975i see also p.2251.

The reason for the general scarcity of observed epsilon-
cross-stratification in the Aztec Siltstone, is considereci. to
be a product of:

(1) The scarcity of outcrops striking at a high angle
to component beds.

(21 The difficulty of recognition because of the lorv

angle cross-stratal dip of the constituent beds
(AlLen, 1965b, p.L72, L966, L970).

The siltstones and claystones of the fine meni-ber units of
the tfining-upwardsr cycles, have a grain size and bed-form
which suggests deposition by vertical accretion from a suspensiont
on the floodbasin, backswampr ox interchannel areas of the
floodplain, during floods. They compare well with modern

analogues described by Fisk (1944, L947) t Lorens ancl Thronson
(1955), Allen (1955a), Coleman (1969) 

' and Alexander and Prior
(1971). Intercalations of thin, fine grained' horizontally
stratified sandstone beds (Figs'l .Lt 7.4, 7.5, 7.8) occur
infrequently within the f ine mefrlcer units, and probably resulted
from levee or crevasse-splay deposition (Fisk I 1944, L947 i
Lorens and Thronsonr 1955; AlLen t L964, 1965a, 1965b) during
f Lood st,age. They are most common in the f irst clepositea
overbank fines, closeiy the stream channel. They are recorded
in the tideaL cyclerl determined for the Aztec SilL.stone from
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Fig, 7,4) , as very
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(Chapter 3,
fine to fine

p.33, Fig. 3.14, Table 3.3;
sandstone interbeds.

Fig. 7.8. Siltstone and 'rery fir,e sanCsf.one interbeds' interpreted
as levee and crevasse-splay deposits, aL tire top of the
coarse member and ti:e base of the fine men'ber of cycle
1, Fig, 7.L (L2, units 11 and 12). The units have been
extensively bioturbated. Scale in cm.

At, times other than during floods, the floodbasin deposits
would have been sttbaeriaLly exposed. This is evidenced by the
presence in these deposits, of mudcracks, vein netrvorks, burrows,
pedogenic caLcareous nodules (kankar), roots, and in places plant
fragments (see Chapter 4 for d,etailed d,escription) . Where the
sediment had an appreciable relief (on alluvial ridges and

terraces etc), where the drainage was good (probably aided by
underlying permeable coarse member sand,stones) r and where the
ground-water table was low, the deposits were oxidized (as

exemplified by the red bedsl Chapter 9) and soil development
iook place (Chapters 4t 5, 6 and Conclusions). The kankar
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(tcalicher) suggest that the period of subaerial exposrrre and

soil development which followed the deposition of t,!re fine-
member of the fining-upwards alluvial cycles was extensive,
probably from 5'000 to 50,000 years (Chapter 4 p.81 ). Some

aeolian sedimentation (cf. loess) probably contrj.buted to the
fine-grained, fine member deposits during the extended hiatus'
however, there is no direct evidence to substantiate the
suggestion.

It has been suggested that the regularity and prolonged
nature of these non-depositional periods in alluvial cycles is
indicative of ephemeral and thus allocyclic sedirnentation, rather
than autocyclic sedimentation generated by the to-and-fro
migration of a channel-system across its floodplain (Stee1'
1974b). However, the reduced. nature of the channel sanclstones
of the Aztec, suggests that they remaincd at or belovi the water
table (Chapter 9, p.251) and therefore could not have l:een

ephemeral. Allen (1974c) demonstrated, there are numerous

factors, incJ-uding both allocyclic and autocyclic factorsr that
can generate pedogenic carbonate bearing fining-upwards alluvial
sequences.

Some of the floodbasin sediments would not have had

sufficient relief to have been subaeria.lly exposed for atry
great period. Those sediments in the lovr lying areas of the
floodbasin e.g. the backswamp region, would for the most part
have been at or below the ground-water table, and with their
impaired. drainage w-ould have favoured the preservation of
includeC organic debris, thus generating a reducing environment.

Fluctuations in the ground-water table, possibJ-y of a

seasonal climatic influence, .are reflected in the mottled and
gleyed pattern of oxidation and reduction that is common in
the fine-member overbank sedimeuts e.g. F.ig. 7.I, and section
AI, unit 20 , Fig. 7 ,9 .

The rideal cycler for the Aztec Siltstone (Chapter 3l
Fig. 3.L4; Fig. 7.4) has a significant fine member colour
scheme. The ver:r fine to fine sandstone levee or crevasse
splay interbeds afe overlain by a green siltstone which in turn
is overlain by a red siltstone then a return to a green siltstone
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I'ig.7.9. I'iottled and gleyed
pei:tern of oxiCation ancl
reciucEion induced by a
fl'.rc Euating ground-vrater table
;:.:rd recluction solutions
rnigratir:g alcng nore perrneable
ho::izons. Section AI, units
L5-22. Staff is in dn.

at the top of the cycle. The initial deposited overbank
sediment remained in a reduced stai:e probably because of
its 1ow relief and therefore close proxj-rnity to the water-
table and the reducing influence of the channel region j-{:self .

Plants probably grew in greatest abund,ance in the imrnediate
vicinity of the channel area, and thereby enriched the channel
sediments in carbonaceous d.ebris which in turn effected a

reducing environment to these sedinents. As the water-table
dropped, and drainage of the overbank sediments improved (the
latter aided. by more permeable underlying coarse member units),
the oxidation necessary for the.development and preservation
of red beds was abl-e to take place. However, when the meandering
channel again crossed the oxidized overbank deposit, it reduced
an upper layer of red siltstone as the reducing solutions
percolated downward from the channel sands. Red siltstones
overlain by sandstones, almost without exception, exemplify
this with an upper thin (generally less than 0.4 m), green,
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reduction layer in contact with the sandstone (FiE. 4.25) .

Some of the thick (greater than 4 m) vertically accreted
deposits of the Aztec Siltstone may have been produced in a

situation where the main strearn channel remained at a distance
from the backswamp area for a long period, probably becoming

entrenched below its former floodplain, and where gradual
subsidence kept up with the st-eady overbank deposition. Tirick
units of fine member lithologies vrould also originate in a

situation where a backswamp was being fed with sediment from
more than one stream, i.e. at the site of inLerchannel flood-
basins.

The repetitive fining-upwards sequence is thought to have

been generated by the to-and-frc lateral migration of the
stream across the alluvial plain. Sudden stream displacement
or avulsion by the crevassing of levees during exceptionally
high floods commonly occurred, thus producing a vertical
profile that often deviates from the I j-dealr fining-upwards
cycle. Avulsion also produced the discreLe or isolated sand-
stone units that are found throughout the formation.

PALAEOCHANNEL CHARACTERISTICS

A large proportion of the Aztec Siltstone can be attributed
to deposition from high sinuosity meandering streams as exenrplified
by the fining-upward.s seguences, even although these sequences
are not always obvious at the outcrop or from the section
descriptions. They are best recognized by Markovian Chain
ahalysis (Chapter 3, p. 33 ). An analysis of the formation
shows l8 complete fining-upwards sequences in the sections of
A1, A2, A4, Ml, P1, LI, L2, and 59 (Appendix Table 3). OnIy
those sequences defined by a lower scour surface were used.
Many others are present, but were not used in the analysis as
the scoured surface was not recorded, either because it was

covered by snow or scree, or the section was not described
in sufficient detail.
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The mean thickness of the 18 sequencee is 8,2 Ir7 with a

mean coarse member thickness of 4. 3 m' and a roean f ine mernber

thickness of 3.9 m. The thLckness variations of the members

are displayed in Figure 7.10.

xuc
0,f
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0.63 I'25, 2.5 5r0

Thlcknese
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Cqarse

lvtembers
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Fig. 7.10. Thicknes,s
sequenees

Al., 112, Ml,

varlations of the nsnbers of fining-upwards
in the Aztec SLltstone, from secttrons .A4,
Pl, Ll, L?t 59. Data in Appen*i.x Table 3,

By comparison with
by Leed,er (1973a) r that
between bankfull width
meand.ering rivers,

modern poi.nt, bars, it has been shovtn

there is a reliabLe correLation
(w) and bankfull depth (h) for modern

2O.0 a0r0
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logw=1.54logh+0.83
or w = 6.8 61.54

where w=bankfullwidth
h = bankfull depth
r = 0.91
o = 0.35 log units

The equation can be applied to palaeochannels that deposited
alluvial rfining-upwardsr sequences for the Aztec Siltstone.
The maximum channel depth (h) is taken as being equal to the
coarse member thickness, assurning deposition from a singl.e
channel. Thus:

Maximunt channel depth (h) = 4.3 m

Then, the average channel
width rd = 6.8 (4.3)1's'rm

= 64.3 m.

Using the 958 confidence limit,s for the regression line
(Leeder, 1973a) it can be said that, on the average, the
sand.stone members of the Aztec Siltstone were formecl in '

sinuous channels not more than 320 m wide and not, less than
13 m wide. These values are based on a maximum channel depth
for bankfull width (Leeder, 1973a) because the epsilon-cross-
stratification which establishes deposition from a single
channel is lacking. In some cases it enables the direct
neasurement of bankfulL width to be mad.e. A more realistic
estimate can be made for the sandstone member in the
AlJ-igator Peak section (Al- unit 2, described, earlier in
this chapter) which displays epsiion-cross-stratification.

Maximum channel depth (h) = 1.7 m t.s,r _
Thus, channel width w = 6.8 (1.7) *r

= 15.4 m

Applying the 952 confidence limits shows that the sand-
stone was depos5-ted from a sinuous stream channel not more

than 77 m wide, and not less than 3 m wide.
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I,lhen Lhe width and the depth of the palaeocirennel is
determined, they can then be used in conjunction with Schunmrs

(L972 p. L092) equation, to estimate the sinuosity of the
depositing river.

_ 0.2-7

sinuosity P = 3'5*'h

Therefore
Sinuosity, (P*.*. )

and Pmin.
the mean sinuosity

This represents streams ranging from ftortuousr to rtrans-
itionalr (Schumrn, 1963), with a mean as rtortuousr.

Leopold and Wolman (f960, p.77L-7741 give an equation
relating bankfull width to free meander wavelength (Lm1,

= 3.0
= 1.3
= 1.95

o = 0. 3 1og units, determinecl by
Leeder (1973a),

I.0l
Lm - 10.9 w

For the Aztec Siltstone, using the mean bankfull vridth,
(w) as determined from Lhe epsilon-cross-stratification
(Al , unit 2l then,

Lm, . E L72 m,(mean,

Non- rFining-upwards I Sequences

COARSE MEIqBER DOMINATED SEQUENCES

Many of the thick (greater than 5 m) sandstone units of
the Aztec Siltstone are composed of a vertical succession of
coarse member units completely lacking in fine member units.
Such a sequence of laterally accreted point bar deposits,
would suggest a repeated sequence of channel abandonment
followed by subsidence without depositionl then a return of
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the stream meander belt, Any fines deposited on top of the
point bar appear to have been removed on the return of t'he

stream, by the erosive or scour phase which characterizes the
base of the channel sandstone. Remnants of fine-member units
are commonly preserved within these multistorelt satrdstone

bodies as intraformational conglomerate (rig. 7.lL). rt is
most likely that the stream channel never rnigrated far from
the present site of the section, i.e. it kept reoccupying
former channel positions. Such sandstones may represent a
whole channel belt rather than the passage of an individual
channeL (Allen and Friend, 1968 p.54).

Fig. 7.11. IntraformatLonaL conglomerate, consistlng of siltstone and
claystone clasts fron local-ly eroded fine member units,
rnarli the former channel base in a repeatJ-ng or nultistorey,
channeL sandstone body. Location, AZ-18, 3O m from base
of Aztec Siltstone. ScaLe in cm.
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In the basal portions of sections at i.lount Ritchie (A4,

units 7 'b,o 33) ' and Beacon Heights (82, units 3 to 5) are thick
(up to 52 nr ) , multistorey sanclstone bodies. They rfo not show

the typical characteristics of ' f ining-uprvards I sequerlces t

but have many of the features characteristic of lotr sinuosity,
braided channel complexes (Schumm' I960, 1963, 1968;

Doeglas , L96'2; Allen, 1965a; Moody-Stuart, L966; !'lillians
and Rust, L969; Smith, L970, f97f). Some of these features
are:

(I) Multistorey sandstone bodies frequently divided by

scoured surfaces with intraformational conglomerates.
(2) Absence of epsilon-cross-stratiiication.
(3) Absence or a very low proportion of the finer deposits,

i.e. siltstones or claystones.
(4) A low variability in palaeocrrrrent direction. (A

standard. deviation on 6 sets in the basal sec'tion of 44

of 25o conrpared with the 73o ':ariation for the whole
formation) .

Both of the thick multistorey sandsi;ones occupy the basal
parts of the sections, and show a strong bedform resemblance
to the confonnable underlying Beacon Heights Orthoquartzite.
As the Beacon Heights Orthoquartzite is consid.ered to have

been deposited from low sinuosity, braided streams (Barrett
and Kohn, 1975) r it is suggested that in the sections of l4ount

Ritchie (A4), and Beacon Height,s (B2) ' the high sinuosity
meandering streams characteristic of the Aztec Siltstone, were

slower in developing.

. FINE MEitlBER, DCMIT{ATED SEQUENCES

A number of thick (usually greater than 10 m), siltstone
and claystone units of the Aztec Siltstone do not conform to
the ideal model of ffining-upwardst sequences. Figure 7.Lz
describes a typical example from the Portal Mountain section
(P1, units 4 to 221. The basal sandstone in cycle I is a

typical channel deposit, containing the characteristic channel
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Flg. 7.L2, Descriptlon, diagrarnmatic representation and interpretation
of the sedlmentary seguence at Pl, units 4 to 22. For the
legend see Fig. 7.1
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J-ag sediment of siltstone clasts erod.ed from the underlying
top-stratum deposit. Siltstone laminae and lenses in the

sandstone suggest a temporary wanirrg of the stream. The
tfining-upwardst in grain size from a medium to a fine
sandstone, indicates a decreasing tbed shear stresst and

therefore a lorvering of current velocities in the poin-' bar
environment (AIIen, L964a, 1965a, 1970).

The basal channel sandstone is overlain by a thick (36 m)

siltstone and claystone sequence. The bed form structures
(weI1 laminated), and the grain size (high clay percentage)

suggests a vertical accretion deposit produced by the
accumulation of fines from overbank floods and from lacustrinal
deposition, on the backswanp areas of the floooplain. Vein

netrvorks, calcareous nodulesl Errd. extensive burrowing, suggests

temporary sulcaerial exposure of some cf the cleposit, however'
the lack of this evidence coupled with the presence of oolites
in part of the sequence, strongly supports lacustrinal
deposition, A backswamp area l.tith lakes and ponds probably

initiated as ox-bow lakes, is tire most tikely environrnent for
deposition. The great accumulated thickness of sedimen't

suggests that the environment was maintained for a considerable
period of tirne. Ivlodern f loodbasin deposits lying a'b a d.istatrce

from the main stream channels, contain sirnilar sed,iments
(Fisk, L944i Allenr I965a; Coleman, 1969).

OnIy minor crevasse-splay and levee interbeds vJere recorded.
The mj-xed lacustrinal and overbank fluviatile deposit is

truncated by the scoured surface of cycle 2, rvhich is of the
classic tfining-upwardst type described earlier. It may

however incorporate the sanclstone of cycle 3 as a crevasse-
splay or levee interbed. Cycle 4 is another normal rfining-
upvrardsf sequence. These cycles obviously signify the return
of the normal meandering stream channel.

This mixed lacustrinal, and overbank fluviatile sedi-
mentation pattern is considered as a probable origin for the
thick siltstone and claystone sequences in the sections at
Alligator Peak (S.E.A. r 37.8 m to 60.6 m and 83.8 m to
108.0 m), the south Warren Range (A6, units 30 and 31),
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Portal llountain (Pl' unit 34) , the Lashly Mountains (Ll 
'

units 8, I0, and 27; L2, units 3 and 5) r Kennar Valley (KVt

28.4 m to 45.5 m), and Mount Fleming (FL, 32.5 m to 40.4 m).

In sunmary the Aztec Siltstone conforr,s to a sedimentation
model of high sinuosity meandering streans criss-crossing a

broad plain. Inter-f1uve areas included ephemeral features
such as Iow-lying backswamps, small lakes and pcnds, marsltes,

and possibly playas.

Sediment Transport Direction

The Aztec Siltstone lithologies coniain numerous indicators
of sediment transport directions or paleocurrenf fI<.:w vectors.
These include channel-fiIIs, small and i.arge scale cross-
bedding, symmetrical and asymmetrical ripples, and parting
lineations. Barrett and Kohn (I975) have measured and analysed
directional sed'i-mentary structures in the Aztec Siltstone
(Fig. 7.L3) as part of a paleocurrent analysis of the Beacon

Supergroup of south Victoria Land. The paleocurrent pattern
for the Aztec Siltstone is unimod.al with a northeast Ci::ection,
but there is a high variability in cross-bed orientation.
They concluded that the Aztec Siltstone was deposited from
highly sinuous, meandering streamsr which is consistant with
the model of alluvial plain sedimentation proposed in this
chapter.

The underlying alluvial plain sediments, the Beacon

Heights Orthoquartzite, also has a paleocurrent Lrend to the
northeast, though the variability in cross-bed orientations
is much lower than for the Aztec Siltstone (Barrett, and Kohn,

1975). Because of the low variability and lack of fines in
the Beacon Heights Orthoguartzite, Barrett and Kohn concluded
that it was deposited from 1ow sinuosity, braided streams.
They proposed that the development of a plant-covered land
surface and the formation of the first humic soils increased
product,ion of fines and decreased run-off and level of flood
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discharge sufficiently to have effected the change in the

stream pattern from a braided one for the Beacon Heights
Orthoquartzite to the meandering one of the Aztec Siltstone.

The paleocurrent analysis shows that the sediment of the

Aztec Siltstone came from the southwest, that isr from the
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East Antarctic craton west of the Ross Ice She1f. This is
also true for the tv;o underlying formations, the Arena Sandstone

and the Beacon tieights Orthoquartzite (Barrett and Kohn I 1975,

Fig. 3. 6) .
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CHAPTER 8

PAIAEONTOLOGY

The Aztec Siltstone is the oldest forrnation in the Beacon

Supergroup, in south Victoria Land, containing datable fossiL
assemblages. Fossil fish are abundant throughout t.he Aztect
and fossil macro and micro-flora, and conchostracans are
present at a number of localities.

Fish

Fossil fish from the Aztec Siltstone were first discovered
d.uring Scott.is ?erra Nova Expedition of 1911-13 (Debenham, L92l.'
Woodward, L92L'). Further samples were colleeted for study in
1957-58 (Gunn and Warren, L962; White, 1968), 1958-69 (Ritchie'
1969; McKe1vey et a7. L97Qa, 1970b; McKelvey et a7. L9721,
and L970-71 (Barrett et aI.L97L; Ritchie, l-97It L974, 1975).

The fossil fish remains are found at all le'rels of the
Aztec Slltstone and at most outcrop locaLities. The fossiL
material ls best preserved in the fine-grained,, overbank
sediments, where it appears that fish were concentrated by,
and died, as a result of, streams and ponds evaporating.
Fossil fish remains are also found. in sandstones as a channel
lag d.eposit (Fig. 4.14). This material is getrerally disarti-
culated and fragmented. Extensive pavements covered with the
disarticulated fragments of fish fossil material are conunon in
the Aztec and some bone beds consisting entirely of fossil fish
remains vlere noted - €.9. A4, unit 62.

Fossil materiaL incLudes jaws, teeth, sku1ls, dermal
plates and fin spines (Figs .8.3, 8.5 and 8.5). The fish
specimens identified include the antiarch Bothtiolepis (figs
8,2 and 8.3) r the arthrod.ires Gtoelandaspis (sP. antarcticus)
(Fig. 8.1) and rhgJ.lolepis, crossopterygians (Figs 8.4, 8.5
and 8,6), ctenodus (dipnoans or l-ungfish) r the acanthodian
Ggracanthides, palaeoniscids, and the elasmobranch ctenacanthus
(Woodward, I92L; White, 1968; McKelvey, L972i Ritchie,
197I I L974, L975, and pers. corur. 1975) .
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Fig. 8.I. A recon-
struction of the
arthrodire
GroenLandasPjs.
(Drawn by A. Ritchie)

Fig. 8.2. A recon-
struction of the
antiarch BothtiolePis.

Fig. 8.3. A pavement
Iittered with the
armour-plate remains
of Bothrjolepis. The
head-shield of
BothrioTepis ln the
centre of the photo-
graph clearly shows
the dorsal cavity
which contained the
eyes.

5 cm = 12cm

- -:{>
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l--
Fig. 8.4. A recon-
struction of
Ggroptgchius, a t'liddle
Devonian crossoP-
terygian very similar
to the Azt-ec specimens.
(After Jarvik).

Fig. 8.5. The lower
jaw of a crossop-
terygian sPecimen
from the LashlY
Mountains (L2) . 't-be
photograph shows the
internal surface of
the left side of the
jaw, with vrell-
developed carnivorous
teeth.

Fig. 8.6. A dorsal view of
the skult of a crossoPter?gian
specirnen from the I,ashIY
l,iountains (1,21 .
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The age of the fossil fish fauna is I'lid,lle to Late
Devonian. Woodward. (1921) suggested an Upper Devonian dger
tlhite ( 19 68 ) an upper Middle Devonian 49€ , t'tcElroy (196 9 )

a Middle or preferably upper Devonj.an age, and llitchie (1969,
L974, L975) an Upper Devonj-an age. Ritchie (pers. comm. 1975)
suggested a Famennian and possibly Strunian age. An Upper
Devonian age is in agreement with the micro-floral assembrage
(Helby and McElroyr 1969).

The Aztec fish fauna are strongly endennic in character
(!{hite, 1968) . In particular, Bothriolepis and

Groenlandaspis are found in the Upper Devonian seci.iments
of the Catskill-Old Red, Facies of N. America, Great Britain,
Europe and Greenland, and in the Upper Devonian of China,
Russia and Australia (White, 1968; Ritchie, Lg6gt ]-gTL, L974,
1975; Young, L974, pers. comm. L974). This cosmopolitan fish
fauna is invariably found in non-mar-ine sediments, arthough
the recent discovery of Bothtiorepis j-n marine reef de1:osits
in the Ki;,,berle1's of Western Australia (Ritchie , L97L) indicates
that some of the bothriolepids lived. in marine condiLions, a
factor which would have aided the vrorldwide dj-spersal. The
fish may have had both a fresh-water and a saltwater tolerance,
similar to modern salmon.

Conchostracans

Conchostracans were found in three Aztec sections, pl,
LI and L2. They consisted of small (less than 15 mrn) white
calcareous shells or black molds, with, in some examples,
concentric arowth ringso

Conchostracans, like most branchiopods, are non-marine
invertebrates and are confined mainly to fresh-wa!"r, and
rarely to brackish-water, pond.s, pools and lakes (Wood.s,

L926; Moore et at. L952; Barnes, 1963) . Barnes (1963) ,

stated that modern branchiopods, including conchostracans,
are confined to temporary pools, springs, and, small ponds.
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Flora

The Aztec Siltstone only rarely contains any trace of
carbonaceous or former carbonaceous material (Fig. 2.Ll,
which is consistent with a highly oxidising depositional
environment. Consequently plant fossils are rare. Nevertheless
a microfloral assemblage has been ex'tracted from the Aztec

Siltstone at Aztec Mountain by Helby and McEIroy (1969), who

found it to contain a variety of spore types, suggiesting a

diversity in flora1 types living in the local environment.
The assemblage is dominated by Geminospora Temurata (Balmet

L962) and sirnilar to an assemblage of Frasnian age from

Western Australia. Spores have recentJ-y been extractedr but
not yet ident,:i-fied, from a number of other localities
(R. KyIe, pers. cofilm. I L975),

Plant macrofossils are extremely rare in the Aztec Silts-uone.
At A4, uni-t 42, a simple dichotomous branching, leafless,
Rhgnia-type of plant was found (Fig. 8.7). It did not contain
any terminal sporangia, The unit containing this plant also
had a number of poorly Preserved stems, and abundant sinuous
roots (Chapter 4, p.89 ). An overlying unit (44, fig. 8.8 )

yielded, several well-preserved stens.
Lycopods were not found in the iormation but .it is known

that they had evolved in the area by the time of Aztec
deposition because they are contained in the underlying Beacon

Heights Orthoquartzite (Plumbstead, L962; Barrett et aI. 1971).
The concentration of living plants on the Aztec alluvial

plain cannot be accurately gauged., but, the widespread evidence
of oxidation (as demonstrated'by the red beds) and soil
desiccation (mudcracks and vein networks) indicates a

scarcity of plant life at the time.
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FiS. 8.7. A sinLpie dichotomous brarrching leafless, .RJ:yi'.i,ia-iYFc plant
from .d,4, unit 42,

''S:'ra.-ry;ijfr
CM

Fig. 8,8. A carbcnized plant stern frcm A4, unit 42.
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CHAPTER 9

RED BEDS

A red bed is generally understood to be "a sandstone,
siltstone, or mudstone made of d.etrital grains set in reddish-
brown mud matrix or cemented by precipitated reddish-bror.in
ferric oxide"r (Van Houten, L964a p,647). It is evident from
the voluminous literature on the subject that there is a

multiplicity of processes that may be involved in the formation
and preservation of red beds.

The Controversy

The controversy began in the mid 19th century and gathered
momentum in the early 20th century (lValther, 1908, 1909;
Barrell, 1908; Tomlinson, 1916; Bailey, L926; Raymond'

L9271. There vrere two schools of thinkingr one appealing to
aridity and h'ence desert, conditions, the other f avouring high
humidity and Lemperature and thus a tropical environment for
formation.

There was early agreement by authors that ttre red p.tgrnent

was haematite, conmonly in a very finely crystalline form
(Barrell, 1908; Tomlirrson, 1916; Dorsey, 1926). Friend,
(1966 p.2Bl) observed from electron photornicrographs that
the haematite in red beds consists of well-developed platy
hexagonal crystals averaging 0.25 microns across. The

crystals form a pigment coating larger detrital grains or are
dispersed throughout the matrix of a sediment, giving the
macroscopic appearance of a red stain.

Ivlost rred-bedf sequences are not entirely red, but contain
a percentage of drab lithologies. In the case of the "variegatedr'
red-bed sequences, the percentage of drab lithologies can be

very high. Drab beds owe their colour to the presence of green
clays, illite, chlorite, and possibly montnorillonite (Grim,

1951; Robb, Lglg; Keller, 1953; Picard, 1965; Thompson,

1970; McBride, L974). Keller (1929, 1953i showed that renoval
of haematite pigment by reduction exposes the green matrixt
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with a possible but not necessary formatj-ou of green chlorite
(Thompson, 1970 p.613-614) .

Chemi cal analyses of red and as.sociated non-red becls

of a similar size and texture reveal the followirrg (Van Houten'

196L p.104-106) :

(1) Greater total iron and ferric iron content in red rocks
than non-red rocks, although colour is not simply due to
this factor.

(2) For red-d,rab pairs r FerO, is higher in red tlran drab beds.

(3) Red rocks ha.;e a FerOr:FeO ratio great'er than 2tL, but
most drab rocks have a ratio less than 2:1.

Thus green or grey beds in red-bed sequences are not deri.ved
from red-coloured beds soiel-1' by reduction of Ferot, which

would result in a corresponding increase in FeO for green or
grey beds, but also by the rerno,,ral in solution of Fe2* (Keller,
1929; Eichhoff and Reineck, 1953; Jonesr 1965; Picard, 1965; '

Friend, 1966; I{u, I97L). Keller (1953) shoived bhat because

of the p::esence of green F"3t siJ-icates, son1.e beds may have a
?..r-high Fe'-, and still be green or grey. Thus the conditions 'for

format,ion of red-l:eds must be those which provide a stable
environment for the re3+ ion and compound it as an oxide
rather than a silicate.

Regardless of the clilnatic conCitions invoked for the
formation of red beds, presence of the red pigmer:b is vridely
accepted as indicative of oxygenati*g, continental or terrestrial
processes (inctuding some in paralic environments). An oxidising
environment is required for the formatj-on of haematite, and nrust'

.oersist throughout diagenesis if the haematite is to remain
unchanged. The marine environment is most conmonly reducing,
brought about partially by the incorporation of organic
matter, both marine and terrestrial, and partial-ly by the action
of the decay of marine organisms. Red detritus carried into
marine environments is most commonly reduced immediately
following deposition. Red detritus carried by certain rivers
in Nova Scotia is deposited in P-i-ctou Harbour as reduced clark
grey sediment (Dawson, 1848, vol. V. p.291 r and the red
sediments of the Catskill facies that were carried beyond the
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clelta and into the Devonian sea \rere almost entirely redueed
(Dunbar and Rodgers, 1957).

HUI'TIDITY AS A FACTOR

The idea that humid conditions are necessar:y for the
formation of red beds largely arose from an application of the
principle of uniformitarianism. Geologists observed that red
t.ropical soils, namely laterites, represent the greatest
accumulation of recently formed haematite. Thus, writers
like Knowlton (1919), Dorsey (L926) , and Raymond (L927)

concluded that fossil red beds were derived from red. soils
d.eveloped in tropical upland.s. Support f or a humid as opposed.

to an arid climate for haematite production in part also came

from common observation of the fact that recent deserts are
"practically never red", (Dorsey, L926 p.141), but are yellows,
browns, and whites (Russe1l, 1889; Walther, 1908; Rayrnond.,

Lg27; Dunbar and Rod.gers, Lg57 p.210). Examples of preserrE

day red, desert soils and sands have been reported (Jessup,
1961i Kubiena, 1963; Melton, 1965; Stace et aI. 1968) '
but there has been general agreement that they forrned during
earlier, moister episodes in deserts, probably during the
pluvial periods which characterised glacial periods during
the Pleistocene Epoch.

Krynine (L949't I recognized five classes of red beds, and
concluded that fimost primary, detrital, red. beds are formed
under warm and moist climatic conditions, possibly in tropical
savanna type climates". IIe specifically noted a mean annual
temperature of greater than t6oC and an annual rainfall of
over 100 cm for the red weathering of silicates.

Van Houten (1948) studied the Cenozoic red beds of the
Rocky Mountains, and reached a similar conclusion. He suggested
that the red material was developed in a warm, humid upland
and eroded and redeposj-ted in a humid lowland environment,
principally a piedmont and valley-flat situation. The hypothesis
rrras later mod,ified (Van Houten, 1951b) to account for those red
beds which vrere obviously deposited in an arid or semi-arid
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environment, for example those red beds wirich contained abundant

evaporite deposits or aeolian sandstone. He contended that
these deposits were rer.;orked from upland regions of higher
humidity, rvhere the colour was authigenic, into arid or semi-

arid lowLand basins of deposition. Van liouten (1951b, p.1.2I)

noted that "a climate somewhat drier than that of the source

area will support less abundant vegetation aud a lower waLer

table, thus favouring preservation of red pigment" '
Those who hold to the hypothesis of moist humid conditions

for haematite formation, explain the few recent red desert
sediments ESr

(1) eroded from neighbouring, more humid regions.
(2) formed d.uring a more humid period of the Pleistocene,
(3) eroded from ancient red beds, i.e' they are second

cycler of, secondary red beds, e.g, "the llorthern Sahara

red sands are reworked fluvial Oligocene red sands"
(Krynine I L949 p.67) .

If the colour pigment of red beds is detritalr.thenr ds

Krynine noted (1949 P.66) , the background to red beds so formed

witl be red. Any drab zones are attributed to in sjtu
reduction ind.uced by the presence of organic ma"ter incorporated
in the sediment. The decay of organic matter by biologic
(e.g. anaerobic bacteria) and chemical activity invariably
produces a local reducing condition. This results in the
instability of any haematite present. Krynine (1949 P.62)
simplified. the equation thus,

Fero, + c + oZ= Fero, + coz ,;::*:;itg

2Fero, + 2c = 4Feo + c + co2 (il:3;:ll?"

condition,
stable)

cond.it,ion,
removed)

However, what of the many tred bedt sequences in which
more than haLf of the strata are non-red (e.g. .fones' 1955

p.239-240)? Do the drab beds all result from red.uction and

removal of haematiter oE are they possibly due to a lack of
haematite formation?
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The preservation of red beds, with the implied lacl< of
organic material, is in itself a rough palaeoclimatic indicator.
The soil.s of arid or semi-arid climates will support littIe
vegetation, and, hence the sediments derived from there will in
turn, contain a low carbonaceous content. Hov/ever, other
climates, and especially temperate cliniates, will sustain
abundant vegetation which in due course is incorporated into
the sediment and thereby gives rise to reducing condj-tio:rs
during diagenesis. The presence of organic matter in sediment
is considered to be the major reason for the lack of red beds

formed or deposited in temperale regions of the earth. This
is at least true for post-Devonian sediments, but prior to the
establishment of terrestrial vegetation during the Devonian,
the accumulation and preservation of red bed material rvas

possible over much wider areas of the globe and in many

climates (Chukhrov, f973). This is possibly a contributingt
reason for the abundance of Devonian and older red beds.
Chukhrov suggests that the development of vegetation restricted
red beds to predominantly desert territories, where the organic
matter did not create a reduction environment in diagenesis'

Problems of the "humid,ity" hypothesis

A detailed study of the mineralogy of red beds poses a
number of problems for the hypothesis that depends uPon

Iateritic conditions for haematite formation. The first
concerns the clay mineralogy. The most common clay is iIIite,
aceompanied by subordinate chlorite and mixed-layer clays
(Grim, 1951; Nordmeyexr f959 p.7-8t L2'L3; Salger' 1959;
Schmitz, L959 p.65, 84; FoIk, 1960 p..10, 34 and 1962 p.567t
Echle, 1,961 p. 35; Van llouten, ' I951b, Table VI; Krumm, L962
p.481; McBride, L974, . Kaoliniter montmorilloniter corrensite,
and sepioLite are less common in red beds. However, if red
beds are a result of reworking of lateritic soils. then the
kaolinite content should be higher, especially as kaolinite is
one of the dominint clay minerals in fluviatile deposits
(Weaver, 1958 p.258; Millot, 1970 p.I39). The paucity of
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kaolinit,e in red. becls has been attributed to diagenetic
alteration to il-lite (Grim, 1951 p.228i Svrineford, 1955
p.I6I-L63; Schmit.z, L959 p.84; Van Houten, 196lb p.116-119,
1964 p,651; Walker, 1973, L974a]. The illitization of
kaolinite has been well demonstrated, in thin section, by
Mi11ot (I970 p,239-2431. Van Houten (196Ib p.119) cites the
illite-rich lliocene red beds from the Ebro Basin, Spainr eis

an example of kaolinitic alluvium which has diagenetically
altered to illite.

However, kaolinite is recorded, in some cases in abundance,
from some ancient red beds, €.9. the Devonian Catskill facies
(Friend, 1966), the Lower Old Red Sandstone (Wilson, l97:..') ,
and the New Red Sandstone (Henson, 1973). Thus it is
questionable whether diagenetic alteration of kaolinite to
illite has taken place in those red beds devoid of kaolinite.
Possibly ghs high calcium environment which is so common in
red beds has promoted the formation of clays other than the
potassium-rich kaolinite, €.g. montmoril lonite. The author
suggests that the sinplification of the clay mineral assemblage
of sediments older than Carboniferous (Weaver, L959) especially
in respect to the paucity of kaolinite, has a relationship to
the evolution of terrestrial flora, and in particular to the
establishment of heavily forested areas. Prior to the Early
Carboniferous, forested. vegetation of the type that now

characterizes the sub-equatorial climatic zones of the world
and is an integral part of the laleritic profile developed in
these zones, did not exist. This means that laterizat,ion
resulting in the widespread formation of kaolinite, probably
was not possible. The lateritic profile develops today under
moist conditions, generally tropical or sub-tropical, where
extensive weathering and leaching leads to the removal of
silicar lime, magnesia and the alkaline elements, and a
consequent concentration of iron and aluminium hydroxides.
A relatively ttrick vegetative or forest cover is essent.ial
for the full development of a latosol, not only because it
provides the orginic acids used in chemical vreathering and
shields the soil from erosion in these high rainfall regions,
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but also because without it the soil profi)-e would rapidly
desiccate, thus inhibiting laterization and hence the formation
of kaolinite.

Another stumbling block to the primary detrital origin
of red beds from lateritic soils is that "no one has yet
documenLed an occurrence of red beds vrhich can be demonstrated
to have formed in this manner" (?Ialker, L967a p.354). Although
red soils are extensively developed in the tropics, the alluvium
of such areas is not red, but has a distinct tan or brown hue.

Krynine (f950) claimed that there hTere red sedinents on the
coastal piednont of Tabasco in southern Mexico, which he

attributed to reworking of upland red soils, but Walker (1967b

p.917) observed that the alluvium is greyish brown, "because
the red detritus is masked by more abundant non-red materialr'.

ARIDITY AS A FACTOR

. Sone of the earliest analysts of red beds concluded that
they were developed under desert conditions (Goodchild, L897 i
Frass, 1899i Lomas, L907, 1909i Bosworth, 1907t L9L2;
Walther, 1908, 1909; Thomas, 1909; and others). This
concept received wide acceptance until the 1940rs when the
"humidity" or "detrital" theory gained favour. The suggestion
that, ancien'b, red beds are indicative of an ari-d environment
largely arose from the association of some red beds with
extensive evaporite deposits (e.9. the Keuper red beds) and

aeolian sandstone (e.9. the Late Triassic Chugwater red beds
of Wyoming), Other features such as ventifacts, abundant
mudcracking and the paucity of organic matter in the sediments
were consistent with such an hypothesis. fhio association of
red beds with aeolian d,eposits, desiccation marks, and evaporites
indicates for Van Houten (1961b p.122) "at least temporary dry
conditions durj.ng deposition, and in some cases local desert
environments"; but he added that "they do not imply accumulation
in vast deserts like the great high pressure or trade wind
deserts today".
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Formation of the red pigment ancl its accurnulatiorr as red

beds in an arid or semi-arid environment must result largely
from jn sjtu processes, in contrast to the "hunidity" hypothesis
where transportation aliray from the area of formation is required
for preservation of the red colour. For the "aridity"
hypothesj-s mineralogical changes must take place vrithin the
body of the sedinent to produce the haerrraLite pigrnent. l1iller
and Folk (f955) observed that haematitr: in nany red beds was

not present at the points of contact of sand grains,
demonstrating that the haematite in these cases was post-
depositional. By so doing, they established that the clirnate
of the source area did not necessarily govern haematite
prcduction, but that conditions within the sediment after
deposition were of major significance.

OXIDES OF IRON

Any hypothesis to explain the origin cf rect beds must give
a satisfactory derivation of haematite. The "hunidity"
hypothesis as previously described, derives the red pigment
from laterj-tes developed under warm hurnid conclitions in the
source area. Tomlinson (19L6) r in assuming an origin of red,

beds from the reworking of ferrug:nous resid.ual soils,
attributed the haematite to a transition by dehydration in the
soil, from goethite (FerO,.HZo) and linonite (2FetOt.3H2O),

both comlnon constituents in the lower horizons of lateritic
soils.

FerO, .HZO = FerO, + H2O

(goethite) (haematite)

2FerOr.3HrO = 2FerO, f 3H2O

(Iimonite) (haematite)

(dehyclration)

(dehydrated)

Raymond (1927) and Krynine (1949) maintained that warm

humid conditions'favoured the dehydration of hydrous ferric
oxides. From thermodynamic considerations, Smith and Kidd
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(1949) stated that. goethite is stabl-e with respect to haematite
at temperatures below t30oC and so will not spontaneously
dehydrate to produce in situ red beds. Van l{outen (1961 p.1}1)
noted these conclusions as corroborating a primary detrital
origin of red pj-gment. However, Berner (f 969 and L97I p.I97) r

from similar thermodynamic considerations to those of Smith
and Kidd (1949), contradicts their conclusions and states that
"therrnod.ynamicall-y the transformation of linronitic goethite
to haenr.atite during diagenesis is feasible", and shows this
to be in agreement with similar results of Langmuir (1970).
Later work by Langmuir (1971) demonstrated that goethite has

tlo thermodynamic stability relative to well-crystallized
haematite uncler normal geologic conditions. He showed that
dehydration of goethite Eo form haenatite may take place at
depth as rve11 as on the land surface, and so consequently may

be completely unrelated to palaeoclimatic conditions.
Recently, Fischer and Schlertmann (1975) d.emonstrated by
laboratory simrrlation, Lhat haematite is formed by finternal
dehydrationr of an aggregated amorphous ferric hydroxide, and

showed that the process is favoured b)' increasing ten',peraiure.
Walker lL967a) reported the progressive in sjtir formation

of red beds uncler a hot arid environment in the Sonoran
Desert, Mexico. Reddening was observed to increase r.riLh age

from the J-ight, grey of recent alluvium, to the red Pliocene
alluvj-al deposits. He concluded that time, in the order of
millions of years, was the criticat factor in reddening, and

listed the three forms of iron oxide pigment (p.360).

(1) yellowish to reddish-yellow amorphous ferric hydrate
in Pleistocene soils o .

(2) red ferric hydrate, amorphous to X-rays, in older
Pleistocene soils.

(3) red, $te1l-crystallized haematite, in Pliocend deposits.

Thus it was established that haematite rnay develop in situT
as a result of the slow progressive dehydration of hydrous ferric
oxides under a hot arid environment. Later, Walker (1974b)

showed that I'red beds can also form d.iagenetically in moist
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tropical- climates by processes of intrastratal alteration that,
are anaLogous to those forming red-beds diagenetically in
deserLs". The diagenetic formation of haematite could rvell
explain many of the ancient red-beds and in particuiar explain
why there are only rare examples of Recent red sedj-ments on

the Earthrs surface.
In 196I Van Houten proposed that the reason fot the apparent

inconsistency of the non-red alluvium (usually grey, brown and

yellow accordj-ng to Jones, L965; Van Houten, 1968; Vlalker'
1967b) of present day tropical rivers draining from lateritic
areas, was because brown hydrohaematite is an intermediary in
the dehydration of hydrous ferric oxide. MacKenzie (1957) and

Scheffer et al,. (1957) had previously suggested that hydro-
haematite is the principle ferric oxide in brown soils of
cooler climates, and in warmer climates laterization ages

hydrohaematite to haematite and concentrates it. Chukhrov
(1973) stud.ied a very conunon hydrated form of haenatite called
ferrihy'lrite (2.5FerO3.4.5H2O) I and noted that it, converts t,o

haematite with time and diagenesis. He concluded that ferri-
hydrite is produced by weathering in upland areas, and carried
in suspension and deposited with the other detrital sul:stances,
where, with a continued oxidising environment, it later
d.ehydrates to haematite and consequently produces red beds.

Walker (I967a, 1967b' L974b) favours an in sjtu origin for
the hydrated ferric oxide which wiL1, with time and a continued
oxidising environment, dehydrate to form haematite. IIe suggests

that the hydrated ferric oxide is produced by intrastratal
alteration of iron-bearing grains in the sediment, most commonly

hornblende and biotite, when the intrastratal environment has

an Eh-pH in the stability field of that compound (see

Garrels and Christ, 1965, for the diagrams of the Eh-pH

stability fields of iron minerals). However, Van. Houten (L972)

suggests that the hydrated ferric oxide is largely a detrital
product and notes that "there is enough free brown hydrated
ferric oxide in tropical savanna alluvium to produce haematite
pigment in a red bed simply by post-depositional dehydratj-on
and crystallization in an oxidizing environnent of burialr'.
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Walker and Honea (1959) showed that in ancient red beds,
on an average, only 0.78 iron is ext.racLable (present as

haematite) thus demonstrating that, "essentially al} sediments,
regardless of type of parent mat--erial or type of source-area
weathering conditions (moist or arid) r contain enough iron to
produce bright red sedimentary rocks if the interstitial
environment, either during or subsequent. to the time of
deposition, favours the formation and preservation of iron oxide".

In summaxyr the possible mechanisms for red-bed formation
are

(1) Ferric oxide brought in, as haematite, from the source
in colloidal suspension and deposited with the other
detrital products (Raymond, L927i Krynine, L949t 1950).
The source sediment rnay be red soils (1atoso1s) as

suggested by the above authors r oE possibly an older red
bed sequence which is being reworked.

(2) rn sjtu aging and dehydra{:ion of yellow or brown hydrous
ferric oxides (limonite, goethite, ferrihydrite, and

possibly maghaemite) to haematite, in an oxidizLng
environment (Van Houten, I954b, 1968, 1972). The hydrous
ferric oxides may be detrital or developed in sjtu.

(3) Diagenetic haematite formed by the in sjtu alteratj-on
of iron-bearing, detritalr silicate minerals (f.lalker,
L967a, L967b, f974b). The alteration probably involves
hydrated. ferric oxides as intermediary mj.nerals.

(4) A combination of the above processes,

llost red beds have probably undergone some redistribution
of iron in solution, with subsequent precipitation as haematite,
or more like1y hydrous ferric oxides. This applies most
particularly to "variegated" red.-bed sequences. Thus, red-beds
themselves are not satisfactory palaeoclimatic indicators t

though some contain features that in themselves indicate
palaeoclimate.. The only factor conmon to aII red beds is an

oxidizing environment for the formation and preservation of
red pigment. Unless reworked and rapidly deposited red beds

can therefore be regarded as reasonably reliable indicators of
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non-marine (possibly incl-uding paralic) deposition for
sediments younger than Devonian.

Aztec Siltstone Red-Bed.s

The Aztec Siltstone is a typical "varieqated." red-bed
sequence, in that it contains interbedded red and drab
lithologies, Red (IOR 4/2) lithologies, either siltstone,
claystone, or mudstoner constii:ute 15 percent of the entire
formation, and 30 percent of the fine-grained lithologies.
The sandstone is either greenish greyr greY, whiter or pink'
but, never red. The red lithologies of the formation are fine-
grained, vertically accreted, overbank sedimenLs (Chapters 3

and 7) .

TIME OF REDDENING

The time of reddening of the Aztec Siltstone is difficult
to fix exactly. The haematiter or possibly some precursory'
mineral, was either detriLal or formed. as a penecontemporaneous

product because the Aztec Siltstone contains red intraclasts
incorporated, into non-red sandstone units (Chapter 3, P.27,
Fig. 3.8) . Further evidence for a detrital or penecontempo-

raneous origin of the red pigrnent arises from the inclusion of
the haematitic pigment in the kankar (tcalichet) and the oolite
sample (23306). Both of these products crystallized. on or
near the surface of the Aztec alluvial plain (Chapters 3 and 6).
Consistent with a detrital or penecontemPoraneous origin for
the pigment is the fact that many of the red-drab colour
boundaries conform to bedding and other sedimentary structures
e.g. burrows (trace fossils), roots, and vein networks
(ChapLer 4). In some of the soil horizons in the formation,
e.g. AI, unit 22, sample 23243, the haematite pigment is
concentrated into channels (skew-plane haematans, Fig. 5.4)
and concretions (haematans, Fig. 5.6). These structures are

characteristic soil features and attest to the detrital or
penecontemporaneous origin of the pigment.
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In addition to the above evidence for an early origin of
the pigment, a small number of sandstone beds contain some

detrital quartz grains which are completely rirnmed by haematite

pigment, In a few examples e.g. 2324I the haematite imparts

a pink colour to the sample. T,'he haematite is not contained

in the matrix, and could therefore not have arisen from post'-

depositional processes. These sanples are considered to be the
products of local reworking of earlier reddened Aztec sediments

and further substantiate the case for early reddening.
The conrmon occurrence of reduced,, drab, upper and lower

portions of the fj-ne-member red beds, as exemplified by the
f idealr fining-upwards cycle (Chapter '1 , Fig. 7.4) , also

suggests that the red or red-inducing product must have been

present at or soon after deposition.
The bulk chemistry (Chapter 6) rules out the possibility

that the pigment derives from the jn sjtu altera+*ion of iron-
bearing minerals as suggested for some red. beds by l{alker
(196?a I Lg67b, Lg74b). If this had been the case, then it
would be expected that the total Fe contenL of the red and

associated drab lithologies would be the san1,e. However, thLs

is not the case (ChaPter 6, fig. 6.2). The only iron-bearing
minerals in the Aztec are the illitic and chloritic c1ays.

If the iron for the haematite had derived, from these clays it
would be expected that the clay content of Lhe red and green

paired samples would be proportionately different. This was

not found (Chapter 5). If other iron-bearing minerals had

existed in the Aztec prior to red,dening €.9. hornblende or

.biotiLe, then the sandstones should also contain these minerals,
but they do not (ChaPter 5).

If the red pigment or its precursory rnineral had been

introd.uced after consolidation of the formation, then it would'

be expected that the more perneable lithologies €.9. sandstones,

would. be most affected. Howeverrthe sandstones never contain
a red pignented matrix.

The basal units of the disconformably overlying forrnation'
the Metschel Tillite, contain red lithologies, considered to
be the reworked Products of the uppermost units of the Aztec
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Siltstone. This means that the Aztec Siltstone had attained
its red-inducing product at ieast prior to the carboniferous
(?)-Early Permian glaciation.

There is no evidence to establish that the haematite of
the Aztec Siltstone was a detrital product. The scan electron
microscope photographs of haernatite pign',ent coating a cletrital
quartz grain (extracted from a red sandy claystone, 23584)
(Fig. 5.28) shorvs the inclividual ptaty haematite grains sLacked
in what is obviously their growth position, thus suppor.ting an
in sjtu as opposed to a detrital origin for the pigment. A

few examples of jn situ haematite growth were noted in thin
section e.g. Fig, 5.30, where coarse-grained haematite had
formed as an alteration product (Chapter 5 p,148). Alttrough
this establishes that the conditions were right for in sjru
haematite growth, the bulk of the haematite is not considered.
to have been formed in this rrldrln€r because the haematite so
formed is coarse grained, and untike the pigment.

The haenratite pigment of the Aztec siltstone is gene::ally
of a perfect euhedral form, as clay-sized hexaEonal plates
(fig. 5.29). This feature requires an in siru as opposed to,
a detrital origin according to Wilson (197I, p.1006), rvho

believed. that the perfect euhedral form could. not be inherited.
However' the author suggests that although it is consistent with
the in situ formation of haematite, it is not proof because it
is possible that the very fine grain crystal size of the pigment
may have allowed it t.o survj-ve the rigors of fluvial transpor-
tation.

The absence of red sandstone, even although a high
percen'tage of the Aztec sand.stone contains some cray matrix,
is further evidence consistent with the '.riew that the haemat.ite
was not detrital.

Therefore, it would appear that the red pigment was
produced in situ, probably at some time before deposition of
the overlying unit. The red lithologies of the Aztec were all
fine-member, overbank deposits which in general vrere subaerially
exposed for periods of between 51000 and 501000 years, based
upon the kankar (rcalichet) evidence (Chapter 4). Most of
these units probabJ-y developed. as soils (Chapter 4 , Nod,ules,
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Vein Netrvorks; Chapter 6 | Soil Chernistry) . It is concluded

that the haematite pigment developed in these sediments at

some stage during subaerial exposure. The pignent is not

thought to have resulted from intrastratal alteration of iron-
bearing minerals as has been previously discussed, but is
considered to have been produced frora the progressive' in sjtu
dehydration of d.etrital, brown or yellow, amorphous and i:oorly
crystalline hydrated ferric oxide. This is consistent' wil:h

the modern view that recl beds do not, derive the bulk of their
red pigment directly as a detrital product by, for example

the reworking of haematite rich soils or sedinents in the

source region, aud that most were deposited as non-red

alluvium (Van Houten, L968, L972; Walker, f974b). Van Houten

(1972) noted that hydrated ferric oxides are a ccmmon

constituent of savanna alluvium, ancl it is a savanna climate
which is indicated for the Aztec Siltstone by the kankar
(tcalich€r)r the vein network-s, and the other sedimentary

structures (chapter 4), and by the analcime (chapter 5).
The hydrated ferric oxid.e was Probably clerived from the

reworking of yellow or brorvn ferric oxide-bearing soils in '

the source region (Van lloulen, L9721 .

The progressive dehydration of the free ferric oxide in
the Aztec Siltstone would have been favoured by the hot, wet

and dry savanna climate. Langmuir (1971) noted that haematite

forms separately or vrith goethite in soils which are alternately
wet and dry. He further stated that "in soils subject to
periodic desiccation by sunlightrhematite formation from fine-

.grained goethite at the soil-air interface is accelerated by

the presence of low water vapour pressures and soil temp'eratures

which occasionally reach 70o to 80oC." Adler (1970, p.337)

also notes a hot cl-imate as favouring the formation of
haematit,e, and Fischer and Schwertmann (1975) observed that
increasing temperature favours the dehydration of ferric
hydroxide to form haematite. Another condition favouring the

formation of haematite relative to goethite is an increased

absorbed, Ca and Mg in the clay fraction (Taylor and Graley,

Lg67l I a condition which is indicated for the Aztec fine-
grained lithologies by the kankar (tcalicher).
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The various pedogenic processes which affected the fine-
grained units may also have contributed to the production and

distribution of the haematite pignr.ent. t'lilIot (1970 ' p.1I1)
notes a number of mechanisms prevailing in the reddening of
soil profiles under warm hot and dry climates '
(I) The humid season guarantees hydrolysis and the release

of iron.
(21 The dry season mineralizes the organic matter and fixes

the iron.
(3) The result depends on the alternative action of these

two seasons.
(4) The intensity of vegetation, of hydrolysis and of the

release of iron will depend on the duration and

temperature of the humid season.
(5) The destruction of organic matter and reddening will

depend on the vigour of the dry season.

DRAB LITHOLOGIES

If the hydrated ferric oxide was d,eposited as an integral
part of the fine-grained lit.hologies of the Aztec Siltstone,
then the drab lithologies must have been produced fronr the
red or potentially red, by jn situ reduction and removal of
the haematite pigment or hydrated ferric oxide. This is
evidenced by the common observation, in thirr section and in
the field, of drab beds containing rennant haematite as

isolated grains or patches of red pigment (ChaPters 3 and' 5).
rn siru reduction can be demonstrated to have taken place at
the top and bottom of most red fine-member units (Chapters

' 3 and 71, and reduction spherei and zones within massive red
deposits are a conmon feature. Further examples of post-
depositional reduction occur where red intraclasts show green

reduction rims (Fig. 3.8), and in vein networks where the
veins have acted as channels for the downward percolation of
reducing solutions which derived from overlying channel
sandstones (Chapter 4 p. 67).
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The bulk sediment chemistry shows that ti:e only difference
between the red and associated non-red lithologies is in the
haematite content of the red (Chapter 6). This suggests that
the haematite or precursory mineral was almost completely
removed from the drab layers on reduction.

The feasibility of producing drab sediment from red rvas

dernonstrated by artificialty reducing a red sample in the
laboratory. The resultant solutj.on of the haematite pignent
exposed a typical green sediment (Chapter 5 p.144 ).

Some fine-grained units of the Aztec Siltstorte consist of
alternati*g, thin (less than 10 em), recl and green bed's

(Chapter 3 p. 23 ) . It was observed that the colour change

invariab.l-y corresponded, to small grain size variations in the
unit; the green bed.s were the coarser grained lithologies.
Alsor orr close inspection of rnassive red beds containing clrab

layers and lenses, it was discovered thab. invariably the drab

layer was cored by relatively coarse grained lithology. These

observat.ions suggesi that reducing soluFions migrated alorrg

more permeable horizons and locally removed the red haematite
pigrnent by reduction.

The widespread post-depositional recluction of the Aztec

obviously }ead to considerable redistribution of iron j-n the
fine-grained sedimenls. How much of the iron that was removed

from the drab sediments was completely removed from the basin
of deplosition in groundwater systems, and how much was J-ocally
i-ntroduced into the red sediments is unknown. A number of
examples of the latter i.e. localized in situ reddening
resulting from the post-depositional introduction of iron in
solutionr w€r€ observed frorir the formation e.gi. A1, unit 16,

Chapter 4 p. 48, Fig. 4.5. In these samples it is thought that
ferrous iron-bearing solutions, derived from the reduction of
neighbouring layers, migrated into green sedj.ments and upon

oxidation precipitated ferric iron, probably as hydrated
oxide which layer dehydrated to haematite pigment.

The same processes of solution and precipitation of
iron through locilized oxidation and reduction are responsible
for the mottled red-drab patterns commonly seen in the fine-
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grained lithologies of the Aztec Siltstone (Pig. 7.9). These

processes probably take place at the air/groundwater interface
and are caused through fluctuations of the waier table' probably

seasonal-climate induced. They are considered to be analogous

to gleying processes in soil profiles, Included organic matter
and permeating reducing solutions have probably further
complicated the oxidation-reduction process in the Aztec
examples.

Much of the reduction of the overbank sediments probably
took place in the backswamp region of the floodbasin. Here'
the water table was high, whichr orl a savanna floodplain,
would have encouraged plant life and other organic activity
that in turn would have effected a reducing medium. Pluvial
ponds and ox-bow lakes were contmon in the backswamp region and

invariably the sediments deposited from them are recluced
(Chapter 7l ,

The sandstones of the Aztec Siltstone are never red, but
are either greenish greyr greYr or white. If the hydrated
ferric oxide, which penecontemporaneously gave rise to the
red, pigment, was detrital then those sandstone beds containing
clay matrj-x might. be expected to be red. However, the clay
matrix is always drab. From a study of the ridealr fining-
upwards cycle (Chapter 7) it has been shown that the coarse
member, channel sandstones invariably had a red.ucing influence
as shown by the reduced overlying and underlying fine-rnember
lithotogies, and the included red intraclasts r';hich commonly

have a green, reduced rim. It is suggested that whereas the
fine-grained, overbank sediments were, in most instancest
subaerially exposed above the water table for considerable
periods (between 5'000 and 501000 years based on the kankar
(tcalicher) evidence, Chapter 4), so that most of the included
organic matter was oxidized, the coarse-member, channel
sandstones remained close to or below the water table (Dunbar

and Rod,gers, l-957, p.215; Friendr 1966). Any organic matter
incorporated into these sandstones probably survived for a

time, thereby effecting reducing conditions. In a markedly
seasonal climate of the type suggested for the Aztec Siltstone
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vrith an arid or semi-arid period, it is probable that plant
life and therefore organic debris was concentrated in the
acti'/e channel region.

It is suggested that the reduction of the iron in the
sandstones took place soon after deposition, because this
woul'l be the time of greatest organic concentration and

therefore greatest reducing capacity, and also because iron
was still in the hydrated form. As an am.orphous and poorly
crystalline product it would be easily altered and dissolved.

It is concluded that the fine-grained sed.iments of the
Aztec Siltstone included as a detrital product, an anorphous

and poorly crystalline, yeIlow or brown hydratecl ferric
oxide (F.ig. 9.1). Those fine-grained overbank sedinents that
were exposed above the water table for consiclerable periods
(5r000 to 50r000 years) were reddened by the progressive
in sj"tu dehydration of their included hydrated ferric oxide
to form crystallirre haematite pigirnent. However, those sediments,

including both fine member and coarse member typesr that
remained, waterlogged, belor+ the ground-water table, and in
association with organic matter, were invariably red,uced and

lost their free ferric oxide in solution. The latter
particularly affected. the sediments of the backswan'rp region
of the flood.basin, including the sedinents of pluvial ponds

and ox-bow lakes. Some lat.er post-deposit-ional reduction
also occurred, including the reduction spheres, reduction
channels, reduced burrows, reduced vein networksr and. the
reduced layers irnmediately underlying the scour surface at
the base of the coarse-member, channel sandstones. -rn sjtu
reddening by the Localized introduction of iron oxide
transferred from drab J-ayers, is undoubtedly part of the
process that resulted in the variegated and mottled horizons
of the Aztec Sil-tstone.
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CONCLUSIONS

The Aztec Siltstone is a "red-bed" sequence deposited on

a broad low lying alluvial plain during Late Devonian times
in southern Victoria Land, Antarctica. The following
conclusions have been drawn from this study.

The formation has a maximum thickness of 2L7 m but has

been eroded at the top by the Carboniferous (?)-Early
Permian continental gla.cj.ation. The erosion bevelled
the formation by planing increasingly greater arnounLs

off the more northerly sections, and locally cut a

deep valley into the formation.
The formation consists of an interbedded sequence of
sandstone (50 percent of the formation) r siltstone, and

claystone. Locally it contains minor beds of carbonaceous

siltstone and claystone, limestone, and intraformat,j-onal
conglomerate. The sandstone is quartzarenite with
det,rital grains consisting mainly of plutonic quartz
with minor chert, feldspar, metamorphic quartz, and a
trace of hearlg minerals. Sandstone textures average

fine-grained and rvell sorted, although sandstone i^iith
textural- inversion is contmon, The latter resulted
Iargely from sediment-mixing including bioturbation'
pedogenesis, post-d.epositional translocation of clays
from interbedded fine-grained units, and Possibly minor

aeolian effects. Some of the texturaL inversion also
arose from the reworking of quartzarenite from the
source area.

(3) The Aztec Siltstone is consi.dered to be of non-marine
origin for several reasons.
(a) Fining-upwards sedimentary cycles are characteristic

of fluvial deposition.
(b) The carbon and o:<ygen isotope compositions are

strongly non-marine in character.
(c) Conchostracans, which are found in the formation,

are non-marine invertebrates.

(21
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(d) The fish species that
are fresh-water types
a marine tolerance.

(e) The strontium isotope
a non-marine origin.

are found in the formation
, although they may ha.t'e had,

(4)

evidence is consistent with

(f) Red beds of Devonian and younger age are niost

cornmonly of non-marine origin.
(g) The soil features including the kankar ('caliche'),

mudcracks, rain impressions, ancl the red beds,
denote a terrestrial environment with ext'ended

subaerial exposure.
(h) The association of roots, plant matter and spores

in the formation suggests a terrestrial environment.
The Aztec Siltstone was deposite<l fron highly sinuous
(tortuous), meandering streams that criss-crossed the
broad 1ow lying alluviat p1ain. These streams probably
had an average depth of I to 2 m and a width in the

range 3 to 77 m. The streams characteristically gave

rise to fining-upwards cycles of sedimen'E.ation consist'ing
of laterally accreted. channel sandstones deposited by

point bar migration, and vertically accreted otlerbank

sediments which were carried as suspencled load into
the flooclbasins during flood.s, Some overbank deposj.tion
of bed load material formed leVees, and stream avulsion
and crevassing during flood stage produced crevas,$e-

splay deposits.
The tidealt fining-upwards cycle, determined by

Markovian analysis, consists of a basal laterally
accreted fine to mediim channel sandstone overlain by

a unit of green fine-grained verti.cally accreted
overbank sedinent which bontains a thin interbed' of
very fine to fine sandstone of levee or crevasse-splay
origin. The green siltstone or claystone is followed
by red siltstone or claystone that is invariably
capped by green siltstone or claystone produced by

post-depositional reduction of the red'
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(5) Some of the streams on the Aztec alluvial plain at times

became entrenched, and with gradual subsidence, maintained
a steady deposition of sancistone. thus building up thick
sequences of sandstone (multistorey sandstone bodies).
some of the thick fine-grained deposits also resulted
from stream entrenchment.

The erosive ability of streams on the Aztec alluvial
plain is attested by a scour surface at the base of most

channel sandstone beds and cutting into the fine-grained
J-ithologies of the underlying cycle. SiIt'stone clasts
as eroded products (intraformational conglomerate or
channel t.g) lie in the srvales and troughs of the erosional
surface.
Stream diversion or avulsion gave rise to a vertical
profile that deviatbs from the tidealt fining-upward's
cycle, and generated the discrete or isolated channel
sandstone units of the forrnation. Avulsion occurred
during exceptionally high flood condrtionsr and is
largely an autocyclic phenomenon, although sorce allocyclic
factors probably had some influence.

The overall bimodal sandstone-siltstone distribution
with time through the Aztec suggests that allocyclic
mechanisms, possibly of tectonic or base-level control,
did affect the deposition. Climate changes sufficient
to have influenced discharge and thus sedimentation to
the degree observed, appears unlikety because there is
no observable change with time in the proportion of red
beds in the formation, as would be expected from such

marked climatic variations.
The interchannel, floodbasin areas were the sites of
deposition of the fine-glained. deposits consisting
mainJ.y of clay-rich overbank sediments. Other floodbasin
sediments incLude some lacustrinal deposits from pluvial
ponds and ox-bow lakes, and palustrinal deposits from
the backshramps.

(7)
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(8) Subaerial e:<posure was a feaLure of the floodbasin
sediments, with the exception of those in the low-lying
areas, of or below the ground-water table e.g. the
backswamp, lake or pond areas. Those floodbasin
sediments rshich had a relatively high relief r orl

alluvial ridges and terraces, a good drainage (probably
aided by underlying permeabl-e sandstone lithol-ogies)
and thus a l-ow ground-water tab1e, were oxidized, and

where these cond,itions were maintained for considerable
periods, these sedin'.ents underwent soil development.
other overbank sediments which remained near or below
the ground-water table, derreloped reducing conditions,
fostered by the incorporation of organic debris,

(e) The kankar (tcaLichef) suggests that there was a period
of prolonged subaerial exposure and soil development
which followed the deposition of the fine member of the
fining-upwards alluvial cycles. This period probably
extended from 51000 to 50,000 years.

(10) Soil development in many of the fine member, overbank
secliments is indicated by a nunJrer of factors.
(a) Calcareous nodules are analogous to the kankar

( I caliche | ) of moclern Pedocal soils
(b) The chemj.stry of some fine rnember sequences is

analogous to that in many of the fred-earthr,
rred-brown earthf, rcalcareous red earthr, or
rred or brown clayr soils of Austraiia. The

chemistry includes (i) the bulk sediment major
element chemistry, and (ii) the dcwn-profile major
element variations. The latter shows the
illuviation of clays, the translocation and

deposition of carbonates, and the mobilization
and segregation of iron and manganese oxj.des.

The carbon isotope vaLues of the carbonate nodules
are consistent with their being pedogenic carbonates.

(c) The micromorphological fabric of many of the fine-
grained overbank sediments is similar to that in
modern soils and inclucles free or embedded grain
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argillans, ferri-argillans, sepic pJ.asnic fabric
(cora,rrnonly lattisepic), skew-planes and, haernatans.

(d) Wavey or pseudo-bedding in some fine men'.ber uni'bs
is analogous to the gilgai soil phenomenon.

Roots and associated planb fragnents and spores in
some fine member units indica.i:e soil fornration.
Vein netrvorks are comparable with soil feaLures.
The analcime i-s possibly a soil product-.

Quartz grain solution embaynents in the fine-grained
lithologies are possibly related to soil conditions'

(I1) The change in sedirnentation from Lhe Beacon Heights
Orthoquartzite that conformably underlies the Aztec
Siltstone, to the Aztec itselfr corresponds to a change

from braided to meandering streanr deposj-tion. This
change was undoubted.ly influenced by the establishment
of evolving vegetation on the alluvial plain that
stabilized the sedirnents and aided soil processes.
However. major floods vrould have caused periodic
flushing of sediment from the system, thereby aid'ing
the creation of the sedimentary cycles.

(fZ1 The climate of the Late Devonian in southern Victoria
Land, Aniarctica, is thought to have been hot, ano

seasonally wet and dry (savanna climate). This is
indicated by numerous factors.
(a) The kankar (rcalicher) is a valuable palaeoclimatic

indicator that suggests a hot and markedly seasonal
climate, with an aricl or semi-arid period and an

annual rainfall of less than 65 cm.

(b) The Aztec soils have an analogous chemistry to that
for Australian Pedocal soils that formed under
savanna clinates. '

(c) Vein networks are the prod.uct of deep vertical
cracks in the soils of regions having a hot and

strongly seasonal climate with an arid or semi-arid
period.

(d) Mudcricks, including syneresis cracksr are consistent
with the savanna climate model.

(e)

(f)
(g)

(h)
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(e) Rain impressions are most commonly founcl in the
sediments of pluvial ponds and ephemeral streams

of seasonally arid or semi-arid regions.
Temporary aridity is suggested for the Aztec climate

by the isolated occurrence of syneresis cracks that were

formed in saline lakes, analcime in pisolites and soil
matrix, and primary gyPsum lenses' Temporary' possibly
seasonal aridity is also indicated by the occurrence of
concentrations of unreworked fossil fish material.
These deposits probably result,ed from the concentrating
of living fish as streams and ponds dried up.

(fl) The red lithologies of tlre formation are invariably fine-
grained oVerbank sediments; the sandstones are either
grey or r,rhite but never red. The compositional variation
between red and associated drab samples is sinrply a

prod,uct of the haematite content clf the red; both
contain very similar proportions of the other mineralst
namely clays and quartz grains. The colour of the
green lithologies is caused by the green illitic ancl

chloritic clay matrixr but this green is suppressed by

the haematitic pigment in the red sediments. The grey

lithologies of Lhe formation are transitional littrologies
in that they contain a lgw concentration of haematite
pigment.

(14) Reddening of the Aztec Siltstone was a peneconLemporaneous

process that took place in the floodbasin sediments
during their prolonged subaerial exposure. The haema'Lite

pigment was derived Largely from the jn sjtu and

progressive dehydration of detrital amorphous and poorly
crystalline brown hydrated ferric oxide, in those sedi-
ments which maintained, ap oxidizing environment.
Sediments which remained in a water-logged state, below
the ground-water table, and in association with organic
matterl w€r€ invariably reduced and lost their free
ferric oxide in solution. Later post-depositional
reduction gf some red beds produced reduction spheres

and channels, reduced burrows and vein networks, and the
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nedlraced layers irunediately underl,yilrg the scoured
surfaee at the base of the eoarse $ernber channeX.

' sandstones. Some chemicaL redj.st:ribution of iron
contrlbuted to the variegateil and mottled hori.zoRg

of the forrnation.
(.I5) Rounded quattz overgrowthe, texturaL inversi.on, chert

grains, d.iverse types of quartz, a high degree of grain
rciundJ.ng and the pre*enoe of on11t ultra-stabLe heavg

mi:ner-algr atre features of the quartzafe'nites of the
Aztec $iltstone which toEether suggest'a sedimentary
sour€€ rock for the formation. The palaeocurrant
directions incll,cate ttrat tlre soufcc region was to the
southwest of, the present outcsup area, and in the
dinection of th'e East Antarctic CratoR which now tr'ies

benea€h the Polar FLateeu.
f,he ,strontiuni isotop€ daLa srrggest an age for the

source natefial. of the' formatsion of from 2.7 ta 3.'45x109

year:c. Agr'es in this range have been found for t'he

lgneous and netamorphic baseuent rocks exposed along
the coast of East Antarcti'sa. As the mix.-ed tlrpes of
quartz grains i.n the formatlon also indicate a mixed

ig:,reous aud rnetamorphic terrain as the original sonrce
materi.al r it, ds probatile that the original prov€Earce

of ttre Aztec Siltstone: was the East Antancbic S,hield.
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Appendix Table t. Textures of the thin secLioned
lithologies of the Aztec Siltstone.

The grain size of all samples thin sectioned was

determined approximately, by measuring 20 grains chosen to
be representative of the mean. The values were then corrected
to sieve equivalents (Adams, L974). The sand.stone rnean grain
size, obtained by averaging all rapproximatef values, is the
same as that obtained from the detailed grain size analysis
of 11 sandstones (p. Z$a) . This establishes that the
approximating method is reasonably accurate.

The sorting for sandstbnes has been expressed by the
FoIk (1968) classification, and for the finer-grained
liLhologies the classification of Picard (I97I) has been
ernployed.. Picard I s classif ication assigns good sorting to
those rocks t!:.at contain more than 90 percent silt or clay
sized material, fair to those that contain 75 to 90 percenl:
silt. or clay, and poor to those containing J-ess than 75 percent
silt or clay.

Mat.urity indices apply to sandstones only.

Abbreviations

ClSt = claystone SiCl-St= sil-ty claystone
SCISt = sandy claystone ClMSt, = clayey mudstone

etc.
l- = mean sphericity I- = mean roundnessiir
x = clay present as a mod,e, in a percentage greater than

5 percent.
p =poor F-fair Q=good Ws=wellsorted
MWs = moderately well sorted Sm = supermature
Text.in. = textural inversion.
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Sarple Lithology Sand Grains Silt.UOIOUT : i.x. xr X.
Grains laodes (t units) Sorting Maturity

I, sand silt clay

Section A4

23L74 SiClSr
23L75 SSr
23L82 SCLSr*23183 SSr
23184 CIMST

0.9 0.2 4.0 5.0t<
0. 9 0 ,2 3.1 5.8

4.0

LoGv 5/2
5YR 8/1
sGY 8/I
sa 8/2
5c 7/I

sY.8/r

sey 6/I
scv 6/L
N9
5GY 5,11
scv 8/t

0. 68 0. 32
0. 84 0.75
0.?3 0.22
0.66 0.34

P
ws

vJs
P

-Ws
xP
xl'
XG

P

Ws
E
WB
P

x

:
:
x

Sn

w8

Ws

l{s

N9

:
:
x

Sm

Sm

0,7 0.3 - 5.0
0.73 0.4r 0.8 0.2

0.84 C.75 23L82 size/rounding inversionSandstones

Fine-grained liths. 0.70 0.27 (*uot incl.) 23183 orienlated parallel to
bedding

Section Al
23228 SiClSr
23230 '|,

23233 Clst
23234 SSr
23235 CtSiSt
23235A SiclSt
23237 SiClSt
23238 CIMSr
23240 ClYrSt
23241 SSr
23243 Clsr
23244 Clgt
23246 SSr
23249 Siclsr
23254 SSt

LOF' 4/2
N5
5c 6/L
5R 8/2 0.70 0.43
se 6/L
IOF. 4/2

t_

59 7/L
5c 6/L
7OR 8/2 0.72 0.sr
LOR 3/4
5P 4/2
5R 8/2 0.66 0.32
5G 8/L 0.55 0.43
N8 0 .'72 0.63

o.7 0.3
0.7 0. 3o._, o:,
0.7 0. Io.7 0. 20.5 0.1
0.7 0.1
0.7 0.1-

0.9 0.3o:t o:'
0.7 0.3

4.6 x
5,3 x,:o :
4.6 x
6.0 x
6.0 x
4.7 x
6.0 x

4.4 x
5.0 x

5.U X

alo

rle
3,0
t:u

3.0
2.7

0.7
0.7
1.6
,:n
1.7
2.7
3.0
2.9

0.7
1.7
r.7

2.7

P
P
E

Ws
P
E
P
P
P
Ws
P
T

tjts
E

Ws

Sn

Sm

Sm

Sn

*23299 SSt
23301 SSr

tr

23304 Siclst
23310 clsr
23315 SSr
23316 SiClSt
23319 SSr
2332L CIMST

23254 SSr
23236 SiClSr
232e0 ClSr
2328L elsr

*234L2 SSt

123413 SSt

234L4 SSr

0.79 0.74
0. 70 0,72
0.84 0.82
0. ?9 0.70

0. 83 0.84
0.75 q.66
0. 8] 0.61

0.9 0.3
0. 9 0.3

0.? 0.L

Sm
Text. in.

:'o
Sm

Sn

sandstones 0.72 0. s7

Fine-grained liths. 0.65 0.43

0.69 0.45 0.7 0.2

Section PI

N8
loR a/2
ro3 4/2
5GY 8/1

Sandstones

F'ine-grained llths . 0.74 0.37

Section lll
0. e5 0.79 L.7
o. 74 0.37 O _' O:t t;O ,;o

0.80 0.58 0.7 0.1

0. 85 0. ?9

:*

5.4
t_t
5.0

5-7

Ws
Ws

SandEtones 0.79 0. 79

Fine-graineil 1iths. 0.76 0.60

0.68 0.44 0. 9 0.2
0. 78 0.69 0 .8 0.2

section P4

0. 83 0. 75

0.82 0.78
o.82 0. 76

0. 78 0.57
0 . 78 0.6?

0.78 0.57

*Beacon Heights Orthoguartzite

23301 Two quartz sand size modes

Sandstones

Fine-graJ.ned liths.

* Beacon Heights orthoguartzite

Sm
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Sourple iJithologl Colour SSricl GEains sj_tt crgine Hoites (g unlLs) gorttreg ,l{a,turi.ty
x" xt xE xt sarrd si.1t e1a!/

ri29,4?L gst

g€..!*detoneg

r 23t150
'*29a52

?3453 S.1,C:.St
2345r8r gSt,
23461, EIESr

23A.2X ,CLSt
23429 rf

ge43M1S$t
2t4t2 6ic1sr
43,{ 3t cllrfl.r
23437 C1SC
1343€ etrss.t

f

23'44,0 SiCLS,b

Bectlorl Ll
o.-.f4 0.54 - -
0.61 0. 54

o.7z a-62
0. 74 0r 62

0 .17 0, ?1
0.70 0- 39,

0'9 0.3
0.?3 0.58 0.8 0,3

0.72 ,0,.62

S.eetion 82

0. 8'0 4.1,9 0. ? 0..3

9 r Ftr {li.'l L
0.75 0.48
0.94 0.78
0.?1 0.50

0.8{ 0.68
0.72 0.4,8
0.81 0"7.8
0.8r. 0.80
o.?9 0.65 O.? 0.4

0.80 0.72

0.78 0i59

5f 81r

N2
$lL
sv ell
5R:. 4/2
t1E :8/L
5W 6/t
51 8lt
'Etrv 712

3. { P

F
r
P
P
P
F
P

P

l[e-xE. ln.

:
Te3L.in.

tre*a.tE.

Sn
Sttr

Text.ia.
8al

Text.ln.
text- in.

4.7 0.3r:* 0.3

0.7 0 .3
0.7 0r2
0.7 0.2
--

-4.6x
- 610 :x

3,4 -, "x
2.7 5,0 *
xrtx
- e.9 X

L-7-ll
3.L
- 5.7 x

gsr
gst

Fine-grained li.tbg. 0.71 0.57

N9
i

56lc-tion I42

0,?9 a,?2
0.80 'i.7,4 -

2.1
2.4

0.80 0.73

sGY 6/1 0.80 0.s9 0,7 0.a 2"7
l{8 0 . 78 ;0. 75
5Y 712 0=?g o.5Z - : 3.7

0,78 0,.64 0.7 0.3

Sraitdsgcin€s 0,78 0.75

* Ee'acon liei,ghts Oarthoqlrartzt te

234138 trs Euar+z sand s1.z€ rEides

* Beason neti,ghLs Orthogliartzlibe

E$
Stn

ws
$lr

5.{at--
lgs Sn

5.0 x P fext..,in.

*2357O,
*2.3573
*235?5
*z!576
*23578

-Ws
l*8
.P

5.0xF
we

a.1 0 .3

sst
r
i

cxsr
s6L

:
Srn
Sn

F
P
s

F
F

Wa
Ifs

IE'

x

Fine-grht:ned lltbs. 0.?S 0.58

t{:9 0,82 0.81r 0.8t ,0.81
" o.8i 0.84
5$r 8/r 0.76. 0.68
N9 0.80 0.,81

2.?
1.6
2..4
2.1
2.7

2.1
1.0
1.3
2-9
x

?.1
3,. L
2.4
2r'4

5:t

I Eeacah Bei.qhts Orthdquartait€

335SI rfio w.e.Il eo,rtedl aDA tral!
roundedl nbclaa

i3519 ,Ctstr cLsst
235&t ss.r

o

23t5,82 Setst
23584 Scl,st

r
23586, SSr
?3s89 r

noh {,/2
sGr 6,/1
gcv 8/l
N9
IOe 412

t)..1 rr.J

0.5

N9
i

0.7
xx5.0 *

li3 - r-
2.,7
2.,4 . .

Siaftilstortes

p16E-gral.ned !.l€t8.

25138 gsr
251{0 r
25144 n

sGilr vl
E:r, slL
N8

Seetlon E6

IVa Sa
!fifE Se
ffa SE
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Etrickness variations in th6 fining-ulma,rele
sequence.s of the Aztec Siltstone.

Seetion

AC

AI
tl

lf

ll

A2

l!1
t!

It

Coarse Menber
'(sr)

417

0.9

0.7

3.2
4.7

3,4

416

4,0
416

7,5

6,0

3.3

3.9

7.6

3.0

3.9
10.4

Fine lle'nlcer {lota]-
(rr) (m)

2.0 6.7

I.3
4,4
3.7

2.4

0.8

6.O

:1.5

3.8

1.6

0,.6

5,8

11.,8

3.7

3.8

5.1

10.3

2.0

2.2

5.1

6i9

7,1

4,2

10.6

5-5

8.,4

9.,tr

6 ',6
9.1

Ls,.7

11.3

6.8
9.8

20,7

3.3

PI
n

F

TjZ

F

fr.

ll

1.3s9

Uean6 = 4' 3, 3.9 8.2
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Aplenctix Table C. F'l,eld Locatlon of sapples eslleetect durJ.ng the
1973-?4 ftetrd season. Ehe, Lo,cations are glven wi,.th
r'eferenqe to €lie ECctlon descrJBtioa.s ln &sXrin et al,,
1.971, and Barrett and Webb 1973,

Sanple S;ectiorr l€,caEion treEcEipti,on

AI-95 A1 Unit I Red and g:.een siltstone
,A1-I5 41 Unit 16 Recl siltstone
A1-16 Al tr rr Green s+Ltstone

Ll-12 IiI Uni.t 1,7 Red silt$to,ne
SqsPIeg a to d were taken at 0,? n vertiaal lnLewaLs, down thc un{L.

t1-13 I,1 Unit t7 ned. sdltstone
e dluPlicate of t$e profile sailp1j"r-Ng done f,,or L1-i2, 2 ro horiaontal
distance from l*1-tr2'.

L1-tr9

E2-!,3

r.2-16

AE-05

Irl

Ta2

t2

It$it 2€ 8ed anrt greeti siltstone
upper 2 m

Unit 24

Unit 3

az-o7

AE $eottoa 18 10 rn f,rorn Red sl-ltstone
base of
Aglec
$Iltstone

r !t n tr 'Gteen s'i.lt*ton€

ffi-171lgr19r20 AZ Seetion [7 ;0"4 m fro-m Bed s!!-tstbn€
base of M-17 ls g:r,een
AEtec
Siltstorae

Sangrles taken at O.4 m vertlcal iatewals dorm the urit,
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